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User: LEU

Case: CV-2015-0005814 Current Judge: Cynthia KC. Meyer
Dennis Irish, etal. vs. Jeffrey E Hall, etal.

Dennis Irish, Wanda S Irish vs. Jeffrey E Hall, Dona F Hall
Date

Code

User

8/14/2015

NCOC

DEGLMAN

New Case Filed - Other Claims

DEGLMAN

Filing: AA- All initial civil case filings in District
Cynthia K. C. Meyer
Court of any type not listed in categories E, F and
H(1) Paid by: Fulgham, Mischelle Rae (attorney
for Irish, Dennis) Receipt number: 0031286
Dated: 8/14/2015 Amount: $221.00 (Check) For:
Irish, Dennis (plaintiff)

COMP

CLEVELAND

Verified Complaint for Injunctive Relief

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

SUMI

CLEVELAND

Summons Issued - Jeffrey E. Hall

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

SUMI

CLEVELAND

Summons Issued - Dona F. Hall

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

AFSV

WOOSLEY

Affidavit Of Service - JEH & DFH 08/18/15

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HUFFMAN

Cynthia KC. Meyer
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Smith, Erik
Paul (attorney for Hall, Jeffrey E) Receipt
number: 0033688 Dated: 9/2/2015 Amount:
$136.00 {Check) For: Hall, Jeffrey E (defendant)

NOAP

HUFFMAN

Notice Of Appearance-Erik P Smith

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

9/28/2015

NITD

JLEIGH

Three Day Notice Of Intent To Take Default

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

10/2/2015

ANSW

DIXON

Answer To Complaint And Affrimative Defenses

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

NOTE

DIXON

Sent to Judge for Review

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference
11/10/2015 03:00 PM)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

NOHG

LARSEN

Notice Of Hearing

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

ORDR

LARSEN

Scheduling Order And Forms Issued

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

10/6/2015

MISC

HUFFMAN

Scheduling Form - Erik Smith

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

11/10/2015

RSCN

DIXON

Scheduling Form-Mischelle R Fulgham

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

8/24/2015
9/2/2015

10/5/2015

LARSEN

11/12/2015

11f:t~42015

10

16

10/13/2016

Judge

Notice Vacating Hearing

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRVC

TBURTON

Hearing result for Scheduling Conference
scheduled on 11/10/2015 03:00 PM: Hearing
Vacated

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference
10/13/2016 08:00 AM)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled
11/28/2016 09:00 AM) 3 day trial

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

NOHG
NOTC

LARSEN

Notice Of Pre-Trial Conference And Trial

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

LARSEN

Trial Notice

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

PTOR

LARSEN

Scheduling Order, Notice Of Trial Setting And
Initial Pre-Trial Order

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

NOAP

DEGLMAN

Notice Of Appearance-Amanda Findlay obo
Defendant

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRHD

LARSEN

Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference scheduled Cynthia K.C. Meyer
on 10/13/2016 08:00 AM: Hearing Held
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Case: CV-2015-0005814 Current Judge: Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Dennis Irish, eta!. vs. Jeffrey E Hall, etal.

Dennis Irish, Wanda S Irish vs. Jeffrey E Hall, Dona F Hall
Date

Code

User

10/13/2016

DCHH

LARSEN

LARSEN

Judge
District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Diane Bolan
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: under 100 pages
Notice of Trial

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

10/31/2016

NOTC

DIXON

Notice Of Change Of Address Of Plaintiffs'
Counsel

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

11/14/2016

DEFX

JLEIGH

Defendant's List Of Exhibits

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

11/15/2016

DFWL

JLEIGH

Defendant's Witness List

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

PLTX

JLEIGH

Plaintiff's List Of Exhibits

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

PLWL

JLEIGH

Plaintiff's Witness List

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

11/16/2016

FILE

HAYDEN

"**""'*****-**'""'**..File 2 Created**********************

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

11l.2J,.(2016

SUBI

KOZMA

Subpoena Issued

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

SUBI

Subpoena Issued

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Subpoena Issued

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

SUBI

KOZMA
KOZMA
KOZMA

Subpoena Issued

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

SUBI

KOZMA

Subpoena Issued

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

MISC

KOZMA

Plaintiffs' Proposed Jury Instructions

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

BRIE

KOZMA

Trial Brief

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

DFWL

KOZMA

Defendant's Amendment to Witness List

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

MISC

KOZMA

Defendants' Supplemental Proposed Jury
Instruction

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

11/23/2016

BRIE

KOZMA

Trial Brief - Plaintiff

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

11/28/2016

PRJI

BAXLEY

Plaintiffs' Supplemental Proposed Jury
Instructions

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

DCHH

LARSEN

District Court Hearing Held--Jury Trial Day 1
Court Reporter: Diane Bolan
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 225 pages

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

JTST

LARSEN

Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled Cynthia K.C. Meyer
on 11/28/2016 09:00 AM: Jury Trial Started 3
day trial--SECOND SET

DCHH

LARSEN

District Court Hearing Held
Court Reporter: Diane Bolan
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: 35 pages

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

MISC

LARSEN

Jury Instructions Given

Cynthia K. C. Meyer

ORDR

DIXON

Order Granting Defendant's Motion For Directed
Verdict

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

CVDI

DIXON

Civil Disposition entered for: Hall, Dona F,
Defendant; Hall, Jeffrey E, Defendant; Irish,
Dennis, Plaintiff; Irish, Wanda, Plaintiff. Filing
date: 12/1/2016

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

SUBI

11/29/2016

12/lti916
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Dennis Irish, etaL vs. Jeffrey E Hall, etal.

Dennis Irish, Wanda S Irish vs. Jeffrey E Hall, Dona F Hall
Date

Code

User

12/1/2016

FJDE

DIXON

Judgment

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

STAT

DIXON

Case status changed: Closed

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

12/12/2016

FILE

KOZMA

New File Created******** #3 ********

Cynthia KC. Meyer

12/13/2016

MCAF

KOZMA

Memorandum Of Costs And Attorney Fees

Cynthia KC. Meyer

12/23/2016

OBJT

DIXON

Plaintiffs' Objection To Defendants' Memorandum Cynthia KC. Meyer
Of Attorney Fees And Costs

AFIS

DIXON

Cynthia KC. Meyer
Declaration Of Mischelle R Fulgham In Support
Of Plaintiffs' Objection To Defendants' Objection
To Defendands' Memeorandum Of Attorney Fees
And Costs

1/3/2017

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/17/2017 01:30
PM) Smith 2-3 hours-atty fees and costs

1/10/2017

MOTN

DIXON

Motion To Strike A Portion Of Plaintiffs' Objection Cynthia K.C. Meyer
To Defendants' Memorandum Of Attorney Fees
And Costs

NOTC

DIXON

Notice Of Unavailability-Mischelle R Fulgham

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

MOTN

KOZMA

Motion to Disallow Attorneys' Fees and Costs

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HICKS

Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Supreme Court Paid by: Fulgham, Mischelle
Rae (attorney for Irish, Dennis) Receipt number:
0001020 Dated: 1/10/2017 Amount: $129.00
(Check) For: Irish, Dennis (plaintiff)

BNDC

HICKS

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 1021 Dated
1/10/2017 for 100.00)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

NOTC

MITCHELL

Notice of Appeal

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

APSC

MITCHELL

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRVC

LARSEN

Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
02/17/2017 01 :30 PM: Hearing Vacated Smith
2-3 hours-atty fees and costs

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

HRSC

LARSEN

Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/14/2017 03:00
PM) Smith 2 hours-atty fees and costs

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

1/20/2017

MISC

LEU

Request For Additional Record

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

1/24/2017

MISC

KOZMA

Declaration of Wanda Irish in Support of Motion
for Injunction

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

MEMS

Memorandum In Support Of Motion for Injunction Cynthia K.C. Meyer

MISC

KOZMA
KOZMA
HAYDEN

APSC

LEU

Amended Notice Of Appeal

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

OBJT

LEU

Objection To Plaintiff's Motion For lnjuction

Cynthia KC. Meyer

NOHG

BAXLEY
BAXLEY

Notice Of Hearing (02/14/17 at 3:00 pm)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

1/12/2017

MOTN

1/~..,,L017

1/~

17

1/31/2017

MOTN

Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal

Judge

Motion for Injunction Pending Appeal

Cynthia KC. Meyer

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Plaintiffs' Request for Judicial Notice of Protective Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Order

Defendants' Motion For Award Of Attorneys' Fees Cynthia K.C. Meyer
And Costs
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Date

Code

User

1/31/2017

MEMS

BAXLEY

Memorandum In Support Of Defendants' Motion
For Award Of Attorney's Fees And Costs

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

AFIS

BAXLEY

Affidavit Of Matt Edmunds In Support Of
Defendants' Motion For Attorney's Fees

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

AFIS

BAXLEY

Affidavit Of Jeffrey Hall In Support Of Defendants' Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Motion For Attorneys' Fees

2/1/2017

MISC

KOZMA

Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Strike a
Portion of Plaintiffs Objection to Defendants'
Memorandum of Attorney Fees and Costs

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

2/8/2017

OBJT

HAYDEN

Plaintiffs Second Objection to Defendant's
Second Request for Attorney Fees and Costs

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

MISC

HAYDEN

Plaintiffs Request for Judicial Notice of
Reissuance of Temporary Protection Order

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

2/10/2017

NOTC

FLODEN

Notice of Re-Filing

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

2/

DCHH

TBURTON

Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on
02/14/2017 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele
Court Reporter: Diane Bolan
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing
estimated: Under 100

2/15/2017

NLTR

LEU

Notice Of Lodging - 246 pgs Diane Bolan

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

2/16/2017

FILE

KOZMA

New File Created **"**** #4 ********

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

2/17/2017

ORDR

LARSEN

Order Granting Defendant's Costs

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

2/21/2017

ORDR

LARSEN

Order Denying Defandants' Attorney Fees

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

3/15/2017

BNDC

LEU

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 8905 Dated
3/15/2017 for 150.00)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

3/17/2017

APSC

LEU

Notice Of Cross-Appeal

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

LEU

Filing: L4 -Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Cynthia K.C. Meyer
Supreme Court Paid by: Hall, Dona F
(defendant) Receipt number: 0098905 Dated:
3/17/2017 Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: Hall,
Dona F {defendant) and Hall, Jeffrey E
( defendant)

BNDC

LEU

Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 88905 Dated
3/17/2017 for 29.00)

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

BNDC

LEU

Bond Posted - Cash {Receipt 78905 Dated
3/17/2017 for 21.00}

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

NLTR

LEU

Notice of Lodging Transcript-Diane Bolan - 38
pgs

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

/;#"'-""'~,

3/.
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2015 AUG 14 PM 3: 06
MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM. ISB #4623
JACOB R. BRENNAN. ISB #9547
LUKINS & ANNIS. P.S.
601 E. Front Street. Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155
T: 208-667-0517
F: 208-664-4125
mfulgham@lukins.com
ibrennan@,lukins.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Dennis Irish and Wanda Irish

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,
NO. CV-2015Plaintiff,
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

v.
JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
husband and wife,
Defendant.

Plaintiffs hereby swear and allege under oath as follows:

I.PARTIES
1.

Plaintiffs DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH, husband and wife, are residents

of the State ofidaho.

VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF: 1
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2.

Plaintiff WANDA IRISH is the Mayor of the City of Harrison located in

Kootenai County, in the State of Idaho.
3.

Defendants JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL, husband and wife, are

residents of the State ofldaho.
II. JURISDICTION AND VENUE
4.

Jurisdiction and venue are proper pursuant to Idaho law, including but not

limited to Idaho Code§§ 10-1201, 6-702, and 5-404.

III. FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
5.

On or about May 28, 2012, at approximately 12:00 a.m., Defendant's truck and

boat trailer were towed off the public easement due to it being illegally parked. Later that same
morning, the Defendants called Plaintiff WANDA IRISH at her private residence
approximately nine times within one hour. During those calls, Defendants repeatedly called
Plaintiff WANDA IRISH obscene and offensive names.
6.

On or about May 2012 to present day, Defendants continue to demand an

apology and payment of $200 (the cost of the towing) from Plaintiff WANDA IRISH for the
towing incident that occurred on May 28, 2012.
7.

On or about May 29, 2012 to present day, Defendants send Plaintiff WANDA

IRISH dozens of harassing emails
8.

On or about July 4, 2012, to present day Defendants call Plaintiff WANDA

IRISH repeatedly, often several times a day.
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF: 2
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9.

Plaintiff WANDA IRISH spends approximately fifteen additional hours per

week dealing with frivolous and unnecessary in-person and telephonic requests from
Defendants.
10.

In or about June 2012 through August 2012, Defendants accused Plaintiff

WANDA IRISH of"lying" in front of third parties. Specifically, Defendants posted signs on
their vehicles and on public trails stating "Mayor Irish Lied" and "Mayor Irish Lies." A true
and correct copy of the Defendants' written statement claiming Plaintiff"Mayor Irish Lied"
and "Mayor Irish Lies" is attached and incorporated herein as Exhibit A.
11.

In or about May 2013, Defendants made false statements to the police and

initiated a baseless claim against Plaintiff DENNIS IRISH for disturbing the peace. The initial
claim was that Plaintiff DENNIS IRISH was stalking Defendant DONA HALL, which charge
was later reduced to disturbing the peace. However, the baseless claims were not prosecuted
and the case was fully and completely dismissed.
12.

Defendant DONA HALL has submitted numerous public record requests with

the purpose of harassing Plaintiff WANDA IRISH. For instance, Defendant DONA HALL
made several requests seeking information concerning Plaintiffs private business and the
location of security cameras located on Plaintiffs' private property. These requests did not seek
information relating to the conduct or administration of the City of Harrison obtainable under
the Idaho Public Records Act, I.C. § 74-101 et seq., and were made for an improper and
harassing purpose.
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF: 3
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13.

On or about May 10, 2015, Defendant JEFFREY E. HALL physically paced

outside of Plaintiff WANDA IRISH'S office waiting for her to be alone and then entered her
office to yell at her alleging that she is running secret meetings.
14.

On or about May 7, and May 29, 2015, and up to present day, Defendants

JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA HALL have yelled, threatened, ordered, and continue to order
Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs' family members, and City employees to leave or be removed from the
public parking easement located on the Defendant's property. The subject parking easement is
open to everyone; Plaintiffs, their family, City employees, and the public have the right to
access the easement.
15.

On or about May 7, 2015, Defendant JEFFREY E. HALL posted a picture of

Plaintiffs' boat to social media with a false and malicious comment stating that Plaintiff
WANDA IRISH "can do anything because she thinks she [is] a King."
16.

On or about May 11, 2015, Defendants proclaimed to third parties that

Defendant WANDA IRISH is "running a corrupt business" and has "corrupted the local city
government by favoring her family members."
17.

On or about May 29, 2015 to present day, Defendants have made verbal threats

against Plaintiffs in front of third parties, making statements to Plaintiff WANDA IRISH such
as "Wanda, get the fuck off my property."
18.

On or about June 3, 2015, Defendant JEFFREY E. HALL yelled, threatened,

and ordered a city employee off of the public easement, which is available for use by the
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF: 4
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public. Defendant maliciously stated "that bitch is at it again," referencing Plaintiff WANDA
IRISH.
19.

On or about July 4, 2012, June 4, 2015, and to present day, Defendants

constantly follow, harass, and taunt Plaintiffs engaging in behavior such as photographing the
Plaintiffs while on the deck of their private home and photographing Plaintiff DENNIS IRISH
while he is providing volunteer work for the City.
20.

On June 4, 2015, Counsel for Plaintiffs sent Defendants a cease and desist letter

warning and notifying Defendants to cease engaging in said unlawful conduct. A true and
correct copy of the letter is attached hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit B.
21.

On or about June 8, 2015, and to present day, Defendants have repeatedly driven

their vehicles past Plaintiffs' residence in a menacing and intimidating manner, such as by
driving in an unnaturally slow fashion and honking their hom without any basis or reason to do
so.
22.

On or about July 3, 2015 to July 12, 2015, Defendants changed their business's

public Wi-Fi access name to "Mayor Wanda Irish Terrorist." A true and correct copy of the
Defendants' written statement claiming Plaintiff "Mayor Wanda Irish Terrorist" is attached and
incorporated herein as Exhibit C. Defendants statements are false, malicious, and damaging to
Plaintiffs.
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23.

On July 7, 2015, Counsel for Plaintiffs sent Defendants another warning to cease

slanderous statements against Plaintiffs. A true and correct copy is attached hereto and
incorporated by reference as Exhibit D.
24.

On or about July 9, 2015, Defendants changed their business's Wi-Fi access

name to "she really is a Terrorist." A true and correct copy of the Defendants' written
statement claiming "she really is a Terrorist" is attached hereto and incorporated herein by
reference as Exhibit E.
25.

On or about July 12, 2015 to present, Defendants made additional false and

malicious statements against Plaintiffs. Defendants changed their home Wi-Fi access name to
"Dennis and Wanda Irish stocking [sic] u2" A true and correct copy of the Defendants' written
statement claiming "Dennis and Wanda Irish stocking [sic] u2" is attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit F.
26.

On or about July 20, 2015, at approximately 10:30 p.m., a pick up truck, owned

by Defendant's son-in-law, was parked with its lights shining into Plaintiff's residence while
Plaintiff WANDA IRISH was outside with her dogs. Although Plaintiff WANDA IRISH was
not able to get a good look, a person inside the pick up truck, which she believed to be
Defendant JEFFREY E. HALL, allowed the truck's car alarm to sound and lights to flash for
approximately fifteen minutes while Plaintiff WANDA IRISH remained outside. Once Plaintiff
WANDA IRISH went back inside her residence, the person inside the pick up truck turned off
the lights and alarm.
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF: 6
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27.

On or about July 4, 2015, Defendant DONNA HALL delivered a letter to the

host for the City of HruTison campground. Defendant DONNA HALL told the campground
host that the information contained in the letter were the "sorts of things that the Mayor was
doing," and asked if they "wanted to work for someone like Mayor Irish?" Defendant DONNA
HALL also stated that Defendants were going to "take us down" (referring to Plaintiffs).
Among other things, the letter provided by Defendant DONNA HALL states "Wanda and
Dennis (have been] spying on conversations" and spying "on all people employees and
meetings when the mayor is not in city hall..,,, (sic) they have several hidden audio video
cameras hidden everywhere ... I believe this was Wanda's idea to spy on meetings she is not
supposed to attend etc ... Dennis installed all of the equipment," and states "This is not false
information." A true and correct copy of the Defendants' letter attached hereto and
incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit G.
28.

On or about August 6, 2015, Defendants changed their home Wi-Fi access name

to "Move Irish," further evidencing the vindictive and malicious intent behind Defendants'
actions. A true and correct copy of the Defendants' written statement claiming "Move Irish" is
attached hereto and incorporated herein by reference as Exhibit H.

IV. FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
Defamatory Slander

29.

Plaintiffs re-incorporate all prior allegations as though fully set forth herein.
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30.

Upon information and belief, Defendants communicated information concerning

Plaintiffs to third parties by: Making verbal threats towards Plaintiffs in front of others;
ordering the Plaintiffs removed from the public parking easement located on Defendant's
property (which the public has the right to access); proclaiming to several third parties that
Plaintiff is "running a corrupt business" and has "corrupted the local city government by
favoring Plaintiffs family members"; accusing Plaintiff of "lying"; posting pictures to social
media and adding comments that the Plaintiff"can do anything because she thinks she [is] a
King"; calling Plaintiff a "bitch"; accusing Plaintiff DENNIS IRISH of stalking Defendant
DONA F. HALL; accusing Plaintiffs of spying, hiding surveillance equipment, and
disseminating written information with slanderous and false infonnation; by changing the name
of their business's Wi-Fi network name to "Mayor Wanda Irish Terrorist" and "she really is a
Terrorist"; and by changing their home Wi-Fi network name "Dennis and Wanda Irish are
stocking [sic] u2."
31.

The communicated information was defamatory and subjected Plaintiffs to

public contempt, ridicule, or disgrace.
32.

The defamatory communications from Defendants toward Plaintiffs has hanned

Plaintiff's reputation and caused mental anguish.
33.

Defendants have acted with actual malice, knowledge of falsehood, and/or with

reckless disregard for the truth by communicating the defamatory statements about the
Plaintiffs.
VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF: 8
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34.

Defendants' statements that Plaintiff WANDA IRISH is a terrorist are

defamatory per se, were made in bad faith, with malice, and/or with disregard of the truth or
falsity of the statement.
35.

Plaintiffs seek damages and injunctive relief from the Court ordering Defendants

to cease defamatory slander against Plaintiffs.

V. CLAIMS FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
36.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the above paragraphs as if they were fully

set for the herein.
37.

Defendants made false assertions of fact and opinion that harmed, and is

hanning the reputation and emotional well-being of Plaintiffs.
38.

The false assertion made by Defendants are not protected by any privilege.

39.

Defendants knew that the statements were false or would create a false

impression in some material respect.
40.

The false assertions made by the Defendants constitute defamatory slander

because they harm Plaintiffs' reputation and cause Plaintiffs to suffer public ridicule or
disgrace and mental anguish.
41.

Plaintiff seeks an injunction from the Court ordering Defendants to cease

defaming and slandering Plaintiff.
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VI. ATTORNEY'S FEES
42.

Plaintiffs have been required to retain the services of an attorney to bring this

suit and are entitled to a reasonable award of attorney's fees incurred herein pursuant to, inter

alia, Idaho code§ 12-121 and Idaho Civil Procedure Rule 54.

VU. PRAYER FOR RELIEF
43.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH, seek entry of a

declaratory judgment consistent with the following:
A.

For an injunction to cease Defendants from defaming and slandering
Plaintiffs and to prevent further damage to Plaintiffs' reputation and mental
well-being;

B.

For an award of Plaintiffs reasonable attorney's fees in bringing this action;

C.

For an award of money damages from the slanderous defamation committed
by Defendants in an amount to be proved at trial in excess of $10,000;

D.

For costs incurred in bringing this action; and

Ill
Ill
Ill
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E.

For such other and further relief in law or equity that the Court may deem
just and proper.

DATED this 13th day of August, 2015.
LUKINS &ANNIS, P.S.

By
LLER. FULGH
JACO R. BRENNAN, rs~ *"-il
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Wanda Irish and Dennis Irish
1
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VERIFICATION
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

)
:ss.
)

I, WANDA IRISH, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
That I am a Plaintiff named in the foregoing instrument; that I have read the contents
thereof; and that the same are true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

\J~~~

WANDA IRISH

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

/Jft1 day of~015.

Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
Ill
/II
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VERIFICATION

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai

)
:ss.
)

I, DENNIS IRISH, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
That I am a Plaintiff named in the foregoing instrument; that I have read the contents
thereof; and that the same are true to the best of my ~ n d belief.
'

...

DENNIS IRISH

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

(Jµjlibf

/)ft_ day of ffifY', 2015.

NotaryP
Residing at
'Clll'l
Commission Expires
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601 E. Front Avenue, Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene, m 83814-5155
t 208-667-0517
f 208-664-4125
lukins.com

NEY

I

Ml.SCHELLER. FULGHAM
Adrrritted In: Idaho & Washington
mfulgham@lukins.com

VIA EMAIL AND US MAIL
Email: dona.gateway@gmaH.com

Direct Fax: (208) 666-4113

June 4, 2015

Mr. and Mrs. Jeff and Dona Hall
P.O. Box232
Harrison, Idaho 83833

Re:

DEMAND TO CEASE AND DESIST
NOTICE OF CLAIM FOR WRONGFUL PROSECUTION

To Jeff and Dona Hall:

Be advised that Wanda Irish has retained our law firm to address the unlawful conduct you
have engaged in against her and her husband, Dennis. If you are represented by legal counsel,
then please direct this letter to your attorney and have your attorney notify us of such
representation.
You are hereby warned and notified to cease and desist your actions including but not limited
to: Making verbal threats to Wanda Irish; ordering her to get off the public property parking
easement located near your marina; ordering her to remove a vehicle from the public parking
easement located near your marina; excessively pacing outside of Mayor Irish's office waiting
for her to be alone and entering her office to yell at her; calling her repeatedly-several times a
day; sending her hundreds of emails with the same repeated requests; confronting Wanda
Irish' s family members for using public campgrounds and boat slips, which use is allowed
under the campground and boat parking rules; and proclaiming to several third parties that
Wanda Irish is "running a corrupt business" and that she has "corrupted the local city
government by favoring her family members." Today, you made threats that "Wanda Irish
would be in trouble in future easement litigation for 'lying'." Your slanderous, defamatory,
harassing, and threatening actions have far exceeded what is reasonable for a public official to
withstand.
Your conduct is unlawful and must immediately cease. My client and I will take whatever steps
are necessary to correct this matter through litigation. Please be advised that if you do not
immediately cease and desist engaging in the slanderous, defamatory, and unlawful behavior
listed above as well as all similar harassing and threatening behavior, then my client will
proceed with filing legal action against you.

A Professional Services Corporation

Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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Mr. and Mrs. Jeff and Dona Han
June 4, 2015
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If Wanda Irish is forced to commence a lawsuit against you in order to stop the persistent
harassment, intimidation, defamation, slander, and stalking, then we will seek recovery of all
attorney's fees and costs incurred. Failure to comply with this cease and desist demand will
give rise to various forms of liability for you. Not only could you be held liable for the slander/
defamation money damages, but you could be ordered to reimburse my clients' attorney fees
and legal costs.
This is not the first time you have initiated false and wrongful claims against my clients.
Previously, I represented Mr. Dennis Irish in defending a misdemeanor case, wherein you made
false and exaggerated complaints to local law enforcement of disturbing the peace. Of course,
and not surprisingly, your baseless statements were not prosecuted and the case was
completely and fully dismissed. As a reminder to you, I have attached the Motion and Order
for Dismissal entered in that case. When the prosecutor reviewed the matter and spoke directly
to Dennis, she immediately became angry at the abuse of the legal process you initiated. You
wasted the time and resources of law enforcement staff that was already stretched too thin. In
short, the Deputy Prosecuting Attorney promptly recognized that there was absolutely no legal
merit to your false claims against Mr. Irish and she immediately so informed the Court. You
will especially note that the Prosecuting Attorney wrote to the Court, "there is insufficient
evidence to go forward and in the interest of justice, all claims against Mr. Irish should be
dismissed without any trial." Thereafter, Magistrate Judge Barry M. Watson agreed that your
complaints lacked any and all merit, and he signed the Order to Dismiss. Overall, your abuse of
the criminal law process, in seeking the false and exaggerated misdemeanor charges against
Dennis, cost him over $5,000 in legal fees.

If you now fail to completely cease and desist, then we will be suing you for recovery of $5,000
in previously unnecessary legal fees caused by your wrongful conduct, and for any and all
additional attorney fees incurred in any other legal proceeding caused by your continued
wrongful conduct. You are urged to retain competent legal counsel and to guard your future
actions accordingly.

cg
Encl. Dismissal Motion and Order
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May.14. 2013 4:07PM

Judge Watson Judge Stow

No. 2681

P. 1/2

I

DISTIUL f COURT Of THE FIRST IUDICIAL
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
STATE OF IDAHO,

vs.

)
)

C1se No. M13-5113

)
)
)

ORDER. TO DISMISS

)

)
DENNIS RUSSELL IRISH,

Ds&w!e:nt.

)
)
)

The Court having befm-e it the Motion to Dismis~ m1d good oause tf:ms appearing, now
therefore:
·

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-entitled matter be dismissed.

MOTION TO DISMISS: Page 2
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Mar.14. 2013 4:07PM

Judge Watson Judge Stow

No. 2681

----------------------·- -~ ---·-·

P. 2/2

·-·- ------·

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

ff\~ .

I hereby oomfy fuat on the~ dayof
2013 ~pies of _the furegoU1g
d
(s) w~.emailed, po~e prep1.id, or sent b ~ ~ e or in~ office man to:
Deputy Pro$eouting Attoraey for Koo~ Comny PAX 201-446-1833
Defense Counsel Kootenai County Public Defffider FAX 208* 446-1101
-~~,.......... Demme Counsel FAX ~ ~ O'\oss lo l~L:r .. 41 I4
- - - ~ t ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ Kootfflai County Sheriff's Depm1ment FAX208-446-1407
_ _ _ Idaho Probation & ;parole -».ad@itb>@J4@h&m
_ _ _ IdahoDeplltll\CAtofCom::otion FAX208-327-7445
_ _ _ CCD Sentencing Team--QCDSmdMcmrI'm11»tik1m;~gov
_ _ _ Idftho Pep&U1ment of Tran
ltior1 FAX 208-334.8139
_ _ _ Community Service
Mail or FAX 208-446-l l.93
_ _ _ Auditor Inrero:ffioe Mail or FAX 208-446-1662
_ _ _ BCI (Bureau of Criminal m~mion) FAX 208-884~7193
_ _ _ Kootenai County Law Libm.ty/I'mmcrlption FAX 208-446-1187
- - - Central Records C&otralboord§@MAAJAM,IQY

:V::

CLIFFORD T. HAYES
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

ORDER TO DISMISS
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MlSCHELLE R. FULGHA.c\1
Admitted In: Idaho & Washington
mfulgham@lukiru;.com
Direct Fax: (208) 666-4113

VIA EMAIL AND US MAIL
Email: dona.gateway@gmail.com
July 7, 2015
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff and Dona Hall

P.O. Box232
Harrison, Idaho 83833
Re:

SECOND DEMAND TO CEASE AND DESIST

To Jeff and Dona Hall:
As you are aware, this office represents Mayor Wanda Irish. A letter was sent to you on June 4,
2015 regarding your slanderous statements about Mayor Irish. However, those statements have
not stopped. You have once again made slanderous statements about my client by naming your
Wi-Fi access "Mayor Wanda Irish Terrorist." A photograph is enclosed for reference. Your WiFi access name must be changed immediately. Failure to cease your slanderous and defamatory
statements will result in litigation being filed against. We will seek money damages against
you.
I once again renew my demand that you cease conveying any slanderous or defamatory
statements about my client. This will be your final warning before litigation is filed.
Very truly,

:MRF:bcg

01122926.1
A Professional Services Corporation
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MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM, ISB #4623
JACOB R. BRENNAN, ISB #9547
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Street, Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155
T: 208-667-0517
F: 208-664-4125
mfulgbam@lukins.com
jbrennan@lukins.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Dennis Irish and Wanda Irish

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,
NO. CV-2015Plaintiff,
SUMMONS

v.
JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
husband and wife,
Defendant.

NOTICE: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE-NAMED PLAINTIFF(S). THE
COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE
UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN 20 DAYS.
READ THE INFORMATION BELOW.

TO:

JEFFREY E. HALL
You are hereby notified that, in order to defend this lawsuit, an appropriate written

response must be filed with the above designated court at 324 W. Garden Avenue, P.O. Box
9000, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816, (208) 446-1160, within 20 days after service of this
Summons on you. If you fail to so respond, the court may enter judgment against you as
demanded by the plaintiffs in the Complaint.
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A copy of the Complaint is served with this Summons. If you wish to seek the advice of
or representation by an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly so that your written
response, if any, may be filed in time and other legal rights protected.
An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule lO(a)(l) and other Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure and shall also include:

1)

The title and number of this case.

2)

If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain admissions or

denials of the separate allegations of the Complaint and other defenses you may claim.

3)

Your signature, mailing address, and telephone number, or the signature, mailing

address, and telephone number of your attorney.

4)

Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to plaintiffs' attorney, as

designated above.

To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the Clerk of
the above-named courtL\
DATED this

-1:i

day of_.__

• , 2015.

JIM BRANNON
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

By_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deputy
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MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM, ISB #4623
JACPB R. BRENNAN, ISB #9547
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Street, Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155
T: 208-667-0517
F: 208-664-4125

2015 AUG 14

tikins.com
s.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Dennis Irish and Wanda Irish

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,
NO. CV-2015Plaintiff,

0<is'I ~

SUMMONS

v.
JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
husband and wife,
Defendant.

NOTICE: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE-NAMED PLAINTIFF(S). THE
COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE
UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN 20 DAYS.
READ THE INFORMATION BELOW.
TO:

DONA F. HALL
You are hereby notified that, in order to defend this lawsuit, an appropriate written

response must be filed with the above designated court at 324 W. Garden Avenue, P.O. Box
9000, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816, (208) 446-1160, within 20 days after service of this
Summons on you. If you fail to so respond, the court may enter judgment against you as
demanded by the plaintiffs in the Complaint.
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A copy of the Complaint is served with this Summons. If you wish to seek the advice of
or representation by an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly so that your written
response, if any, may be filed in time and other legal rights protected.

An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule lO(a)(l) and other Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure and shall also include:
1)

The title and number of this case.

2)

If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain admissions or

denials of the separate allegations of the Complaint and other defenses you may claim.

3)

Your signature, mailing address, and telephone number, or the signature, mailing

address, and telephone number of your attorney.

4)

Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to plaintiffs' attorney, as

designated above.
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the Clerk of
the above-named cou
DATED this

dayof~,2015.
JIM BRANNON
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

By_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Deputy
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JACOB R BRENNAN ISBN:9547
MISCHELL R FULGHAM ISBN:4623
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E Front Avenue Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIS
F THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

DENNIS IR1SH and WANDA IRlSH
Husband and Wife
Plaintiffs,
Vs.

CV- 2015-5814

Affidavit of Service

JEFFREY E HALL and DONA F HALL
Defendants,
STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai
I, Tom Ellefson, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and stated that I am over the age of
eighteen (18) years, not a party to this action and that I received from Plaintiff to serve the following
documents:
SUMMONS AND VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
PARTY SERVED: Jefrrey E Hall individuaJly and Dona F Hall individually at their business in Harrison, ID
ADDRESS SERVED AT: Gateway Marina, 250 WHarrison Street, Harrison, ID,
DATE OF SERVICE: August 18, 2015

SUBSCR1BED AND SWORN to before me this 18th day of August 2015

Notary Public for the State of I
Residing at: Coeur d'Alene
My Commission Expires: 1/27/2018
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MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM, ISB #4623
JACOB R. BRENNAN, ISB #9547
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Street, Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155
T: 208-667-0517
F: 208-664-4125

mfulgham(cqlukins.com
jbrenmm@Iukins.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Dem1is Irish and Wanda Irish

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,
NO. CV-2015Plaintiff,
SUMMONS

v.
JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
husband and wife,
Defendant.

NOTICE: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE-NAMED PLAINTIFF(S). THE
COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE
UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN 20 DAYS.
READ THE INFORMATION BELOW.
TO:

JEFFREY E. HALL
You are hereby notified that, in order to defend this lawsuit, an appropriate written

response must be filed with the above designated court at 324 W. Garden Avenue, P.O. Box
9000, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816, (208) 446-1160, within 20 days after service of this
Summons on you. If you fail to so respond, the court may enter judgn1ent against you as
demanded by the plaintiffs in the Complaint.
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A copy of the Complaint is served with this Summons. If you wish to seek the advice of
or representation by an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly so that your written
response, if any, may be filed in time and other legal rights protected.
An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule IO(a)(l) and other Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure and shall also include:
1)

The title and number of this case.

2)

If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain admissions or

denials of the separate allegations of the Complaint and other defenses you may claim.
3)

Your signature, mailing address, and telephone number, or the signature, mailing

address, and telephone number of your attorney.
4)

Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to plaintiffs' attorney, as

designated above.
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the Clerk of
the above-named court.
DATED t h i s ~ day of_-L...

,2015.
JIM BRANNON
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT
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MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM, ISB #4623
JACOB R. BRENNAN, ISB #9547
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Street, Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-5155
T: 208-667-0517
F: 208-664-4125
mfulgham@lukins.com
jbrennan@lukins.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Dennis Irish and Wanda Irish

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,
NO. CV-2015Plaintiff,
SUMMONS

v.
JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
husband and wife,
Defendant.

NOTICE: YOU HAVE BEEN SUED BY THE ABOVE-NAMED PLAINTIFF(S). THE
COURT MAY ENTER JUDGMENT AGAINST YOU WITHOUT FURTHER NOTICE
UNLESS YOU RESPOND WITHIN 20 DAYS.
READ THE INFORMATION BELOW.
TO:

DONA F. HALL
You are hereby notified that, in order to defend this lawsuit, an appropriate written

response must be filed with the above designated court at 324 W. Garden Avenue, P.O. Box
9000, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816, (208) 446-1160, within 20 days after service of this
Summons on you. If you fail to so respond, the court may enter judgment against you as
demanded by the plaintiffs in the Complaint.
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A copy of the Complaint is served with this Summons. If you wish to seek the advice of
or representation by an attorney in this matter, you should do so promptly so that your written
response, if any, may be filed in time and other legal rights protected.
An appropriate written response requires compliance with Rule 1O(a)(l) and other Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure and shall also include:
1)

The title and number of this case.

2)

If your response is an Answer to the Complaint, it must contain admissions or

denials of the separate allegations of the Complaint and other defenses you may claim.
3)

Your signature, mailing address, and telephone number, or the signature, mailing

address, and telephone number of your attorney.
4)

Proof of mailing or delivery of a copy of your response to plaintiffs' attorney, as

designated above.
To determine whether you must pay a filing fee with your response, contact the Clerk of

the above-named court.
DATEDthis~dayof

fu

~.

, 2015.
JIM BRANNON
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

Deputy
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
311-B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814
Tel. (208) 667-2000
Fax (208) 765-9110
I.S.B.N. 5008
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
) Case No: CV 15-5814

DENNIS !RISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,
Plaintiff,

)
)
) NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
)
)

vs.

)
)

JEFFREY E. HALL and OONA F. HALL,
husband and wife,
Defendants.

)
)

--------------

)
)

NOTICE IS HEREBY given that ERIK P. SMITH does hereby appear on behalf of
the above-named Defendants, Jeffrey E. Hall and Dona F. Hall, and requests that all
further pleadings and other notices in this matter be directed to the above-stated
address.

Lcfay of September, 2015.

DATED this_

ERIK P. SMITH
Attorney for Defendants

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the
of the foregoing was:

~ day of September, 2015, a true and complete copy

[ ] hand delivered
[X] faxed to:
[ ] mailed, postage prepaid
to the following:

Mischelle R. Fulgham
Attorney at Law
601 E. Front Street, Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Fax: 664-4125

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 2
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MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM. ISB #4623
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Street. Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814-5155
T: 208-667-0517
F: 208-664-4125
mfulgham(@Jukins.com

Attomevs for Plaintiff
Dennis Irish and Wanda Irish

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,
NO. CV-2015-5814
Plaintiff,
THREE DAY NOTICE OF INTENT TO
TAKE DEFAULT

v.
JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
husband and wife,
Defendant.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Plaintiffs, DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,

will seek entry of default of Defendants, JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL, on October
2, 2015, unless a motion or answer to the Complaint is filed and served before that time.

THREE DAY NOTICE OF INTENT TO TAKE DEFAULT: 1
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
01163676.1

9128/15
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DATED this 28th day of September, 2015.

LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.

By

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on fue?-~ay o f ~ ' I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to all
counsel of record as follows:
Mr. Erik P. Smith
ERIK P. SMITH PC
311-B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

D
D
D
181

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX): (208) 765-9110

0

Email

THREE DAY NOTICE OF INTENT TO TAKE DEFAULT: 2
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
01163626,1

9/28/1 S
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ERIK P SMITH

ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
311 .. B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Tel. (208) 687-2000
Fax (208) 766-911 O
I.S.B.N. 5008
Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT Of THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,

~)

Plaintiffs,

)
)

~

vs.
JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
husband and wife,

Case No: CV 15-5814

ANSWER TO COMPLAINT AND
AFFRIMATIVE DEFENSES

~
)

_________~

Defendants.
,_........,__,...........,,_

),

COMES NOW. the above-named Defendants, by and through their attorney of
record, ERIK P. SMITH, and In response to Plaintiffs• Complaint, flied herein, answers,

denies, and affirmatively states as follows:
1.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 of

Plaintlffs Complaint.
2.

Defendants admit the allegations contained In Paragraph 4 only that

jurisdiction and venue are proper pursuant to I.C. § 5-404.
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3.
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ERIK P SMITH

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 5 only that their
truck and trailer were towed by Defendants.

4.

Defendants admit the allegations contained In Paragraph 6.

5.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 7.

6.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 8.

7.

Defendants and Defendants' counsef are without sufficient belief

or

information upon which to answer or deny the allegations contained in
Paragraph 9, and therefore deny the same.

8.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 10.

9.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 11.

10.

Defendants admit the allegation contained in Paragraph 12 only that they

have submitted numerous valid public records requests but that these
requests were not administered in compliance with the Idaho Public
Records Act. Idaho Code Section 74-101 €( seq.
11.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 13.

12.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 14.

13.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 15 except that
the Defendants did post a picture of Plaintiffs' boat to social media.

14.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 16.

15.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 17.

16.

Defendants deny the allegations ~ntained in Paragraph 18.

17.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 19.

18.

Defendants admit only the allegation contained in Paragraph 20 that they
receive the letter.

19.

Defendants deny the allegations contained Paragraph 21.

20.

Defendants admit the allegation contained in paragraph 22 only regarding
their Wi-Fi access designation
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ERIK P SMITH

(lJ 003/007

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 23 only that the

Defendants received the letter.
22.

Defendants admit the allegation contained in Paragraph 24 only regarding

their Wi~Fi access designation.
23.

Defendants admit the allegation contained in Paragraph 25 only regarding

their home Wi-Fi access designation.
24.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 26.

25.

The Defendants admit the allegation contained in Paragraph 27 in that

Defendant Jeff Hall distributed a letter to the campground host.
26.

The Defendants admit the allegation contained in Paragraph 28 only
regarding their home Wi-Fi access designation.

27.

Defendant and Defendants' counsel are without sufficient belief or
information upon which to deny or admit the aHegation contained in
Paragraph 29, and therefore denies the same.

28.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 30.

29.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 31.

30.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 32.

31.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 33.

32.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 34.

33.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 35.

34.

Defendant and Defendants' counsel is without sufficient belief or

information upon which to deny or admit the allegatlon contained in
Paragraph 36, and therefore deny the same.
35.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 37.

36.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 38.

37.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 39.

38.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 40.

39.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 41.
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ERIK P SMITH

2087658110

40.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 42.

41.

Defendants and Defendants' counsel are without sufficient belief or

information upon which to admit or deny the allegation contained in

Paragraph 43. and therefore deny the same.

42.

Any assertion or other matter addressed in Plaintiffs' Complaint, not
specifically admitted herein, Is hereby denied.

DEMAND FOR J,.URY
Defendants request a jury of their peers to hear and determine all issues of fact
herein.
AFFDRMITIVE DEFENSES
1.

Plaintiffs' Complaint is barred by the statute of limitations pursuant to I.C.
§ 5-219.

2.

Plaintiffs' Complaint is barred by the defense of unclean hands.

3.

Plaintiffs' Complaint Is barred by the defense of accord and satisfaction.

4.

Plaintiffs' Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief may be

granted.
5.

Plaintiffs' Complaint is retaliation resulting from Defendants' valid public

records request.

6.

Plaintiffs' conduct is outrageous, oppressive, and malicious.

7.

The Defendants' alleged defamatory statements are in fact true.

8.

Defendants' statements concern a matter of publle interest or policy.

9.

The Defendants statements were statements of their opinions protected
by First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

1O.

Defendants reserve the right to assert additional affirmative defenses in
discovery progress.
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ERIK P SMITH

COUNTER~l!\IM
The Defendants reserve the right to file a counterclaim in this matter.
WHEREFORE, Defendants pray for relief from the Plaintiffs as follows:
1. For an Order that Plaintiffs take nothing by way of the Complaint;
2. For such other and further relief as the Court deems equitable and proper.
3. For an award of all Defendants' attorney's fees and costs incurred herein

pursuant to I.C. §§ 12-121 and 12-123.
DATED this ¢=-day of October, 2015,

ERIK P. SMITH
Attorney for Defendants
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STATE OF IDAHO

@ 006/007

)

) ss.
County of Kootenai

)

I, Jeffrey E. Hall, being first duly swom upon oath, depose and state that:
1.

I am a Defendant in the above-entitled matter.

2.

t have read the foregoing ANSWER. know the contents thereof; and

3,

The matters set forth herein are true to the best of my personal
knowledge, information, and belief.

DATED this -Z.....day of October, 2015.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, the undersigned Notary Public for the
State of Idaho this
day of October, 2015.

::Z:

Notary
Residing at: _ _
Bond expires: _ _.........
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the
of the foregoing was:

,Z, day of October, 2015, a true and complete copy

[ ). hand delivered

[Nfaxed to:
[ ] malled, postage prepaid

to the following:
Mischelle R. Fulgham
601 e. Front Street, Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Fax:664-4125
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FIRST 'TDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE r ' .... """'".."'""
.ac..., ,AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTE1 ,AI
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000
FILED 10/5/2015 AT 01;16 PM
STATEOFID
,COUNT
OOTENAI
CLERK OF.

BY___

DENNIS IRISH, ETAL.

)
)
)
)
)

vs.
JEFFREY E HALL, ETAL.

SS

~~---,,i~DEPUTY

Case No: CV-2015-0005814

NOTICE OF HEARING

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is set for:
Scheduling Conference Tuesday, November 10, 2015
Judge:

03:00 PM

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

I certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on October 5th, 2015.

llaintiff's Counsel:

Defendant's Counsel:

Mischelle Rae Fulgham
60 I E. Front Ave., Ste 502
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814
Mailed___ Hand Delivered

[efaxed (208) 664-4125

Erik Paul Smith
311-B Coeur d'Alene A venue
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814
Mailed__ Hand Delivered_ _

Dated:

[4axed (208) 765-9110

Monday, October 05, 2015

Jim Brannon
Clerk Of The District Court

By:

Denice Larsen, Deputy Clerk

CV Notice Of Hearing
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

DENNIS IRISH, et al,
Plaintiffs,
vs.

JEFFREY E. HALL, et al,

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NO: CV-2015-5814
SCHEDULING ORDER

)

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that each party shall complete and file with the Clerk of
Court the attached Scheduling Form. A copy of the Scheduling Form filed with the court shall
be served on all parties and one copy shall be submitted to the Court. In the alternative, a written
stipulation containing the requested information may be submitted.
A scheduling conference has been set and a notice of hearing is attached. Any party who
timely completes and files the scheduling form is excused from attending the scheduling
conference.
The Scheduling Form or stipulation must be completed and filed within fourteen (14)
days from the date of this Order. If not returned, this matter will be set for trial at the Court's
discretion.
DATED this S-~ay of October, 2015.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was sent, this
October, 2015, to the following:

e:_;--

day of

MISCHELLE FULGHAM
FAX: 208-664-4125
ERIK SMITH
FAX: 208-765-9110

JIM BRANNON
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

Deputy Clerk

SCHEDULING ORDER - 2
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SCHEDULING FORM
In response to the Scheduling Order, please complete this form and file it within 14 days,
with service of copies to all parties and one copy to the Court.
1.

Case Title: Dennis Irish, et al vs Jeffrey E. Hall, et al

2.

Case Number: CV-2015-5814

3.

Nature of Claims:

4.

Court or Jury Case: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5.

Number of Days Needed for Trial: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(If requesting more than five (5) days, please explain the reasons below.)

6.

Date when counsel believes matter can reasonably be ready for trial_ _ _ _ _ __

7.

Should the court order mediation?

8.

Will you schedule a motion for summary judgment? Yes___
No_ __
Note: If you wish to schedule a motion for summary judgment, please contact Denice
Larsen, (208) 446-1106, as soon as possible for scheduling.

9.

The undersigned agrees to the following pretrial schedule unless specifically noted
otherwise:
a.
b.
c.
d.

10.

------------------------

Yes- - -

No- - -

Plaintiffs disclose expert witnesses by 182 days before trial.
Defendants disclose expert witnesses by 147 days before trial.
Last day for hearing motions for summary judgment is 91 days before trial.
The other deadlines in the court's standard pre-trial order.

Comments:

---------------------------

Dated this _ _ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 2015.

Sign and Print or Type Attorney's Name
Attorney for _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Print or Type Client's Name

SCHEDULING FORM
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1~/0S/2015 16:00 FAX

Uc t. ,.

2087858110

2015 2: 26PM

~001/001

ERIK P SMITH

JUt . . , SIMPSON

No. 57151

P. 4/4

SCHEDULING FORM
CLERK DISTRICT

In mspoue to the Schlduling Ord«, pJ~ complete this form and file it within 14
with sen-ice of copies to all parties aDd one eopy to the Court.
1.

C. Title: Dennie Irish, et 81 vs Joft'tly E. Hall, et 11

2.

Cue Number. CV-201S·S814

3,

Nature of Claims: _.......&Jkw.ta
.....~-6.'?3..._
. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...............

4.

Court or Jury Cue:

5.

Number of Days Needed for Trial:
( I f ~ mom then five (5) days, pleuo

6.

Date when counsel believes matter cam msonahly be ready for mil N,.~ kr ZPIb

7.

Should tho court order mediation?

8,

Will you sohedwe a .motion for mm.mm, judgment? Yes ./'
No_ _
Note: If you wish to schedule a motion for summary jw:tgmem, please contact Denice
Llfflfflt (208) 446·1106, as soon as possible for scheduling.

9.

The un.daiped agrees to the fullo9tiq pretrial schedule unless specifically noted
othfflVise!

1

_-:JIIJ;p,::,L,,'l+------------------

Yes_......

No ~

a. Plaimifti tlisclose expert 'Witnesses by 112 days before trial.
b. ~ disclose~ witnesses by 147 days before trial.
"· Lut di)' for hearing motiom for StllMllty judgment is 91 da11 before trill.
d. lhe other deedlinos in the comt's lfanurd pre-trial Older.
10.

Commtmtl: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,........_..;.__........,__

I
!

I

Sip
Attomey for

Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal

JI

II

, it
Primor
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l

I
;

From:LUKINS & ANNIS GOA

11/IV/C.UIO

, Qd. 5. 2015 2:25PM

JUf

11,GO

No.5715

· SIMPSON

P. 4/4

SCHEDULING FORM

mrape.me to the ~ m 1 Order, pl._ complete this form~ tue it within

with semce ofeopia to all pmiies amd o:oe copy to the Court
1.

C. Title: Dmmu Imb, mat vs Jeffrey .E. lhll, et 11

2.

Cue Numblr: CV-2015-5114

3.

Namreofehwm:

4.

Cmm or Jury

S.

Numberof'DaysNcededforTml: 2
( I f ~ mom than five (5) days. pleue

c..e: .-.;;::,,::;;

d

_,S,......,...._ _- -_ _ __
hdn the 1'IUOm below.)

Uimiao, aD\ {p

6.

Date when eoumel believe1 matta: CID mMAnahly be nmdy fm

7.

Shmlldtheeourtordm'mediation?

8.

Will you schedule a motkm for smnmmy j ~ Yes_i__
No_ _
Nor.e: If you wisl1 to schtdwo a motion for avmmary jud~ please oomact Denice
Lmm!, (203) 446-1106, u soon II pmm1,le f o r ~ -

9.

The m:Kknigned

1pus

Yes__

No_:i___

to thl foJto\Yina ~ ~ule

uma

spoofflcally noted

o~:
a. Plmm:fti dilclmie expert - - by 112 cm.11 befme trial.
b. ~ disclou ~ w i ~ by 147 days bd:m, tr.Ill.
c. Lut day for heiring motiom for 1urnmmy judgmmt is 91 dlyl before trw.
d. The odler dud!inel In the court's stadud p.re-trml orda-.
10.

Commmm: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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FIRST 'DICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE f IDAHO
!1, AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEi-..d
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000
FILED l l/10
STATE OF!
CLERK OF

ss

BY_ _ __

)
)
)
)
)

DENNIS IRISH, ETAL.

vs.
JEFFREY E HALL, ETAL.

Case No: CV-2015-0005814
NOTICE VACATING HEARING

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the hearing in the above-entitled case is vacated:
Scheduling Conference Tuesday, November 10, 20 t 5

,Judge:

03:00 PM

IS VACATED

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

I certify that copies of this Notice VACATING Hearing were served as follows on November 10th, 2015.
laintiff's Counsel:

Defendant's Counsel:

Mischelle Rae Fulgham
601 E. Front Ave., Ste 502
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814
Mailed___ Hand Delivered__--·

~xed (208) 664-4125

Erik Paul Smith
311-B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814
Mailed__ Hand Delivered_ _

[ ~ d (208) 765-9110

Dated:

Tuesday, November IO, 2015
Jim Brannon
Clerk Of The District Court

By:

Denice Larsen, Deputy Clerk
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FIRS1

';DICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE
IDAHO
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTE.1'1AI
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000

.aJ.1

FILED

j(- I •

STATE OF IDAHO, '
CLERK OF THE

BY _ _~-----1

)
)
)
)
)

DENNIS IRISH, ETAL.

vs.
JEFFREY E HALL, ETAL.

Case No: CV-2015-0005814
NOTICE OF PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND
TRIAL

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the above-entitled case is hereby set for:

Thursday, October 13, 2016 at 08:00 AM

Pre-Trial Conference
Judge:

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Monday, November 28, 2016 at 09:00 AM

Jury Trial Scheduled
3 day trial

Judge:

Cynthia K.C. Meyer

Additional Presiding Judges: Rich Christensen; Cynthia K.C. Meyer; Charles W. Hosack; John P. Luster; John T.
Mitchell; Lansing L. Haynes; Fred M. Gibler; Steven Verby; George Reinhardt, III; George D. Carey; Jeff Brudie; Carl
Kerrick; Michael Griffin; John Stegner; Barbara Buchanan; Jame Judd.

I certify that copies of this Notice were served as follows on _ __,{.....,l_·_;_/_3_·-_/~ - - - - MISCHELLE RAE FULGHAM
601 E. FRONT A VE., STE 502
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
FAX: (208) 664-4125

[ \.1"Faxed

[ ] Mailed

[ ] Hand Delivered

ERIK PAUL SMITH
311-B COEUR D'ALENE AVENUE
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83814
FAX: (208) 765-9110

[~d

[ ] Mailed

[ ] Hand Delivered

I I 3-1S-

Dated: - - --1- - - - - - Jim Brannon
Clerk Of The District Court
By:

Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal

NOTICE OF PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE AND TRIAL

Denice Larsen, Deputy Clerk
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000
FILED
~ f
STATE OF IDAHO, COUNTY OF
KOOTENAI

1(

ss
CLERKO
COURT

BY

DENNIS IRISH, ETAL.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

vs.
JEFFREY E HALL, ETAL.

Case No: CV-2015-0005814
SCHEDULING ORDER, NOTICE
OF TRIAL SETTING AND INITIAL
PRETRIAL ORDER

Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:
1. A Jury Trial scheduled for 3 days will commence at the Kootenai Courthouse on
Monday, November 28, 2016, at 09:00 AM. If possible, cases set for the same day will be

tried on a "to follow" basis.
2. The Court, at its discretion, will set the priority for each of the civil matters set for trial
on the above date. Any party may request a priority setting by filing a Request for Priority
Setting, copy to the Court in chambers. The Court will attempt to give priority to cases where
such Request for Priority Setting is filed, in the order in which they are filed. Prior participation
in mediation is a factor in granting priority. Notice is hereby given that all civil trial settings

are subject to being preempted by the court's criminal calendar.
In order to assist with the trial of this matter IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED:
1. a. PRETRIAL EVENTS: Before noticing a deposition, hearing or other pretrial event,
a lawyer shall consult and work with opposing counsel to accommodate the needs and
reasonable requests of all witnesses and participating lawyers.
b. MOTION PRACTICE: Before setting a motion for a hearing, a lawyer shall make a

Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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reasonable effort to resolve the issue without involving the Court. A lawyer who has no valid
objection to an opponent's proposed motion must promptly make this position known to opposing
counsel and the Court. After a hearing, a lawyer charged with preparing the proposed order shall
draft it promptly, striving to fairly and accurately articulate the Court's ruling. Before submitting
the proposed order to the Court, the lawyer shall provide a copy to opposing counsel who shall
promptly voice any objections. If the lawyers cannot resolve all objections, the drafting lawyer
shall promptly submit the proposed order to the Court, stating any unresolved objections.
c. PRETRIAL MOTIONS (other than Summary Judgment): The last day for filing
pretrial motions (other than Summary Judgment, except for motions in limine concerning witnesses
and exhibits designated under paragraphs 6 and 7 respectively of this Pretrial Order) shall be
twenty-one __ (21) days prior to Trial. Motions in limine concerning designated witnesses and

exhibits shall be submitted in writing at least seven _

(7) days prior to Trial. Motions in limine

concerning any designated exhibit shall attach copies of the exhibit in issue. Motions in limine
regarding designated witnesses shall attach copies of the discovery requests claimed to require the
earlier disclosure and a representation by counsel regarding the absence of a prior response from the
party to whom the discovery was directed. The fact that a party has submitted discovery to another
party and has not filed motions to compel in advance of trial does not, in and of itself, waive an
objection by that party as to the timeliness of disclosure of witnesses and exhibits by the other party
as required by this order.
d. MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT:

Motions for summary judgment

shall be timely filed so as to be heard not later than ninety-one_ (91) days (thirteen weeks)
before Trial. (NOTICE: DUE TO COURT CALENDAR CONGESTION YOU SHOULD
CONTACT THE COURT CLERK AT LEAST THREE MONTHS BEFORE THE DATE
YOU ARE REQUESTING, FOR A HEARING DATE/fIME FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT MOTIONS).

There shall be served and filed with each motion for summary

judgment a separate concise statement, together with references to the record, of each of the
material facts as to which the moving party contends there are no genuine issues of dispute. Any
party opposing the motion shall, not later than fourteen _

(14) days prior to the date of the

hearing, serve and file a separate concise statement, together with references to the record, setting

forth all material facts as to which it is contended there exist genuine issues necessitating litigation.
In determining any motion for summary judgment, the Court may assume that the facts as claimed
by the moving party are admitted to exist without controversy, except and to the extent that such
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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facts are asserted to be actually in good faith controverted by a statement filed in opposition to the
motion.
e. SCHEDULING HEARINGS ON MOTIONS: All hearing dates and times must be
arranged by contacting the Court's Clerk. When making that request, an estimate of the amount of
time needed must be given. A Notice of Hearing shall be filed and served in compliance with
I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(A). Once a hearing date and time has been obtained from the Court's Clerk, no
party may add additional hearings to that time set for hearing without obtaining the prior approval
of the Court's Clerk.
f. MOTION OR STIPULATION TO CONTINUE: Continuances are discretionary
with the Court and will be granted only under extraordinary circumstances, not within the control
of the parties and not foreseeable. A hearing or trial may be continued only by the Court.
Continuances will be granted sparingly and only in those circumstances where the obstacles to
proceeding with the case cannot be resolved by any means other than granting a continuance.
Continuances will not be granted solely because all parties agree to a continuance. In exercising
its discretion to grant or deny a continuance, the Court may consider the following factors:

>

>

Availability of alternative court dates.
Age of the case and the nature of any previous continuances or delays attributable to
either party.

>
>
>
>
>

The proximity of the scheduled event.
The availability of an earlier date for the event.
Whether the continuance may be avoided by substitution of other counsel.
The prejudice or inconvenience caused to the party not requesting the continuance.
The diligence of counsel in attempting to avoid the continuance and in bringing it to the
attention of the court and opposing counsel promptly.

The request for a continuance shall be in a motion signed by counsel and filed immediately upon
discovering the need for a continuance. The motion should be supported by an affidavit stating:
1) when the need for a continuance arose, 2) the grounds for requesting the continuance, 3) the
request for a continuance has been discussed with the client and the client does not object, 4)
measures taken to avoid the necessity of a continuance, and 5) when, at the earliest, the parties
can be ready to proceed. The affidavit should be accompanied by all documentation supporting
the request.
2. BRIEFS AND MEMORANDA: In addition to any original brief or memorandum filed
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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with the Clerk of the Court, a chambers' copy shall be provided to the Court. To the extent counsel
rely on legal authorities not contained in the Idaho Reports, a copy of each case or authority cited
shall be attached to the Court's copy of the brief or memorandum.
3. DISCOVERY DISPUTES: Unless otherwise ordered, the Court will not entertain any
discovery motion, except those brought by a person appearing pro se and those brought pursuant to
I.R.C.P. 26(c) by a person who is not a party, unless counsel for the moving party files with the
Court, at the time of filing the motion, a certification that the lawyer making the motion has in good
faith conferred or attempted to confer with the opposing lawyer to reach agreement without court
action, pursuant to l.R.C.P. 37(a)(2). The motion shall not refer the Court to other documents in
the file. For example, if the sufficiency of an answer to an interrogatory is in issue, the motion shall
contain, verbatim, both the interrogatory and the allegedly insufficient answer, followed by each
party's contentions, separately stated.
4. EXPERT WITNESSES: No later than one hundred eighty-two_ (182) days (26

weeks) before trial, plaintiff(s) shall disclose all experts to be called at trial. No later than one
hundred forty-seven _

(147) days (21 weeks) before trial, defendant(s) shall disclose all

experts to be called at trial. Such disclosure shall consist of at least the information required to
be disclosed pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i). Notice of Compliance of all disclosures shall be
filed with the Clerk of Court. Absent good cause, an expert may not testify to matters not
included in the disclosure. A party may comply with the disclosure by referencing expert witness
depositions, without restating the deposition testimony in the disclosure report.
5. DISCLOSURE OF WITNESSES: No later than fourteen_ (14) days (two weeks)

before trial, each party shall prepare and exchange between the parties and file with the Clerk a list
of witnesses with current addresses and telephone numbers, setting forth a brief statement
identifying the general subject matter about which the witness may be asked to testify (exclusive of
impeachment witnesses).

Each party shall provide opposing parties with a list of the party's

witnesses and shall provide the Court with two copies of each list of witnesses.
6.

EXHIBITS AND EXHIBIT LISTS: No later than fourteen _

(14) days (two

weeks) before trial, exhibit lists and copies of exhibits shall be exchanged between parties and the
exhibit list filed with the Clerk.

Using the form available at the following website:

http://www.kcgov.us/departments/districtcourt/forms.asp (or available by calling the Court's clerk),
each party shall prepare a list of exhibits it expects to offer. Exhibits should be listed in the order
that the party anticipates they will be offered. Each party shall affix labels to their exhibits before
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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trial. After the labels are marked and attached to the original exhibit, copies should be made.
Plaintiffs exhibits shall be marked in numerical sequence. Defendant's exhibits shall be marked in
alphabetical sequence. The civil action number of the case and the date of the trial shall also be
placed on each exhibit label. The original exhibits and a Judge's copy of the exhibits should be
filed with the Clerk at the time of trial. Two copies of the exhibit list are to be filed with the Clerk.
It is expected that each party will have a copy of all exhibits to be used at trial.
7. .JURY INSTRUCTIONS (if JURY trial): No later than seven _

(7) days before

trial, jury instructions shall be prepared and exchanged between the parties and filed with the Clerk

(with copies delivered to chambers). Each Judge may have prepared stock jury instructions from
the Idaho Jury Instructions. Copies of the Court's stock instructions may be obtained from the
and

Court,

are

available

on

the

Kootenai

County

website:

http://w,:vw.kcgov.us/departments/districtcourt/forms.asp. The parties shall meet in good faith to
agree on a statement of claims instruction which shall be submitted to the Court with the other
proposed instructions. Absent agreement, each party shall submit their own statement of claims
instruction. All instructions shall be prepared in accordance with I.R.C.P. 5l(a).
8. TRIAL BRIEFS: No later than seven_ (7) days before trial, trial briefs shall be

prepared and exchanged between the parties and filed with the Clerk (with copies to chambers)
9. PROPOSED FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS (if COURT Trial): No later than
seven _

(7) days prior to a court trial, each party shall file with the opposing parties and the

Court (with copies to chambers) proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law supporting
their position. An electronic version of the proposed findings and conclusions should be provided
to the Court's clerk as a Word document, this may be accomplished by e-mail.
10. TRIAL PRACTICE: At least a week before trial the lawyers shall meet and confer to
discuss any stipulations that can be made at the beginning of trial and to identify exhibits which can
be admitted by stipulation. Following this meeting, the parties shall immediately alert the Court to
any matters that need to be taken up before the time scheduled for trial to begin.
11. TRIAL DAY: Call the Judge's Court Clerk or Law Clerk for the start and finish times
of trial dates that follow the first day of trial.
12. MODIFICATION: This Pretrial Order may be modified by stipulation of the parties
upon entry of an order by the Court approving such stipulation. Any party may, upon motion and
for good cause shown, seek leave of the Court modifying the terms of this order, upon such terms
and conditions as the Court deems fit. Any party may request a pretrial conference pursuant to
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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I.R.C.P. 16(d) or mediation pursuant to I.R.C.P. 16(k).
13. REQUEST TO VACATE TRIAL SETTING: Paragraph 1.f above applies in its
entirety. Any vacation or continuance of the trial day shall not change or alter the time frames for
the deadlines set forth herein, unless expressly so stated in the order resetting the matter for trial,
or unless a new pretrial scheduling order is issued. Any party may, upon motion and for good
cause shown, request different discovery and disclosure dates upon vacation or continuance of
the trial date.
14. ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION: It is expected that all lawyers will
educate their clients early in the legal process about the various methods of resolving their
dispute without trial (alternative dispute resolution/ADR), including mediation, arbitration,
settlement conference and neutral case evaluation. The parties are expected to engage in ADR as
soon as possible. The Court will facilitate ADR if requested. The parties are ordered to report
jointly to the Court in writing at least sixty-three (63) days (9 weeks) prior to trial, setting forth
when ADR occurred and the results of ADR. If no ADR has taken place, the joint report must
state the reason the parties failed to use ADR.
15. SANCTIONS FOR NONCOMPLIANCE: Failure to timely comply in all respects
with the provisions of this order shall subject non-complying parties to sanctions pursuant to
I.R.C.P. 16(i), which may include:
(A)

An order refusing to allow the disobedient party to support or oppose designated

claims or defenses, or prohibiting such party from introducing designated matters in evidence;
(B)

An order striking pleadings or parts thereof, or staying further proceedings until the

order is obeyed, or dismissing the action or proceeding or any part thereof, or rendering a judgment
by default against the disobedient party;
(C)

In lieu of any of the foregoing orders or in addition thereto, an order treating as

contempt of court the failure to comply;
(D)

In lieu of or in addition to any other sanction, the judge shall require the party or the

attorney representing such party or both to pay the reasonable expenses incurred because of any
noncompliance with this rule, including attorney's fees, unless the judge finds that the
noncompliance was substantially justified or that other circumstances make an award of expenses
unjust.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that no party may rely upon any deadline set forth in this
pretrial order as a reason for failing to timely respond to discovery or to timely supplement
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discovery responses pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(f).
Notice is hereby given, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 40(d)(l)(G), that an
alternate judge may be assigned to preside in this case. The following is a list of potential alternate
judges: Hon. John P. Luster, Hon. Fred Gibler, Hon. John T. Mitchell, Hon. Steve Yerby, Hon.
Lansing L. Haynes, Hon. Benjamin R. Simpson, Hon. Charles W. Hosack, Hon. Barbara Buchanan,
Hon. Rich Christensen or Hon. George R. Reinhardt, III.
Unless a party has previously exercised their right to disqualification without cause under
Rule 40(d)(l), each party shall have the right to file one (1) motion for disqualification without
cause as to any alternate judge not later than ten ( 10) days after service of this notice.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any party who brings in an additional party shall serve
a copy of this "Scheduling Order, Notice of Trial Setting" upon that added party at the time the

pleading adding the party is served on the added party, and proof of such service shall then be filed
with the Court by the party adding an additional party

DATED this

/'3"'-aay ofNovember, 2015.

BY ORDER OF:

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that true copies of this Scheduling Order were served as follows on

I l-13- IS--

Plaintiff's Counsel:

Mischelle Rae Fulgham
Mailed__ Hand Delivered_ _ [l]Paxed (208) 664-4125

Defendant's Counsel:

Erik Paul Smith
Mailed__ Hand Delivered_ _ [-:½Faxed (208) 765-9110

By
Denice Larsen, Deputy Clerk/Secretary
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10/07 1 ~016 09:29

12087659110

From:Erik P. Smith

#075 P.001/002

AMANDA FINDLAY, ATTORNEY AT LAW
ERIK P. SMITH. P.C., ATTORNEYS AT LAW
311-B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

Telephone: (208) 667-2000
Facsimile:
(208) 765-9110
ISB: #9916
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

DENNIS IRISH, et al,

) Casa No. CV-15-5814
)

Plaintiff,

)

vs.
JEFFREY HALL, et al,

Defendant
-------------

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

)
)
)
)
)
)

COMES NOW, the undersigned, and hereby appears on behalf of Erik P.
Smith, P.C., Attorneys at law, and for the above-named Defendant.
DATED this .!2_day of October, 2016.

A
FINDLAY,
Attorney for Defendant

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - PAGE 1
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From:Erik P. Smith
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CERTIFICATE Of SERVICE
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing instrument
was:

LJ Hand Delivered
LJ Mailed, postage prepaid thereon
ffiFaxed
to the following interested party on this

£;;( day of October, 2016:

Mischelle Fulgham
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 502
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Fax: 208/664-4125
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MJSCHELLE R. FULGHAM. 1S13 #4623
LUKINS & ANNIS. P.S.
601 E. Front Street. Suite 303
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814-5155
T: 208-667-0517
F: 509-363-2478

mfu1aham(@.lukins.com

Altornevs for Plaintiff
Dennis Irish and Wanda Irish

1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FlRST JUDIC.IAL DlSTRICT 01" THE
STATE OF IDAHO, TN AND .FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

DENNIS IRISH and WANDA HUSH,
husband and witb,

NO. CV-2015-5814

Plaintiff.

v.

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS OF
PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL

JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA l;. HALL,
husband and wife,

Defendant.

TO:

All parties and their attorney of record and to the CLERK OF THE COURT
PT .RASE TAKE NOTICE that the mailing and physical address of counse1 for Plain Li !Ts

Dennis and Wanda Irish has changed. Please direct all future pleadings, discovery, and
communications to:

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS OF PLAINTIFFS'
COUNSEL: 1
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
014144111
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MlSCHELLE R. FULGHAM
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
601 E. Front Ave., Ste. 303
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Email address, phone and fax numbers aH remain the same.

DATED this ~ y ofOetober, 2016.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.

, TSB #4623

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

1"J&ty

THEREBY CERTIFY that on the
of October, 2016, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing by ~eniod indicated below, and addressed to all
counsel of record as follows:
Mr. Erik P. Smith
Amanda Findlay

ERIK P. SMITII PC
311-B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814

Cl
D
D
r&I

0

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX): (208) 765-9110
Email

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS OF PLATNTIFFS'
COUNSEL: 2 ·
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law

ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
311-B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Tel. (208) 667-2000
Fax (208) 765-9110
I.S.8.N. 5008

Attorney for Defendants
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE Of IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

DENNIS IRISH,

CASE NO. CV 15-5814

et al,

DEFENDANTS' LIST Of EXHIBITS
Plaintiffs,

vs.
JEFFREY HALL, et, al,
Defendants.

COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, JEFFREY HALL and DONA
HALL, by and through their attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, hereby submits the
list of Exhibits Defendants may submit at the trial of this matter.
DISCLOSURE OF EXHIBITS AND EXHIBIT LISTS:

No later than fourteen

(14) days (two weeks) before trail, exhibit lists and copies of exhibits shall be
exchanged between parties and the exhibit 11st flied with the Clerk.

1.

See attached Exhibit List.
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day of November, 2016.

ERIK P. SM
Attorney for Petitioner

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the
foregoing was:

J.i-

day of November, 2016, a true copy of the

[ Jmailed postage prepaid to:
[ ] inter-office:
IX Jfaxed to:
Mlschelle R. f ulgham

Lukins & Annis
601 E. Front Street, Ste 303
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Fax: 509-383-2478
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DEFENDANTS'
LIST OF EXHIBITS
CASE NO. CV 15-5814
TITLE OF CASE: Irish, et al v. Hall, et al
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS (List Numerically)
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS (List Alphabetically)

No.

ADMITTED BY

DESCRIPTION

OFFERED

ADMITTED

REFUSED

RESERVE

STIPULATION

A

B

Article from The Gazette
Record
7/6/2011, by Mary Orr
City of Harrison

Uuly, 2011, Bulletin
C

Photo
No Bike Trail Parking
Reserved for Campground
Patrons Only

D

Complaint
CV 13-1066
City of Harrison
2/4/2013

E

v.

Hall

Answer and Counterclaim
CV 13-1066
City of Harrison v. Hall
B/12/2013

f

Public Records Request
14/29/2013

G

Response to Request Public
Records
5/2/2013 & 5/7/2013
Regarding Camera Surveillance
With attached Invoices

LIST OF EXHIBITS - 3
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H

Request & Response for Public
Record
7/11/2013& 7/11/2013
Regarding Access to City Data

I

Public Records Request

11/14/2016 16:38
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6/26/2014
Regarding Cameras

J

Public Records Request &
Response
6/24/2014 &7/2/2014
Regarding Cameras

K

Notes
12/3/2016
Regarding Public Records
Request & Response
12/20/2013 & 12/23/2013
Regarding Complaint
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yat

neers draw up diagrams
According to the ease- boxes fixes his previand since the city has ment · .documents the ous parking troubles, he
Flower boxes are caus- the easement over Jeff's property owner has the said.
k
rolilem is peoing problems in Harri- property, we moved the right to use .the ease-.
p
boxes so the !LV park ment area so long as
son.
had room for public nothing they do inter- pie would come in and
Recently the owner parking."
·
fores with the parking park in the general area
of the Gateway Bar and
Thou-"i-. Mr. Hall said ')0£,.
eve.ry which way;'' Mr.
Grill set out flower box&•
Hall said. "We made
"The city has an easees, approximately 2'.x4', he disagrees with the
around the parking -lot city he was willing to ment and as mayor it sure people would know
in front of his business work toward a solution is my responsibility to where to begin parkthat would benefit both make sure that the ease- ing so som~one doesn't
on the lake.
t'
i
i
· d ~
have to be out there to
.
ment s ~a ntarne .
The city has since re- P~~ ies. .
ceived complaints that
The first parking so- the benefit of the city, direct them. It certainly
the boxes impede the/ lution that they came up Mayor Irish said.
changes how they do
!lgw of traffic..
' with was really worse for
Councilman Russ Rib- things, but it doesn't
Just before the holiday \ both of us," he sajd. '~It erich said the issues tn- block access whatsoevweekend, the city crew \ turned out to b~ too d1f- volv~ rafflewn~ er. There are two l~es
moved the boxes against lficult so they; did some- ersh1~ and par
·-.__ · of traffic where !eh1cles
the owner's will.
thing else and we lost
"This does not seem can get through.
Mayor Wanda Iris,!1 about _is spaces."
to be a· conflicting inMayor Irish said that
said she has received
Movmg the boxes terest but has escalated while she supports the·
complaint~ from RV opened access to o~er . fro~ a discussion about business owners, she
owners and the dump areas, but by opening traffic flow and flower would like them to do
- truck driver who could that access 1t allowed pots to a conflict about what they said they'd
not get through to deliv- visitors to block other ownership," he said. ''An do,
er a lqad of sand to the areas.
abrasive approach may
"The intent is to work
beach.
"People will park not be necessary."
wHh them, however,
He suggested the city when you ask fa~ someJeff Hall, owner of the wherever," Mr. Hall said.
restautant, sald .he put "They parked right up have a trafµc flow study thing to be done and it
the boxes up to define to the gas pump making conducted.
does not get done, then
the parking area and lt difficult if not imposCouncilman Riberich you have to do somethat he does not believe isible to sell gas."
said he would rather thing_ else," she said.
tb.ey impede traffic.
· Mr. Hall said his main see money spent for a "The goal is to allo~ ac"They are delineat- issue is the city's atti- professional study and cess for the RVs to get
ing the parking area so tude about it,
recommendation for a in and out of the camp-·
people will know where
"An official from the traffic flow plan than
to park;" he said. "There city came · down and on a survey. If that plan ground, boats to be able
has never been any des- , said they were moving w~s then ·put into the to use the boat ·launch
ignated par.king area out. the boxes a:nd that I had c'ity code or zoning or- and people to be able to
·.
there: ~ey are not in the(..Eo say in the matter," he dlnance, it would solve park."
Councilman
Kevin
way, it JUSt changes the said. "I wasn't interest- the issue in a non-abraway the area is used."
ed in having the whole sive way.
Kincheloe
suggested
, Mayor Irish brought world involved in this
Mr.· Hall has owned the c~ty put Mr.- Hall on
those complaints to city issue cause it's a very the business for eight the counc.U agenda and
council after Mr. Hall ig- small problem. I just years and he said each include him in the connored her quest to move thought announcing it morning· someone has versation.·
to move the boxes.
to the world throug.q the to make sure the first
Mr. Hall was present
"He said that he would .city newsletter was in- person who parks is at the meeting but dedo what the city needed, appropriate and unpro- properly aligned.
clined to comment at
but he did not move the fessional."
"It's certainly· differ- the time.
Mr. Hall said he ent thari what they are
boxes and a month has
"l am definitely willpassed," she said. .
planned to attend the used· to," Mr. Hall said.
ing
to have a discussion
· The city has an ease- city council meeting "I do have a business
r,
ment that allows access yesterday (Tuesday} as here and It's important with the city about it,"
I\ ..
to the parking lot in or- an observer.
that we do things so that he said. "They offered
der to maintain the RV
During the June city we mike sure the park- time for me to speak at
campground o~ one council., meeting coun- ing is organize_d for our the last council meetend and the manna and cilman Ri,ch Lund com- customers. When it gets ing when they saw that I
each area on the other. mented that each time busy here there is no had showed but I hadn't
"Jeff did · not move there is a new owner at . tuming back. lf the fitst been invited and viasn't
the boxes;''· she ·wror~ tl1e Gateway the t'.:itynas perso-n parks wron:g it prepared tb talk abolit it
in an email. "The city to go through similar is- turns into a mess."
because I didn't know I
By Mary Orr
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100 Frederick A.ve.
P.O. Box 13
Harrison, If). 83833

J

011

~ : (208) 689-3212
: (208) 689-9014
Wks (208) 689-3285

Have a Safe and Happy 4th of
JULY MEETING SCHEDULE (Subiect to change)

T1.H,111sciay, July &th, City Council - 1:00 PM
Thursday. July 21st Planning and Zoning .. 6:30 PM

E-mails:

Tha above ml!l:lt!nga are subject to change or c:Gneellfttion. Agendaa em pootec! al Cily Hal! on the bulletin
board at least 4e hou,s prior to the start of the ~Ing. If them are changes sueh as location, starting time or
date those changes will be posted on the bulletin board as soon as we know about them.

From the Mayor: Are you ready for some sunshine? June has been
VERY rainy and I know I'm ready for nice weather. l think the
weather is going to change and we will need to prepare for watering
the gardens and lawns. Hopefully we can get that sunshine.
I hope all the Fathers had a great Father's day and you enjoyed it
with your love ones.
The Harrison Chamber of Commerce once again sponsored the P.ig
in the Park. The event was a success but the weather was not that
great. It was a cold rainy day but families enjoyed the music and
spent time with families.
It's great to see more businesses in Harrison. Hopefully the
businesses wiU have a very successful year.
patronize our local stores! Many rely on the summer
'!;'0;.fI~~it-~lll7~,ii:it!~~:,r"~'ii!l shoppers to survive.
The City of Harrison selected Welch-Comer Engineers to complete our Transportation Plan.
The City applied for the grant and received $50,000 to develop the plan. The Plan is scheduled to
be completed in December 201 J. J am planning on seeking out other grants that will help us
improve the quality of our town.
The lower Harrison street asphalt project has been completed. We will soon have a walkway
for Pedestrians to and from the RV Park, marina, county docks and the downtown business area.
Marking this designated lane should be completed shortly. Please use this Pedestrian lane area
and keep the main street cleared for RV and other vehicles. Also, you may have noticed the
owner of the Gateway Marina has placed a row of boxes in what the City perceives as being in
the Public Parking area These obstacles are making it difficult for RV's and boats and trailers
traversing to and from the RV Park and boat launching area. HopefulJy, this conflict between the
owner of the Gateway will be quickly resolved without any further inconvenience to the citizens
of Harrison.
I have been spending much of my time with the Maintenance crew and observing their
accomplishments. The crew has been cleaning up the logs and debris in the RV Park due to high
water. Many potho]es throughout the city are being repaired as quickly as possible.
Have you noticed the wood chips in the play area and around the park? Ttumk. yoni Fran!<
Buell? for dloirullting aud transporting the fresh wood chips! The City and the kids
gr-,a!i.tly appweciate your generosity!
The flower pots have finally arrived at the City Park and City Hall. We are looking forward
to a more beautiful array than last year, assuming the weather cooperates. Dennis and I hope you
ertjoy all the colors along the sidewalk this summer.
Good news. The lawsuit between the City of Harrison and the Citizens of Harrison
Opposing Powderhom has been dismissed. The City is pleased that this is over and we can now
concentrate on other priorities.
Let's continue to work together so our next generation can share in the beautiful City we
enjoy. Stop in or drop me an Email to Mayo[tilCjf<IQIHarrisgg.qrg. For the latest infonnation
and meeting dates. check our Harrison City Hall bulletin board. We are blessed to live in our
wonderful city and I am honored to be your Mayor.
.., Wanda Irish

I

Mayor@CityOfHarriaon.org

CityC lerk@CityofHarrison.org
lnfo@CityOfHarrison.org

PublicWorks@CityOfHarrison.org

CITY WEBSITE:
www.cityofharrison.org

HARRISON CITY HALL
Office Hours

Monday - Thursday
9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Council meetings are held the 1st
Tuesday each month
7:00 p.m. - City Hall

P & Z Commission
3rd Thurs., 6:30 p.m.
City Hall

~

L,,:;..--

• Wanda Irish
COUNCIL MEMBERS

• Russell Riberich. Pres.
• Will Buller
" Ron Elliott

• Kevin Kincheloe
" Rich Lund
• Mark Wagner

CITY STAFF
• Jann Patterson
City Clerk
• BobPoole
Public Works Supt.

• Justin Little
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city CouncU: There will be a Public Hearing concerning fees on Tuesday, July 19, 2011. A list of
proposed fees wm be published on July 6th in tha
Gazette Record and will be posted at City Hall at
that time. The 2011-2012 Budget Hearing has
been set for August 2nd. Both hearings will be
held at City Hall at 7:00 PM.
Matt Gillis from Welch-Comer gave a presentation to the council at their June 7th meeting that
outlined the scope of the work for the Transportation Plan that will be written for the city this year.
Matt recommended forming a Technical Advisory
Committee to provide citizen input on the plan.

Election: We know that the election is several
months away - but candidate filings are due in August There are three council seats coming up for
election, so if you are planning to run you will need
to file your Declaration of candidacy between 8:00
AM August 29th and 5:00 PM September 9th.

Ph:llm1ing & Zoning: Kayleen Walker, who was
serving as Vice Chairman of the board, has resigned from Planning & Zoning Seat E with the
term ending in January 2014. Russ Wilbur was
selected to be the Vice Chairman, however, he
announced that he will be leaving the area in September. Russ has seat F which also expires in
January 2014.
If you are Interested in serving as a P&Z Com~
missioner please call City Hall for an application.
Planning and Zoning is currently working on a
state required Procedures Ordinance. They are
also working on ideas to make Harrison a place
where businesses can thrive and which will draw
residents to the area. You can be part of this exciting work by getting Involved on P&Z.

Are You Looking for• Way to Serve

The Community of HarrlHn
Tbere Is an urient need for EMT's
12-Week Tralnln& Program Provided.
CaH 689-9103 for more Info,.

#294 P.009/070

City Hall: We will be closed on Monday. July 4th
in observance of the 4th of July.
We have an opening for a deputy city clerk/
treasurer. The job is posted on the Idaho Jobs
website and on Craig's List.
Parking: We realize it's always an issue in Harrison. Please keep in mind that parking on city
streets has a 48 hour time limit. Please do not
"store" vehicles, campers, trailers, etc. on the
streets. Camping in RV's is permitted only in the
RV campground or for a maximum of 1O days on
private property that has a house on it.

UtiUty Billing: Here are some Q&A about the
city's billing.
Q. Why Is my water bill so high?
A. The water meters read the amount of water
going into your home/business. If the meter fails it
will not read anything. If the usage seems high it
is probably due to a leak, running toilet or if the
bill is the first reading in the spring it is probably
due to catching up after 6 months of estimated
usage.
Q. Why am I charged for garbage pick up

when I don't use the service or I'm gone for a
longflmo?
A. The city contracts with a sanitation service. The
rate that is charged is based on the total contract
divided by the number of houses - not usage.
Commercial users have several categories and
each one Is put Into the one that most closely fits
their usage. The base rate is then charged
throughout the year and extra pick ups or excess
amounts are charged accordingly.
Q. Why won't the city put the uflllty account In

my tenant's name?

A. The City Code requires that the utility accounts
remain in the property owner's name. We will
send a copy of the bill to your tenant. If your tenant fails to pay the utility bill it is ultimately your
responsibility as the property owner. It is also the
property owners responsibility to notify the city
that your property is tenant occupied. In case of
an emergency it is important that the city has contact information for every residence.

OoPComm
HARRISON FOOD BANK
The food bank accepts donations of non-perishable food and paper products at the Baptist
Church basement. Monetary donations are appreciat~. Please give generously if you can. If you
need assistance please don't hesitate to call 889-3065.
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STA it llf IDAHO
>,s
COUNTY Of KOOTOU•,!1 •

FILED:

2013 FEB -4 PM J! 35

PETER C. ERBLAND

PAINE HAMBLEN LLP

CLERK DISTRICT COURT

701 Front Avenue, Suite 101

P.O. Box E
Of.PIITY

Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816
Telephone: (208) 664-8115
Facsimile: (208) 664-6338
ISBA # 2456

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

THE CJTY OF HARRISON, a political
subdivision of the Stnte of Idaho,

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV /

)
)
)
)

FEE CATEGORY: A
FEE:
EXEMPT

3{

O '

t

) COMPLAINT

Plaintiff,

vs.

JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
)
husband and wife; and FOX FIRE MARINA
AND RESORT, LLC, an Idaho limited liability ~
company dba GATEWAY MARINA,
)
)
Defendants.
)
)

·------

COMES NOW, the City of Harrison, a political subdivision of the State of ldaho, by and
through Peter C. Erbland of Paine Hamblen LLP, and for a cause of action against the abovenamed defendants, Jeffrey E. Hall and Dona F. Hall, husband and wife (Hall)> and Fox Fire
Marina and Reso,1, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, dba Gateway Marina, complains

and ullcgcs a:; follows:
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PARTIES

Plaintiff, City of Harrison (hereinafter City), is a municipal corporation organized

1.

under the laws of the State of Idaho in Kootenai County, Idaho.
Defendants, Jeffrey E. Hall and Dona F. Hall (hereinafter Hall). are residents of

2.

Kootenai County, State of Idaho and owners of real property in Kootenai County, Idaho.
Defendant Fox Fire Marina and Resort, LLC dba Gateway Marina (hereinafter

3.

Fox Fire), is an Idaho limited liability company, owned and/or managed by Hall and does

business in Kootenai County. Idaho.

JI.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

Jurisdiction and venue are proper pursuant to Idaho law, including but not limited

4.

to Idaho Code § 5-401. This Court also has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to the Uniform

Declaratory Judgment Act, Idaho Code § 10-1201, et seq., which grants the power to declare
rights, status and other legal relations.

III.
5.

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

Albert Mault and Claris Mault granted to the City a perpetual easement

(hei-einafter Easem~nt) to the City of Hanison on or about October 4, 1965, over and across

Kootenai County tax parcel number Y000000-11700 (hereinafter Easement Area) located iri the
City of Harrison, County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, more particularly described in Exhibit A, a
true and correct copy of which is attached to this Complaint and incorporated herein as if fully
set forth.
6.

The perpetual easement is in writing and is recorded as Instrument No. 475490,

records of Kootenai County, Idaho and is fully set forth in Exhibit A.

COJ\1Pl..AINT · 2
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Two Records of Survey of the Easement Area have been prepared and recorded:
a.

The Meckel Engineering Record of Survey recorded as Instrument No.

1095983, records of Kootenai County, Idaho on September 11, 1987, a true and correct
copy of which is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit B and incorporated herein as if
fully set forth.
b.

The Inland Northwest Consultants Record of Survey recorded as

Instrument No. 1840065, records of Kootenai County, Idaho on November 3, 2003, a true
and correct copy of which is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit C and incorporated
herein as if fully set forth.
V

8.

The Easement Area is to be used for public parking purposes and the City, as

Grantee, shall not use or suffer or pemut the use of said property in any manner that impedes or
interferes with the parking lot.
Hall may use the Easement Area in any lawful manner not inconsistent with the

9.

tenns of the Easement.

10.

Pursuant to Idaho Code§ 50-301, related statutes, and City of Harrison Municipal

Code Title 5, Chapter 2, the City has the power and authority to promulgate rules and regulations
government parking of vehicles in the City, including but not limited to controlling and
supervising municipal parking lots and the fixing of time limits for parking and the erection of

public signage.
11 .

The use of the Easement Area serves a public purpose and benefits real property

owned and maintained by the City lying both north and south of the Easement Area, which is

used for a public park, public swimming area, public beach, public camping and public

COMPLAINT - 3
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used for a public park, public swimming area, public beach, public camping and public
recreational facilities.
12.

Hall is record owner of real property which is subject to the Easement Area.

13.

Hall owns and/or operates Fox Fire, a convenience store and marina, on real

property owned by the Idaho Department of Lands located north of the Easement Area.
At the time Hall purchased said real property, which is subject to the Easement

14.

Area, the perpetual easement was recorded and Hall was on actual notice of the perpetual
easement owned by the City.
15.

Defendants have lmowingly and intentionally engaged in activities that are

inconsistent with the te1ms and conditions of the perpetual easement, including but not limited to
activities that are unlawful and which impede and interfere with the use of the Easement Area for
public parking.
On or about May 20, 2011, defe11dants located a number of long planter boxes and

16.

other items over and across the Easement Area in such a manner that traffic flow was blocked
and/or interfered with and public parking was obstructed.
17.

On or about June 7, 2011, defendants were provided with a copy of the perpetual

easement attached as Exhibit A and were asked to move the planters and the other encroaching
items.

J)
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/

On or about June 20, 2011, the City notified defendants in writing to cease and

18.

desist from the placement of anything onto the public parking area and from encroaching in any
manner upon the Easement Area and other public right-of-way lying adjacent to the City beach,
the City RV campground and the public right-of-way along the Trail of the Coeur d'Aleoes, a
true and correct copy of said written notice is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit D and is
incorporated herein by reference.
19.

During the summer months commencing in June, 2012, and continuing through

October 2, 2012, defendants have knowingly and intentionally engaged in activities which have
impeded and interfered with the use of the Easement Area as a public parking lot, including but
not limited to the placement of encroachments in the parking area, the erection of fencing across

the Easement Arca which interferes with access to the City's public beach and park areas, and the
public boat ramp maintained by Kootenai County Waterways and Kootenai County boat docks,
the unlawful removal of public parking signs erected by the City on or about September l 9,
2012, which were removed by Hall on September 20, 2012, and the continuous parking of
multiple cars, utility trailers, boats, campers, the placement of a commercial dumpster for Hall's
business use and the placement of a propane tank on the Easement Area, all of which are in
violation of the tenns and conditions of the perpetual easement.
20.

On or about August 17, 2012, the City again notified defendants in writing of the

terms and conditions of the perpetual easement and requested that the defendants remove
existing encroachments and personal property and equipment not allowed under the Easement.
A true and correct copy of said w~tten notice is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit E and is

incorporated herein by reference.
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CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION: EXPRESS EASEMENT
DECLARATORY RELIEF
21.

The City realleges and reaffirms all statements set forth above.

22.

The Easement granted by Albert Ma.ult and Claris Mault to the City of Harrison

on or about October 4, 1965. as set forth in Exhibit A, is an express Easement for use of the
Easement Area for public parking, subject to specific terms and conditions which limit the use of
the Easement Area by Hall.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION: PRESCRIPTIVE EASEMENT
FOR INGRESS AND EGRESS
(Access to Cfty*s Real Property Lying to the North and South of the Easement Arca)
DECLARATORY RELIEF
23.

The City realleges and reaffinns all statements set forth above.

24.

The use of the Easement Area by the City for public parking has been continuous

since 1965 under the terms of the Easement. The use of the Easement Area includes the adverse,

open, notorious, continuous and uninterrupted use by the City and the public adverse and under a
claim of right, with the actual or imputed knowledge of the owner of the serttient tenement for
more than twenty years for access to the City's real property lying north and south of the

Easement Area for ingress and egress.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION: ADDITIONAL CLAIMS OF DAMAGES,
DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
25.

COMI•LAINT ·

The City realleges and reaffim1s all statements set forth above.
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Defendants have intentionally obstructed the City's use of the Easement Area,

despite the City's .repeated objections, both orally and in writing.
Defendants are in violation of Idaho Code §§ 52-101, 52-102 and 18-5901

27.

through 18-5903, and their actions constitute a nuisance and unlawful obstruction and
interference with the quiet enjoyment of the City Easement.

28.

The City has been and continues to be injured by the intentional acts of

defendants.
29.

As a direct and proximate result of the actions of defendants, the City has suffered

general and special damages.
The City is entitled to a declaratory judgment allowing it immediate use of the

30.

Easement Area.
The City is entitled to an injunction prohibiting defendants from placing of

31.

anything onto the public parking area and from encroaching in any manner upon the Easement
I,

Area and other public right-of-way lying adjacent to the City beach and the City RV
\\

campground, and requiring defendants to remove all existing encroachments.
32.

The City is entitled to an award of costs and attomeys' fees as authorized by Idaho

Code §§ 12· 101, 12-1 I 7, 12-120, 12-121 and other related statutes.
WHEREFORE, the City prays for relief as follows:
(1)

The Court grant to the City immediate use of the Easement Area, free from any

and all obstruction and interference by the defendants;
(2)

The Court declare the City's Easement to be an express easement for the purpose

of public parking;

COMPLAJNT - 7
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The Court declare the City's Easement to be a prescriptive easement for public

purpose and benefits real property owned and maintained by the City lying both north and south
of the Easement Area, which is used for a public park, public swimming are~ public beach,
public camping and public recreational facilities;

(4)

The Court order defendants to cease and desist from the placing of anything onto

the public parking area and from encroaching in any manner upon the Easement Area and other

public right-of-way lying adjacent to the City beach and the City RV campground, and remove
all existing encroachments;
Defendants be enjoined and prohibited from obstructing use of and access to the

(5)

Easement Area;

(6)

For damages caused by the defendants' conduct;

(7)

For an order and attorney fees allowed by law, including but not limited to costs

· and attorney fees authorized in Idaho Code§§ 12-101, 12-117, 12-120, 12-121 and other related

statutes; and
(8)

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

DATED this

kay

of

tfotw,..

20n.

7

PAINE HA

Atto'meys for Plaintiff
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STATE OF IDAHO )
County of Kootcmai

: ss"
)

Wanda IIish, being first duly swom on oath, deposes and states:
That I am the Mayot of the City of Hanison, the named plaintiff in the foregoing
instrument; that I have read the contents thereof; and that the same are true to the best of my
knowledge and belief, and that she executed the same

~4S}4-~

WANDA IRISH, Mayor
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _I__ day of
(SEAL

~ -··-- ..~

1

m.bruo...rt 2013

~

.

~o;.¼i(o~~
Residing at: fuYk".'.Go

fi

Commission expues:~/

r

~

~IJ
~
I
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E ;\SE J1:ENT
i,NO\\f ALL t,!EN oY T~li::SL: PRESENTS, tl~ut the under-

signed Al.SERT, :NJ.AULT and CLARIS MAGL7, his 1vU:e, for good and

valuable consideration, the receipt whereof is acknowledied~
cic hereby grunt and convey unto the CITY OF HA!UUSON, a

inuniciµal corporation, an easement for public parking purposes
upon .ind over the fol lowing descri ued :. 1n·ope rty, to-wit:

A ~ortion of Government Lot Three (3), Section
One (1), Township 47 North, Range 4, ~est Boise
1-ieridi un, Kootenai County, Idaho, and more parti cul u r ly
described as follows:

ucginnin~ at the South quo.rtor cornc:::r of Scc.:tion Six
l6}, Township 47 Noerh, Range 3 1 West Boise Meridian,
said point also being the 29-1/Z i:lile corner of Nc1-1
North 3oundary of the Coeur d'Alen~ Indian Reservation,

from which the Meander Corner between SEction Six (6)
anJ Section One (l), To~nship ~6-North, Range 4, jest
Boise Meridian, bears South 88°28' West, 1674.43 feet;
thence North 59°44 1 \\1 est, 5428.54 feet to un iron pin
on the \1est line of the existing Raill·o~d Right of lfay,
s.aid point being the true Point of Beginning for this
Jescription; thence ifortherly along said l1iest line of
the existine Railroad Right of Way on a 4°59-1/2' curve
to the Right to a point 1vhich is 135.0 feet Nort!t 3°00'

East to the True Pain~ of Beginning; thence.North 76°1S'
West 73.62 feet to ~n iron pin on the ~~an High ~atcr
line of Coeur d 1 Alen.e Lake;. thence southerly along the
Mean lHgh Water Line of Coeur d'Alene, i.55 feet more
or less to· an iron oin h'hich is 78.Bti feet North 88°33'
\vest, of the True Point o-.E l.l0g,inning; thence South 88 °33· 1
East 78.86 feet to the True Point of Beginning, together
h'ith all riµarian and littoral _rights.

A condition of the grarn: of this ease1;1ent shall' Le

:hat the grantee herein, the City of Harrison, its succe·ssors
or ;.:ssigr.s
so1.itL

ot'

1

si1all maintain the j.Hopert}' lyiT:g both r.orth and

thi;; ab'ove-described propertr., and shall use the same,

:.!.S

a ·£Jublic parl(, or public swimming at·ca and facilit_ies, anci

i::

:;aici .adjacent and contig~ous i,rop~rties which nrc likewise
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1

used for unr any purposes other than those sµeciiicd
iiei-ein, to-1.Jit, pub lit 1;ark ;nci public recreational facilities,
~

t:hcn this easement shall terminate, anti the ·grantee:·_ herein,
i t:s successors ar assigns shall have no furthc r right to the

use of the p-roperty describe.cl above, and the sru,1e shall;

r~vert to t~e grantors, their heirs, successor~ or assigns.
So long as the foregoing provisions.are met and
complied with, the term of this easement shall be perpetual,
and the same shall run with the land anci be binding upon the

heirs, successors and assig a~ of i:,he granters herein, who.
sha 11 not use

or

suffer or permit the use of said property

in any manner that will impede or interfere with said par~ing lot,

provided that the same shall be car parking only, and shall not
be used for a trailer camp or. cou1·t or camp ground.

This easement may be assigned by the City of

~nrrison as necessary.or appropriate or advisable in the jucig-

mant of the City Council of said City, to the County of Kootenai,
or any other public or quasi public agency, but any assignee
ther~of shal 1 take this easement subject to· the conch tions anci
t e rm s her c in ab o v e s e t

forth •

It is a further con di t:ion of this grant tll at the
granters may use said property in any lawful manner, not
in cons is tent with :the,.. t~rms. Qf"tliis .,easement; and .sp~ cif i cal ly

shall have the right to maintain a septic tank or drainage
field under ground, or to have gas tanks or other storage
tanks unaer ground on s~idproperty and said grantors shall
have t.he righ ~ to j.nstal l and maintain said facilities at al 1
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This is to certify that before me the undersigned
Notary Public, in and for the State and County aforesaid, ·
µcrsonally appeared ALiHH\T MAUL'l', and CLARIS MAl)LT, to me
.:·Jrnmh1;~-i:o be the persons \'iho signed the foregoing Easement,
..,.,md .,a:drnqwleciged to me that they signed the same for t:he

·.. u·s~~:: and·.
1~·

... J

'.

>

.:::· ::;;,. "'.-\:,"~

I

oses therein set forth.

·

'/

this 4th day of ·october,

19os:

I

.

I

' f

;

.

1.1.. ,;
.

I
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MORRIS AND \VOLFF, P.A.
AIIORNEYSA'I LAW
NANCY A. WOLFF

MARIAH R PUGH
MAIN OFFICE & MAIL.ING

722 MAIN AVENUE

FAX. (208) 245-4392

ST. MAAlES, IDAHO 83861
fEt.. {208) 245-2523

E-MA.u.: reooptloo@morriswol.ff:.net

SAlELLIJE OFFICE
107 s. Comm D' AtEN~AVENTJI:

HARRISON, IDAHO 83833
TEL. (208) 689-9444

June 20, 2011

Mr. and Mrs. Jeff and Dona Hall
Foxfire, LLC d/b/a Gateway Marina.
P.. O. Box 232
Harrison, Idaho 83833
And to your attorney:

Erik P. Smith, P.C.
Attorney at Law
607 Lakeside Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

RE: Encroachments and interference with City of Harrison public parking easement
Dear Mr. and Mrs . Hall:

As you a.re aware, Albert Mault and Claris Mault granted a perpetual easement to the City
of H;:u1ison on or about October 4, 1965, records of Kootenai Councy, Idaho, over and across a
parcel of real propedy that you appa:rently own today. According to the maps and two (2)
records of stuvey in our possession, it appem-s the parcel bmdened by the easement is identified

by Kootenai County as tax pm·cel #6077. Copies of the easeinent document and recoros of
survey are enclosed with this letter
Ft"Om my review of these documents and in consultation with members of the city council
and a surveyor, it appears that the easement was granted over and acrnss the entire parcel of teal
property currently identified as Kootenai County tax patcel #6077 for use as a public parking

area.
This easement area is adjacent to a paI·cel of real property owned by the State of Idaho
under lease to the owners and/or operators of the Gateway Restaurant and Marina, related
commercial buildings and private parking for the business. It is our understanding that you own
tax parcel #6077, the Gateway Mmina and Resprt and te!ated businesses (ie: C-store, gas
pumps, docks etc.) and you lease the two parcels of property fiom the State of Idaho where the
business is located. If any of these statements are incorrect, please provide us with the correct

infozmation
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Mr. and Mrs Jeff and Dona Hall
l\fr. Erik P Smith

Page2
June 20, 2011

Approximately one month ago. you located a number of flower boxes (long planters)

over and acI'oss the City's public parking area (the easement area) in such a manner that traffic
flow has been blocked and/or inte1fered with and public parking has been obstructed. You were
provided with a copy of the easement document, you were asked to move the planters and you
have been put on actual notice that youC' encroachments are inteifering with use of the parking lot
by the public From time to time this spring, you have also been asked to move other items which
· m. e encroaching upon the parking lot As the summer progresses, pa.rlcing for the public will be
in high demand and the traffic through the m.·ea will increase.
M.r. Hall, you were in attendance nt the last city council meeting on June 7, 2011 where
the issue of these encrnachments was discussed The easement agreement was read and
reviewed by the city council a:nd you heard a detailed descxiption of the pmblems caused by your
encroachments. Further. _you have had several contacts with cit_y personnel, including Mayor
Irish and Bob Poole. You have been asked to 1emove the planters from the pa.dang area and relocate them to an area that is not pait of the casement area. Every effurt has been made to give
you the opportunity to remove these encroachments without fo1ma.l legal action being taken
However, subsequent to the council meeting, you reammged the planters so they are now
blocking off the city's public parking area, and blocking the pub1ic 1ight of way in such a manner
that RVs cannot get to the city's RV campgioWld and larger boats cannot get to the boat docks
The purpose of this letter is to order you to cease and desist from the placing of anything
onto the public parking area and from encroaching in any manner upon the easement area and
other public xight of way lying adjacent to the city beach, the city RV campground and the public
right of way along the Trnil of the Coeur d'Alenes.

In accordance with the Hanison Municipal Code, including but not limited to Title 6,
Streets and Public Ways, it is unlawful for any person to obstruct or blockade the free use of
public sh·eets or avenues or· alleys, and it is unlawful for any person to use any pa1t ofthe public
streets, tights of ways 01· alleys, or to encroach in any way on :rnch public streets or rights of
ways. In order to avoid fiuther legal actfon being ta.ken against you to enforce the city's right to
use the easement area for public parking, please 1emove ·an encroadrrnents uom the:: wea within
twenty four (24) hours from the receipt of this letteL
Sincerely,

NAW: tjr
Enclosures
cc: Client

Exhibit

D
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MORRIS AND WOLFF, P.A.
ATIORNEYS AY LAW
NANCY A. WOLFF

MAlUA}{ R PuGH
MAIN OD'!CE & MA.JUNG
722 MAIN A VENUE
ST. M.A.R.mS, IDAHO 83861
I EL.. (208) 245-2523

SAIELLJIE On'JCE
200 S. COEUR D'ALENE AVENUE

FAX. (208} 245-4392
'E·M111t: rcccption@morriswoltl:m;t

HARRISON, IDAHO 83833
rst .. (208) 689-9444

August 17, 2012
Mr and Mrs. ff and Dona Hall
Foxfire.
P.O. B 2.32
Hur"!, n, Idaho 8.3833

RE: City of Harrison public parking lot and easement

Dear .Jeff and Dona:
The pwpose of 'this letter is to provide you with a copy of' an independent legal opinion
prepared by Nancy Stricklin fo1· the City of Ha:rrison. The opinion analyzes the perpetual
easement granted from Albert Mault and Cla:ds Ma.ult to the City of Hmison on or about
October 4, 1965, recotds of Kootenai County, Idaho, ovei· and across a parcel of r-eal prnperty
you cuuently own adjacent to tJu~ Gateway ~arina.

I am also enclosing a copy of a letter from Eimet's Insurance Agency (the City's
insurance agent) confirming that the City's public pruking Jot is insured through ICRMP for
general liability coverage.
I recommend that you have yout attorney review the Stricklin opinion letter. I also
1·ecommend that you ta.lee the opportunity offered to you from Ma1k Wagner, as president of the
city council, to sit down with him and review the plfl.rul designed last :mmmer for impmved
pmicing spaces in the public puking lot. It appears that several new parking spaces could be
created. Additional public puking is mutually beneficial to you1 businesses, your tenants> your
customers and the visitors to the City's public beach and ma:iina.

I also request that you review the four mmked comers of the City's public pruidng lot
These were 1ecently located by ·welch Comer Engineers and ma1ked with orange paint There is
no issue about where the perimeter boundaries of the public p,uking lot me Jocated, Existing
encroachments and personal property or equipment not allowed under the easement are easily
identifiable and should be moved.

Exluoit

1)
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Mr. and Mrs. Jeff and Dona Hall

Page2
August 17, 2012
Tue City Council is in the process of posting new signs in the public paiking lot to info1m
users that it is a public parldng lot. that pru:k:ing is limited to 48 hours, and that under the terms of
the easement, only motor vehicles such as cars and pickups can be parked in the lot. Prohibited
uses include the parking of boats, boat trailers, campers and RVs.

The mernbers of the Cit:Y Council would like to see these issues with you resolved ovel'
the use of the public parking lot in a manner that is consistent with the terms and conditions of
the easement and the opinion letter fiom Nancy StJ:icklin.
As you are aware, several other matters have arisen this summer between you and the
City, resulting in complaints from both pmties. Those issues may be addressed in a separate
letter if there continues to be ongoing conflicts between you and city staff.
Sincerely,

NAW: tjr

Enclosures
cc: Mayor Wanda Irish

V

/

City Council Members

~:b-it::~4--~-·-5:-:.-=.::=
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ERIK P. SMITH. ATTORNEY AT LAW
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
.
607 Lakeside Avenue
Coeur d'Alene. Idaho 83814
Tel. (208) 887-2000

,JU AIJG I2 PM

~1

CLERK 01sm1cr C.."OURT

HEPlJ'rvr----,-.....-......_

Fm (208) 765-9110
I.S.I.N, 5008

Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT Of THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT POR THE
. STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTINAI
THE CITY OF HARRISON. a politar
eubdMeion Df tne State of Idaho,

Plaintiff.

) Case No. CV-13-1068

)
)

l ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM
)

VI,

f,t,

)

e.

JEFFREY HALL. and
)
DONA F. HALL, husband and wife; and ~
FOX FIRE MARINA AND RESORT. LLC.)
an Idaho llmltld Nablllt)f company dbl )
GATEWAY MARINA,
)
)
)

COMES NOW, the ebove-namld Defendants. by and through their

attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH. end in *POflie to Platntffl's Complaint, filed
herein, answere, denies, and afflrmatlvely 1tates 1s follOW!:
I.
Defendant& admit the\. allegations eontafn.t in P1r1gmph1 1, 2, 3, 4 of
Pfllntfffs Comp1aint.
·}

Exbbit _ _ __
Page _ _ __
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ERIK P. SMITH, ATTORNEY AT LAW
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
607 Lakeside Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Tel. (208) 667-2000

Fax(208)765-9110
I.S.B.N. 5008
Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
THE CITY OF HARRISON, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,

) Case No. CV-13-1066
)

)
Plaintiff,

)
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM
)
)
)

vs.

)
JEFFREY E. HALL, and
DONA F. HALL, husband and wife; and ~
FOX FIRE MARINA AND RESORT, LLC,
~
an Idaho limited liability company dba
GATEWAY MARINA,
)

)
)

Defendants.

COMES NOW, the above-named Defendants, by and through their
attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and in response to Plaintiff's Complaint, filed

herein, answers. denies, and affirmatively states as follows:
I.
Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4 of
Plaintiff's Complaint.

f
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II.
Defendants admit the. allegations contained in Paragraph

~

of Plaintiff's

Complaint in that the document exists, the document affects the Defendant's
property ("The Marina Property"), and the document speaks for itself. However,
Exhibit "A" is not a complete ~opy of the Easement.

Ill.
Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraphs 6 and 7 of
Plaintiff's Complaint in that the surveys exist and speak for themselves.
IV.
Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 8 of Plaintiff's
Complaint that the document speaks for itself, and affirmatively allege that by the
express terms of the easement, the Marina Property is to be used for public car
parking only.
V.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 9 of Plaintiff's
Complaint.
VI.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 10 of Plaintiff's
Complaint in that Plaintiff has power and authority to promulgate rules and
regulations, but is without information or belief as to any specific rule or
regulation and denies those specific allegations.

VII.
Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 11 of Plaintiff's
Complaint.
VIII.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 12 of Plaintiff's
Complaint.
IX.

Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 13 of Plaintiff's
Complaint.
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X.
Defendants admit the allegations contained in Paragraph 14 of Plaintiffs
Complaint.

XI.
Defendants deny the -allegations contained in Paragraph 15 of Plaintiff's
Complaint.

XII.
Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 16 of Plaintiffs
Complaint in that the Defendants did place planter boxes in the easement area,
but only to facilitate proper parking.
XIII.

Defendants admit the all~gations contained in Paragraph 17 of Plaintiffs
Complaint.
XIV.

Defendants admit the allegation contained in Paragraph 18 of Plaintiffs
Complaint that Defendants received the letter set forth in Exhibit "D" of Plaintiff's
Complaint and denying the remaining allegations of said paragraph.

xv.
Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 19 of Plaintiff's
Complaint.
XVI.

Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 20 of Plaintiff's
Complaint, but admit receipt of the writing set forth in Exhibit "E" of Plaintiff's
Complaint.
XVII.

With regard to Paragraph 21 of Plaintiffs Complaint, the Defendants
reallege and incorporate any prior answers herein.
XVIII.
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Defendants admit the allegation contained in Paragraph 22 of Plaintiff's
Complaint only that the Easement exists and affirmatively allege it speaks for

itself.

XIX
With regard to Paragraph 23 of Plaintiffs Complaint, the Defendants reallege and incorporate any prior answers herein.

XX.
Defendants deny the allegations contained in Paragraphs 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29, 30, 31 and 32 of Plaintiffs Complaint.

XXI.
Any assertion or other matter addressed in Plaintiffs Complaint, not
specifically admitted herein, is hereby denied.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
1.

The Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief may be
granted by the Court.

2.

The parties' express easement contains a reversionary clause. The
Plaintiffs actions and omissions have triggered the reversionary
clause, and the easem~nt is no longer of any force or effect.

3.

The Plaintiff's actions constitute a governmental taking and inverse
condemnation of the Defendant's property without just compensations
first having been p~id in violation of Article 1, Section 14 of the Idaho
Constitution and the Fifth Amendment of the United Stated
Constitution.

WHEREFORE, Defendants pray for relief from the Plaintiff as follows:
1. For an Order that Plaintiff take nothing by way of the Complaint;
2. For such other and further relief as the Court deems equitable and
proper; and
3. For attorney's fees and costs as set forth herein.
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· COUNTERCLAIM

COMES NOW, the above-named Defendants, by and through their
attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and for cause of action against the abovenamed Plaintiff complains and alleges as follows:
1.

Plaintiff, the City of Harrison (hereinafter referred to as the "City") is a
municipal corporation.

2.

Defendants. Jeffrey E. Hall and Dona Hall are the owners and
operators of Fox Fire Marina and Resort, LLC, an Idaho limited liability
company doing business as the Gateway Marina (hereinafter referred
to collectively as the "Hails").

3.

The Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to I.C. § 5-401 and
the Uniform Declaratory Judgment Act, I.C. § 10-1201 et seq. which

grants the power to Courts to declare rights, status and other legal
relations.
4.

The Halls are owners of the real property In question, referred to as the
"Marina Property".

The Marina Property is described as Kootenai

County Tax Parcel No. Y-0000-001-1700, AfN 135301, records of
Kootenai County.
5.

An Easement, a copy of which is attached and incorporated as Exhibit
"A" to Plaintiffs Complaint, burdens the Marina Property in favor of the

City of Harrison.
6.

The express terms. of the Easement limits its use to public car parking
purposes.

7.

During their ownership of the Marina Property, the Halls have
maintained the property for public car parking purpose.

8.

The City has not maintained the Marina Property since the Halls'
ownership of the s~me.
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Lying immediately east and adjacent to the Marina Property's east
border is a Harrison city street identified as W. Harrison Street.

10.

Lying immediately to the north of the Marina Property is a boat launch
managed by Kootenai County, and the City of Harrison's public beach.

11.

Lying immediately to the south of the Marina Property is additional
property owned by the City which is used as the "City RV
Campground". Upon information and belief, City charges a fee for the
use of this campground.

12.

To the west of the Marina Property land owned by the Idaho
Department of Lands. Halls lease this property from the Idaho
Department of Lands.

Hall's restaurant and convenience store is

located upon this leased land.
13.

The public may gain access to the Marina Property on Its east side by
way of W. Harrison Street.

14.

The Halls have not interfered with or prohibited vehicular traffic from
gaining access to the Marina Property from W. Harrison Street.

15.

The Halls have not prohibited or interfered with public car parking on
the Marina Property.

16.

The Easement aUpws the Halls to use the Marina Property in any
lawful manner not inconsistent with the terms of the express Easement

for public car parking purposes.
17.

The Halls erected a fence on the north side of the Marina Property.

18.

The City uses the City RV Campground as a fee-generating RV camp.
This use contradicts the terms of the Easement.

19.

The maintenance

by the City of the City RV Campground is in violation

of the terms of the Easement.
20.

The City RV Campground is not a public park.

21.

The City RV Campground is not a public swimming area and/or facility.

22.

The City RV Campground is not a public recreational facility.

Exhibit _ _[_.,,_ __
Pag<: _ _
7____
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The City has demanded that Halls allow a free stream of foot traffic
and vehicular traffic between the Marina Property and the City property
lying north of the Marina Property and south of the Marina Property.

24.

The City has taken actions that interfere with the Hall's right to use the
Marina Property in any lawful manner not inconsistent with the terms of
the Easement, including but not limited to:

A.

Demanding that the Halls remove fencing from the north side of
the Marina Property;

B.

Demanding the right to use the Marina Property as a through
way (street) to the property located north;

C.

Demanding ~e right to use the Marina Property as a through
way (street) to the City RV Campground;

D.

Demanding Halls exclude bicycle riders, including rails to trails
users, from the Marina Property; and

E.

Posting signs excluding bicycle users, including store patrons
and rails to trails users, from the use of the Marina Property;

25.

The City has unreasonably interfer~d with the Halls' right to designate
a point of ingress and egress to the Marina Property to better organize

and safely control car parking.
26.

The City has unreasonably interfered with the Halls' configuration of
public car parking on the Marina Property.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION: TRIGGER OF REVERSIONARY CLAUSE
(DECLARATORY RELIEF)

27.

The Halls reallege and reaffirm all statements set forth above.

28.

The Easement, attached as Exhibit 11A to the Plaintiffs Complaint,

11

contains a reversionary clause.
29.

The City's conduct of maintaining a City RV Campground for a fee
south of the Marina Property has triggered the reversionary clause

30.

Halls have a right t!" reversion of the Marina Property to them free and
clear of the easement.

e,
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SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION: BREACH Of EASEMENT
(DECLARATORY RELIEF)
31.

The Halls reallege and reaffirm all statements as set forth above.

32.

The City has exceeded the scope of the Easement by its actions.

33.

Halls are entitled to an extinguishment of the easement. In the
alternative, Halls are entitled to an order restricting the City of Harrison
to reasonabte use and enjoyment of its easement for car parking.

THIRD CAUSE Of ACTION: INVERSE CONDEMNATION

(DECLARATORY RELIEF)
34.

The Halls reallege and reaffirm all statements as set forth above.

35.

By its actions, the City has attempted to convert the Marina Property
from public car parking to a street.

36.

The City's assertions that it has the right to use the Marina Property as

a street to access its property north constitutes taking the Marina
Property for public use and is a governmental taking without
compensation in violation of Article 1, Section 14 of the Idaho
Constitution and the Fifth Amendment of the United States
Constitution.

37.

The City's assertion that it has the right to use the Marina Property as

a street to access the City RV Campground to the south of the Marina
Property constitutes

a governmental taking without compensation in

violation of Article 1, Section 14 of the Idaho Constitution and the Fifth
Amendment of the United States Constitution.
38.

The City's actions are

an attempt to inversely condemn of the Marina

Property. Halls are entitled to an injunction prohibiting such inverse
condemnation. In the alternative, Halls are entitled tor reasonable
compensation for such inverse condemnation.

t

_.,c;,..,---
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FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION: NUISANCE
(DECLARATORY RELIEF, INJUNCTIVE RELIEF, AND DAMAGES)
39.

The Halls realrege and·reaffirm all statements as set forth above.

40.

The City's actions amount to an obstruction to the Halls' use of the
Marina Property so as to interfere with the Halls' comfortable use and
enjoyment of the Marina Property.

41.

The Halls have been and continue to be injured by the intentional acts
of the City.

42.

As a direct and proximate result of the City's actions, the Halls have
suffered general and special damages.

43.

The Halls are entitled to a declaratory judgment prohibiting the City
from using the Marina Property as a street.

44.

The Halls are entitled to an injunction prohibiting the City from using
the Marina Property as a street.

45.

The Halls are entitled to an award of attorney's fees and costs as
authorized by f.C.

§§ 12-101, 12-117, 12-120, 12-121 and 10-1201,

and other related statutes.

WHEREf ORE, the Halls pray for relief as follows:

1.

That the Court declare the reversionary clause to be triggered and hold
that the Easement for public car parking is no longer in force or effect.

2.

That the Court declare the City's past actions that exceeded the scope
and/or terms of the ~asement to be a temporary governmental taking
without compensation to the Halts to which the alls are entitled to
compensation.

3.

That the City be enjoined and further prohibited from using the Marina
Property as a street to access its other properties.

4.

For damages caused by the City's conduct.

5.

For an Order awarding attorney's fees as allowed by law, and including
but not limited to costs and attorney's fees authorized by I.C. §§ 12101, 12-117, 12-120, 12-121 and 10-1201.

e
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For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

DATED this ~ y of August 2013.

ERIK .
Attorney for De

STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Kootenai

)

) ss.
I, JEFFREY E. HALL, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose and state
that:

1.

I m the Defendant in the above-entitled matter.

2.

I have read the foregoing Answer and Counterclaim, know the
contents thereof; and

e
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The matters set forth herein are true to the best of our personal

knowledge, infommtion, and belief.
DATED this ./Z.ea.y of August, 2013.

SUBSCRIBED ANO SWORN.to before me. the 1.md&migned Notary Public
for the State of Idaho thia I :Z. day of August. 2013.
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

f hereby certify that on the
foregoing was:

I~

day of August, 2013, a true copy of the

[ Jmailed postage prepaid to:
[] inter-office:
}(faxed to:
Peter C. Erbland
Paine Hamblen, LLP
701 Front Ave, Suite 101
P.O. Box E
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Fax: 664-6338

~~

Lora Henderson
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ERROR INFORMATION

ERIK P. SMITH, ATTORNEY AT LAW
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
.
607 lakeside Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

Tel. (208) 667-2000
Fax (208) 765-9110
I.S.B.N. 5008
Attorney for Defendanbl

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

THE CITY OF HARRISON, a political
subdivision of the State of Idaho,
Plaintiff,

) Cue No. CV-13-1086
)
)
)
) ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM
)

vs.

)

JEFFREY E. HALL, and

)

DONA F. HALL, husband and wife; and ~
FOX FIRE MARINA AND RESORT, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company dba
~
GATEWAY MARINA,
)

,
)
)

Defendants.
_____________
.........____________

r;·

.1.,,., .. ., .. __-.!,....<:7"'"'-

Pa&e----+f..f+--COMES NOW, the above-named Oefendanm, by and through their

attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and in response to Plalntlff'e Complaint, filed
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CITY OF HARRISON
PO Box 73
Ha.rriaon; Idaho 83833
Phone (208)689-3212
Fax (208)689-9014

PUBLIC RECORDS INFORMATION REQUEST FORM
h M:tordu.~ with I.C.9•348- M 1genc, or mdepmdeut puWk body, ~ate or poltlul, 1my
d~ate or HD for use as a ~ Jht cu a ~ow, nume1 lit ay list of persons without &st
sectUhlg tu ~mis!!icna of thou on tile Ust.

Name: ffiflU

±ta l(

Muling addmss:

MDCA):k;JA

------------

Phone:

Received by:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---------------

Date received:

If mlUaled, more thu tluee (l) wor·kmg days are needed to locate or
r·etdeve the requested reeotds. A r·esponse shall be.provided witbio
. . ...~ (10)..wor~-~•Ja o.f the r'.eqJI~t;__
., .. .. . ...

Payment received for _ _ _ copies;

$ _ _ _ _ __

Amount Received

Receipt No.

F
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RESPONSE TO RE!JUEST TO EXAMINE AND/OR COPY PUBLIC RECORDS

DATE:

May 2, 2013

NAME OF REQUESTOR:

Dona.Hall
P.0.Box232
Harrison, Idaho 83833

DATE OF REQUEST:

April 30,. 2013

1. [X] Your stated request has been approved for "Records/receipts of all security cameras in
the City of Harrison. Including: names of businesses they monitor, owner of cameras,
professional security service who monitors these cameras & receipts of where camera3 were
pUFchased. " (This may be a partial approval. See items 2 or 3 regarding records not located or
deemed exempt.) It has been detennined that additional time is required to retrieve and copy the
records you have requested.
_ _ _ _ _ _ Copies provided

- - - - - Total cost

$

2. [X] It has been determined that additional time is required to locate or retrieve the records
you have requested. Said records shall be available on May 13, 2013, or further information will
be provided regarding your request. (No longer than IO working days from request.)
3. [
] Your request has been denied as the foUowing records are exempt from public
disclosure for the stated reason.
Idaho Code Section

4. [X] The attorney for the entity bas reviewed your request and this response.
NOTICE: PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 9-343 YOU HAVE 180 DAYS TO
APPEAL TIDS DECISION BY FR.ING A PETITION IN STATE DISTRICT COURT IN
THE COUNTY WHERE ALL OR PART OF THE RECORDS ARE LOCATED

Samantha Haines,
City Clerk
Harrison City Hall
Kootenai Cowity
(208) 689-3212
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CITY OFRARlUSON
.PO·Jlo173

ll-~·-.·
"...·: . T~ri83'833
..... ,·
P~~ (20l)~~u;1~1i12

Fa (208)t't8~9014
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~:

~~id_~~~ . .~@) wb~·kbt1i,da11_
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.
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1t(the·r.eq~tist.\._ ... . ....................

Payment ,eceived/<J.r ____ cop~! $ _ _ _ _ __
Amowrt'Received

ReceiptNo.

6.
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RESPONSE TO REOJJEST TO EXAMINE AND/OR COPY PUBLIC RECORDS

DATE:

May 7, 2013

NAME OF REQUESTOR:

Dona Hall
P.O.Box232
Harrison, Idaho 83833

DATE OF REQUEST:

April 30, 2013

1. [X] Your stated request has been approved for "Records/receipts of all security cameras in
lh.e City of Harrison. Including: names of business the monitor, owner of cameras, professional
security service who mo.nltors these cameras & receipts of where cameras were purchased."
(This may be a partial approval. See items 2 or 3 regarding records not located or deemed
exempt.)
_ _ _ _ _ _ Copies provided
Total cost

$

-----

2. [ ] It has been determined that additional time is required to locate or retrieve the records

you have requested. Said records shall be available on _ _ _ _ _ _, or further information
will be provided regarding your request. (No longer than 10 working days from request.)
3. [ ) Your request has been denied as the following records are exempt from public disclosure

for the stated reason.
Idaho Code Section

4. [X] The attorney for the entity has reviewed your request and this response.

NOTICE: PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 9-343 YOU HAVE UIO DAYS TO
APPEAL THIS DECISION BY FILING A PETITION IN STATE DISTRICT COURT IN
THE COUNTY WHERE ALL OR PART OF THE RECORDS ARE LOCATED

Haines,
City Clerk

Harrison City Hall
Kootenai County
{208) 689~3212

Exhibit_..,.G
_ __
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... OL-797754
May 31, 2012

Invoice Number:
'Invoice Date:

8 BlM?J 2,8295!5
..,

#294 P.049/070

~v

P.O.Boxnns
Pleasanton, CA 94588
P~o~e: l-925-4.55-0800
Fax: l-925-455-0808

INVOICE
Bill To:Bill To:
Payment Terms:

Dennis liish
D.R. Irish and Assoc.

PAID IN FULL

Payment Method: Visa

P.O.Bo:x3

l 00 Lincoln CT
Harrison, ID 83833--0003
United States of America

Ship To:
May 3 I, 2012
Ship Date:
Shipping Method: UPS ~ Day Select

Dennis trish
D.R. Irisli and Assoc.
100 Lincoln CT
Harrison, ID 83833
United States of America

Item No.

t

ltem Descd tion
CAT5E, CMX Direct Burial Gel.filled, 350MHz, Solid, 24 AWG,
Black, 1000 ft, Spool
~ C-elV"t'\(..y",t;)

\)

Total
424.26

Unit Cost :

141.42

t\.v,

C:,on\'\"-d:- stJN(...V""

Subtotal:
Discount:

...
.

~

PackedBy:.

.
·~~

' "'
{

~.

'~,

\

''

Inspected By:

424.26
-42.43
96.50

Shipping:
Total Invoice Amount:
Payment Received:

478.33

TOT~ BALANCE:

0.00

478.33

J

i

Please inspect ell materia upon arri~aL
l"··"'t.med merchandise m have llll RMA number and be in r11SeUablc condition.
an RMA. fl hu be ,"Issued, tile oustomer ~li's fou~ days ta !Wlm rbe paclu1gc,

.eWholesale.com c ot accept returns on"OEM or ewtom-made products.
Cablewholesele,com \','ill tu:it be held responsible for any additional co!rtll including !abori additional software/ hardware, and or damages associated with or resulting
fJ"om the use or our .Pfl)ducts.
·
·
·
12
Past due Invoices will be subject to a 1.5% late fee.
Bmibit _ _
'vl_ __

'f____

Thank you for your.l:ontinued suppo,t of CableWholesale.com. Inc.
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal

Pago _ _ _
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rrom:Erik P. Smith

12087659110

11/14/2016 17:47

#294 P.050/070

sales@titan-wireless.com

From:
Sent:
To:

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 1:41 PM
radar@drhish.com

titanwlrelessonline.com Order Confirmation

Subject:

INVOICE # 43970
Account# 8429
Bill To:

Ship To:

Dennis Irish
l 00 Lincoln Ct
Hamson. ID 83833
United States
2086899833
radar@drirish.com

D.R. Irish and Assoc.
Dennis Irish

2086899833

Payment Info:

Shipping Method:

Credit Card: Visa

UPS Ground

I 00 Lincoln Ct
Hamson, ID 83 83 3
United States

Dennis Irish

************3287
Order Details:
Code

Item

MT~UMJ

~~WiNet4imm,
Af;ljqs~able Mp~t
'

,,

'

'.

Gra~d

QfyPri~.e

Total

2

$19.98

.,1

Ubiquiti NanoStation Loco

CP-LOC09- 9 MIMO .
M
[Bracket Upgrade:No
Brack~t]
·

4

$159.00

$636.00

Subtotal: $6.55,98
Tax: $0.00

Shipping.$16.72
Cost: ·

:=·$'672:70
Thank you for shopping at TitanWirelessOnlinel!lt

""---------------------------ri.

1
·bit

1
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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rrom:trlK P. ~mith

12087659110

11/14/2016 17:47

#294 P.0511070
Page 1 of 1

.I

) ' 0 0 ( ~ ~QUS hfp1*

3914 Gattis School Rd, Suite 102·
Round Rock, Texas ·78664
(512) 29} .. 7605

:;,2012

43970

Order~

Partial Ship No
Silt To: (Ct.Jsb::lmer 10#8429)

ShlpTo:

Demlslrtsh

D.R. Irish and AsslJ(;.
DeonlsM.I'\

1001..Jncdn Ct
Hanlson, ID 83833

2086899833

100 unrorn a
Harrison, ID 83833
United States

radar@drlrfstu:om

2086899833

lhltedStates

Credit:CJrd: Visa
De.mis Irish
**"'*********3287

2
CP-LOC09-M Ubiql.llUNa~b:lm9MIMO
[Bracket Upgrade:l\lo Bracket]

4

$9.99

$19.98

$159.00 $636.00
SUbtvl:al: $655.98

Tax:
$0.00
Shipping & Handllng: $16.72
Grand Toal: $672.70

Exhibit ___a,_·_ __

Page _ __,~--Docket No. 44794
. - .... m - - _:_._ n..:_.,.,..,p,....,..,,:ih, ,...,T,?n..-r1 ....TT\=.d:l 0'7/'I
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From:Erik P. Smith

12087659110

11/14/2016 17:47

#294 P. 052 / 070

Page 1 of 1

..

.

I

)'~N~lolutl~Su,~

3914 Gattis School Rd.t Suite 102,
Round Rock, Texas 78664
(512) 291 .. 7605

Dare

0111; 1201 2

43970

Order~

Nosig required. 557-17-12

Partial Ship No

ShipTo:
De'lniS IrlSh
100 Uncoln Ct:
Harlson, JD 83833
Unted stm!s

D.R. Irish and /1ssoc.
OEnnls Irish

2086899833

100Untm1ct
Harrison, lD 83833
United States

radar@drll'fsl.CDm

2086899833

QdQm:I; Visa
Dennis Irish

-*****"""3287

2
CP-LOC09--M Ubiquiti ~ Lom9 MI.MO
(Brad<el: Upgrade:No Bracket:]

4

$9.99

$19.98

$159.00 $636.00

S ~ : $655.98
Tax:
$0.00
Shipping &Handling: $16.72
GrandTctal: $672.10

Exhibit _ _(q_;,·_ _

0_,____

Page _ _ _
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.~.

~

12087659110

11/14/2016 17:48

Invoice - PayPal

#294 P.053/070

Page 1 of 1

~

INVOICE
OIYSecurityCameraWorld.Com
350 Lincoln Ave N
CHerry Hill, NJ 08002
United Slates
sales@diysecutitycamerawotld.com
www.diyeecurit)'oa.mE1raworld.com

Invoice number

DSC-126583

Invoice date

7/3/2012

Payment terms

Due on receipt

Due date

7/312012

BUITo
dennis@drirlsh.com

Ce11u:rlptlon

Outdoor - Weatherproof CCTV Security Surveillance Camera Housing

Quantity

Unltprlc:e

Amount

3

$30.00

$90.00

Breckel Enclosure

iN\, ._. ·..

.
Subtotal

$SO.OD

Total

:"·SC·-':·.'' ·· $90,00USD

Cluun1;1y
I

•

Sutitotat

Unit price

r'i.l/ ,~; ,!~•l

From:Erik P. Smith

12087659110

11/14/2016 17:48

#294 P.054/070

Receipt - PayPal

Page 1 of 1

Payment Receipt
PayPal transaction number
8JA34987236770737

Total
$90.00 USO
We'll send a confirmation email to Radar@drlrish.com. This transaction will appear on your statement as PayPal
"'DIVSECURITY.

Paid to

Shipped to

DIYSECURl1YCAMERAWORLD

Dennis Irish
100 Lincoln Ct
POB3
Harrison, ID 83833-0003

sam@diysecuritycameraworld.com
609-933-0290

United States

Your shopping cart
Descrlpt1011
Payment to OIYSecurityCameraWorld.Com for
invoice DSC-126583

Price

Quantity

Amount

$90.00

1

$90.00

Item total

$90.00

Total

$90.00 USO

I

Shippell to

Oenrns 11 ,sn
1•J•J

L1JIC<;.,!1

,~,,--

".

1.:1

1 ....

G
Prica

Quantity

590 00
Item tot:11

Total

" -

"'

~·:: ....

....
-

••

• , ,.., r

'-'::: .

137 of 590
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t
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I

f

f'\

r

4
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12087659110

11/14/2016 17:48

#294 P.055/070

Weatherproof. CCTV Security Surveillance Camera Housing Bracket &closure j... Page I of 3

Outdoor Weatherproof CCTV Security

Survefllru-H:e Camera Housing Bracket

Enc::lo:sure
c,1u119a4<ooait> t;!r;- 151
Item cor.dltlon: N11w

LJ

Qulllll!ly.

US $25,00

Price:

-

More than 10 avaH11ble

Vw'i Hm $0.Sll!rl eBay Sud!ll. ~ - -

• ~ Sil ~oofinlt alll M• l.!ltorpt,1tchese
&ibjll(!t to t:mdlt •l'f'MII. 11... -

Shlpplns and handllne
ltemlocalloo;FIWIShlpplngFrornNJ,Unriaidjl!#llts,·

l ,.;::.:r:: ! ldll.'tlllµ 1:i;·,1ck~l hnchi:rn:\: ('"

:' ,".

Shlppq to: Utile<! Sllltell
~

Amc!IM-/11.Wlall, US ProteelOfatea, APO/FPO, PO !lox

United

US $10.00

Slates

Standa!d Shfppl/1g (UPS
Ground)

• isll<ltlll>lil ~V,W<l>!W Ul~~u,r'll 11$"®19 ~, llll<I fflll ~ M
~IHl'lm1111t.~wwy1.1-inor'!.""f.,~~~:~

-.,.d ·-

Co 0< before Tue. Jul. OS to

ll3ll33
llltlpp!no """le.a Hie<:t6<1 llll<l·t-fpt of

CCTV focurit\'

bl(

Sc!111t C!Wgeo 11111tt11- for lleme mlppod to: NJ•(7,0%l.
"'1':ct~to•1.tbl(l\1He&ffterthH61tat11onfJ ...... • ~' :, .

•

Return policy
Allor "'"lvfnll tt,e l&<lm, ..,,.,. ..
Nl!Gr•lth.!n

Payment detaih

_,_,__

mll!Melater ,,., · ,
Immediate payment required for this Item
lmmadlllta paym8111 or US $25 .oo Is required.

Item specfflcs
Typo;

Brand:

Camera Houein!J
Unbnilnded/G""erkl

Seller's description

Item:' DSC-605HB

.Exhibit

6

,.-=~Jo..:...___:

1PC Heater and blower Housing & 1PC Mounting Bracket
OutdflOf CCTV cam em hou:1itlg wlfh lwill /11 24VAC Huter/Blower for extreme Cf1ld or wwm
otilclllllt clltmtte spp/icQttons:, Th/ts OO'tV~ hCillNf19 lils fill bllX sty1e.OOTVcsmem411111d
box slyle IP 1tt11.1Jlity camems. ihlti helllerl lm:iwN /i(Tl/($1,tfl help m be« hot end cold ISIJJ'ldllence
appllcatfons.
, ...., . ,
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From:Erik P. Smith

11/14/2016 17:48

12087659110

420 Ninth Avenue, New York, NY 10001

1-212 444-6600
1-800 947-9950

111

#294 P.056/070

Fax: 212.239.7770

1-212 444-6700

1-212 444-5000

1·212 444-5010

1-800 941-9918

1-800 947-9910

H!OO 947-1183

Tel: 212.239.7165 - 800.221.5743 • Fax: 212.502.9426 • 866.527.7375
The Professional'$ Source

,;::!"- - - - - - - - - -

www.. lBandH .. com
Order No.: 393697940
Reference No.: 1020928320

Ill llllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIll
Sold To; DENNIS IRISH

DENNIS IRISH
100 LINCOLN CT
POB3
HARRISON, ID 83833

USA
Blll Phone: (206)714-4777

1

1

NETGEAR PROSAFE PLUS 16-PFIT GB ETHRTNET SWI

172.50

172.50

107.95

1,079.50

Salaapel'!lon Cadet:, WB
SEllJAL it: 2HL5233E!i006A

D.ualities tor Flee Shf/ipli,/f'Withln'th1itJontigifduiflSA"..::,.-•.nu
10

10

Sub-Total:
1

. '

Shipping & Handling:

Elxhiblt

$1,2s~.oo
$30.15

_--.l;...,.....__

Pee•--Lt:+t--

Total Order:
'f:otal Payment:

B~ee: --

$1,282.15
$1,282,15
. : _ , J.00

11/14/2016 17:49

12087659110

From:Erik P. Smith

.

.:&H Invoice

#294 P.057/070
Page 1 of 1

INVOICE
420 Ninth Avenue, New York, NY 10001

www.bhllllotovWeo.com
877,844.5269
212.594.3992

Pllllese prtnt and save a copy ror reterem:e.
!!I~
.
Date

Slllpplng MethO<I

Status

06/29/2012

UP5 3 Days

NEW ORDER

!i'llfp TC

IIUITa

Dennis ltish

OQnn!C frlsh

Oanntc lr!sh

Oennkl r,1.;11,

100 Lincoln Ct
P083

100 um:xitn
l'Q&.3

Payment
' Cord TYpe: PoyPel

Amount Chorged: $ 1,2a2.1s

ct

HarrtsOfl

Harrison

10 831133-0003

lO 83833·0003
USA
20& - 7:t4 - 41n

USA
206 • 714 • 4777

Ne.toaar

NEGSUff

ProS11re P!os 16·Port Gloablt etnernet Switch
Unksys

bV crsco

Order Number
1020928320

l,.!WVCBON

Wlreless-N Intemat Home Monitoring camera

f-'<'

Qty
l (.)

to CJ)--'<"'-

Price

Total

$172,50

$172.50

$107.95

$1,079.50

Sub Total

$1,252.00
$30,1.S
$0.00

Shlpplnt

SaleaTax

Total $1,282.15
Note: Signature moy be required upon delivery.

Order-11 c:on"latln9 of two or more types Of Item• may be shipped from multlple locatlons.
All ordera ,..., aub;iec:t to approval by our verification dept. We will notify you by phone or email
ahould your order be dehoyc,d.
Pll!fft!I print and save a copy Of your Invoke bll!'ore leaving thlJ page,

t!I~
Onth11go7
SM$ Order Traeldngl Now usa your m0blle phone to check ~ r a!:etull.

ISi ~

l'!Stlmatett Datfvery Date: Friday July 6, 20J2 By end of day,
Thenlt you far your order,

?

r

·t

Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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12087659110

From:Erik P. Smith

#294 P.058/070
Page 1 of 1

"B&H Invoice

INVOICE
420 N!nlll AV11tW11, New York, NY 10001.

www,bhPMluvldlOO.com
817.579.2734
212.465.4287

l'lel'!Stl l)lfntand save a copy tor reference.

el~

.

oate

Shipping Method
UPS 3 Oays

07/16/2012
Ship To
Ocrtrtl# lr!sh
0,R. lr1Sh a1ld ASSOC.

100 Una,lnct

status

Order Number

NEW OROER

1021078051

BIii To

Parm..,t

Dennis Irish
P.O. 60J< J
100 unci:,ln Ct

Amount Chargod: $ 154.39

Card Type: Visa Card
Card No.: lOCl!)OO()(X-·3267

Hamson

Harrison

10 831!3Hl003

to 83833-0003

USA

VSA

200 • 689 • 9833

208 • 0119 • 9533

Qty
APC APPHVNTl

'•

'

Prlce

Total

2

$32.82

$65.64 \ CJ:.\,{V\{..(t\.,t'I

IHort Glgablt GREENnet Swftdl ,

l

$34.95

$34.95

MG Elel:ll'M!a ~ s o
l-4GT24SO 24 V,\C SO VA Clan JI Plvg·ln
Power Supply, Ul,ICSA Approved,,.,
.::_:.

2.

$10.95

$21.90 C,J>.)/Y\f.,r,v{}

Surg<11A1Toot P<lrform~nc.c ' '

Trendnet TIITE<IS®G

&ales Tex

$122.49
$31.90
$0.00

Total

$154.39

111ubTotnl

Shipping

.r l e,or~1ptr'O'

u . .y'Y\Lv.ll,..,?J

Orders consisting of two or more types of lt:allUl mav be shipped from multiple locatlone.

All ort:ters 11n1 !Wfdect to apprcval bv our verification dept. We wllt natlfV vou by plton,a or email
snould your 0<der be dehavoo.
·
Pl1!11lie prfnt and save a copy of your Invoice before leaving thlt page.

e:J~

.

~~~
5MB Order Tnicltlng! Now use your mOlllle phone ~ k order status. Q ~

I

I

I.
i

I'

estimated be/1111111"1 Date, Friday July 20,. .201.2 Bv end of dav,
Thank you far your orde,.

l · nome

Eldublt

G

Page -:.....,,..,f.~i-.---
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From:Erik P. Smith

11/14/2016 17:49

12087659110

420. Ninth Avenue., New York., NY 10001
1-212 444--6600
MJOO 947.. 9950

:;;!'.~~---~-----

-212 444-6700
;M!OO 947-9978

&

#294 P.059/070

fax: 212.239.. 7770

1-212 444~5000
1-800 947~9910

1-212 444-5070
1-800 941-1183

Tel: 212.239.1765 • 800.221.5743 • Fax: 212.502.9426 ~ 866.527.7315

The Professional's So_urce

www.BandH .. com
t ;,.

,;.

Order No.: 395631240 ,
Reference No.: 1021078051
Sokt-To: DENNIS DUSH

.. DENNIS'lR'ISH
.P.O. BOX' 3
100 LINCOLN CT
HARRISON, D>m3J
USA
. .
.
Bill Phone: (2~'9-9833
~ork Phone: (208~61-9993

/

Ship To: DENNIS IRISH
D.R. IRISH AND ASSOC .

100 LINCOLN CT
HARRISON, ID 83833

· Ship Phone: (208)68.9-9833

•

32.82

65.64

1

34.95

34.95

2

10.95

21.90

I

$122.4!)

$31.90

,:$~4;39:

$154~9
.. s;oo
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From:Erik P. Smith

12087659110

333 Koshney Road
Inc. St. Maries, ID 83861

~·v

#294 P.060/070

I E

gal-_-

-1.JN""\
W_V vt'Y'
_________________
_

1\}J~-,
.)

·info@stillwater-e.com

208-245-3871

.

11 / 14/2016 17: 50

Fox#

}/''J?

208-245-4074

vt--___o_a_te_ _ _--+___1n_v_oi_ce_#_---1

r

Bill To

City of Harrison
POBox73
Harrison, ID 83833

6/4/2012

98837

Due Date

Terms

6/4/2012

Due on receipt

Purchase Order #

Permit Number

Project

....
Qty

Rate

Amount

INSTALLOURETS IN RV AREA INFORMATidN"BOJ\Rt} FOltOPERAilON OF REMOTE CAMERAS
- SIX 0Uil.ETS IN UD
• ;s , ': •..
·· ·
-: :: . .
- INSTAll TWO SOCKET LAMPHOLDER·AND PHOTQCfil ·.
·:, .
... .
·. . ..
- UNABLE TO GET POWER Fl«?M .LIGHT POL!=i.9~8?;t;:ot:,1jJUIT FROM CAMP !-!OST PANEL

cut IN ounET AT SHOW~ tiOUSE VP NEri U<;;HT
t

~

,' '

3 Standard Construction Labor: ..

• ''

~.

.

.

:. . .

,"·~,':•

'
· ... '60.00
.
35.00

.. . .

4 Amenllce labor ~e1J5=1:(~ode 1 · • ,~•-·.·,.::·...:;, .../
3 cARLON E981fFR Pvc

Fsc~o~ w, 2 3/4 i:i~e~::~.~::; ··

13.30
17.48

1 LEVITON X7599,W TAMPEi RES GFI OUTLET !SA WHt'
2 LEV BR15 COMM GRADERECEPTWHT
.. . ..

90boo·aeow

·

J.l.32
22.86
13.12
8.95

i/!/2

5.95
11.49

4 MM400C-8 IN.USE BU88(ECO~
2 PVC 2-IN TYPE tB CONDUlT FIIDNG
2 21N f'VC -4.'.iDfG Etl
. . .. '
.... /?

13.66216
2.89189

·.>;.:.. :;·.~

'

" ,.,
~

..

; •'

~;63.:

0.18212

1 BWF ROUND WP BOX W5 l/21N HUBS
l HOM120SQ0.3P:-J20/24()Y~,20CB

,\ '.;•,.

0.5235
4.46

.,...
I

~

.

140.00
39.90

2.43

20 3/41N PVC SCH80 CONDUIT
3 3/41N PVC
SCHOO
1 3/41N PVC L8FiTTING'"¥-,•-300 THHN-12·BLACK·STRANDED CU 500
Non-Inventory c;:ompohent Parts
I INTERMAT LC4521 C 1'lOV TWIST LK PHOTO CONTRL Ct:AM SHElL PACK
l BWF ROUND WP ·co~
LAMPHOLDERS
,-··

180.00

17.48
4.86
10.47
.13.38
6.63
54.64
11.32
22.86
13.12'8.95

5.95
45.96
27.32
5.78

~

t

....

·' ,

..

'. ;, .

...

, "

~

Total

$608.62

Payments/Credits

$0.00

Balance Due
lnterssted in prnctical and affordable
Altemattve Emugy such as solar or Wind?
Ask us about gij/iQ~~#~l"tall, etal
u•nA1Ut nnrll,1u,:.~rPPnlPt"!h r.nm

$608.62

Thank You For Your

Buslneul/

143 of 590
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·Erik P. Smith
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ClTY OF HARRISON
PO Box 73
Harrison.. Idaho 83833
Phone (208)689-3212
Fu (208)689~9014

PUBLIC RECORDS INFORi.'1'.ATION REQUEST FORM
ln acoor~e with l~C,9"'341, no llguey or lndepiandent prd:lUc body, corponti or ~ J , may
df.'ltdbut~ n tell fot mie ru1 ll ~ Jut 01 a mla,.honi l.lllmb~ Jg tn)' list of pauo»a witMnt ihst
•~inl the pe~m&!don of ~eon the lli!t.

r .request to examine
copy

_____ ______

Pho.Ile;

_...;,.

~,=---------

Received by:_..,.S"""")d..,__

Date received:_c:...
.....l._,/..,.J-o~J..1.l....i.l:..-______

If infflmed, ~on than three (J) wodsmg days ar-e needed to locate or
tetrle1tf.l the requemd records. A response shall be pr,ovidfti wttWn
-~u(l.O}.,ws,1:~.~oftb.e r.eq:u~t:...
__ . . . . . . . .. .. . ..
Payment received for ___ copfes: $ _ _ _ _ _ __
Amount Received

ReceiptNo

q

_-r-r--/...,_y_ _

Exhibit
Page _ _

Docket No. 44 794
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#294 P.062/070

t!acrliJlf

-.-----~----------------------
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11/14/2016 u:::i 1

12087659110

r i k p. Smith

CrIY OF .hA.R.RJSON
PO Box 7.3
Harzison, kfo.ho 83833
Phoae {208)689-3212
Fr"-x (208)689-9014

PUBLIC RECORDS INFORMATION IU:,Qtl!:ST FORM
In atconl:mcu with I.C,9-348* 110 age.n,-y or imiepc11tfont public ttodr1c<>r-r1-0r at~ or flOlitic;il, may
tli$(dbur.e m: sell fol use H JJ irurlllilg list 01 a telephone nnmbet IM any list of pcnom,. w.!tbi:mt fiut
securing tJte per.mission uftho11e on the list.

1 ·requc-st to examine
copy

( J
[ .....

r

tlie foilowing records:

.

s-u Glf/ e:m ptQyt::t!s ood Vr2luoker:s Who bct,vt:

:vrai!ing address:
7-ff-/J

--"P~i:2-~-/;_;=R""""J""""'----lJtettn'swk, _J:D _&:~ &=: s3

Date of Request

S.ld
:=I:/ I• / 13

Received by:_.........c.,;.,..............,.......- - ~ - - - - - Date 1eceived:

Uinitinle,d, ruore than three {J) \'r'Otkiug days are needed to loentt or
ttt1·ieve the requested roco1:ds. A 1 esponse shalt be pro~dcd wltbln
. te1, {lO)JfQ;rJdug,dayit of the r~q11est.

____ ___

Pa:ym,,m re,:'eived for --·----- COJJies.' S ,
Amount Recaived
,__._'"',,

--~--·,.-.---~..,,.,~----Receipt lvo

Exhibit

_f_~..----

,age _ _ _ _ __
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST TO EXAMINE AND/OR COPY PUBLIC RECORDS
DATE:

Jul~ 11, 2013

NAME OF REQUESTOR:

Dona Hall
PO Box232

Harrison, ID 83833
Phone: 949-289-3232
DATE OF REQUEST:

July l l, 2013

l. [X] The record you have requested does not exist.
2. [ ] It has been determined that additional time is required to locate or retrieve some
of the records you have requested.
3. [ ] Your request has been denied as the following records are exempt from public
disclosure for the stated reason.

4. [ ] The attorney for the entity has reviewed your request and this response.

NOTICE: PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE§ 9-343 YOU HAVE 180 DAYS TO
APPEAL THIS DECISION BY FILING A PETITION IN STATE DISTRICT
COURT IN THE COUNTY WHERE ALL OR PART OF THE RECORDS ARE
LOCATED

~~
Samantha Haines
City Clerk
Harrison City Hall
Kootenai County
(208)-689-3212

l!tum~

RESPONSE TO REQUEST TO EXAMINE AND/OR COPY PUBLIC RECOR
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CITY OF HARRISON
PO.Box 73
Hnnison. Idaho 83833
Phone (208)689--3212
Fax (208)689-9014

PUBLIC RECORDS INFORMATION REQUEST FORM
bl~~~ wtdi tc&-~1to ~orfDi:hpauiw~~,eM'ptU'11te o r ~ ~
dW.rilffla ~·wt fOl use a A ~ k • a t~ummbet lmt~l' mt efpetffim without &st
~ tile :,w:mhste11 of tMffl mi th iillt.

Received_ b~__.s....,,........_Jz:fil'-"_1A;_:u_,Ma.m«1~---0ate ~ived:._~'1¥l-S.....i>..,.f
....i.~fJ----------

H mi~ more Chu dlree (l) working days ue n : ~ to lftl.t• or
rmteve tht nquesW reeords. A r~se shall bttPJOvided with.la
J~a(ll)..JY9.diml.d.~J>.f. the r.eqJI~.... .. .... _. ..... . .. . ...
Pqymmt received /Qr ___ copte,s; $ _ _ _ __
Amount Reetttved
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CITY OF HARRISON
PO.Box 73
Haaiso~ Idaho 83833
Phom, {208)689~3212
Fax (208)689-9014

PUBUC RECORDS INFOR..i\fATIONUQUEST FORM
ID ~~wititl.~:w). ~ Y ~.r~~ P ~ ~ , ~~rit4 or· poJiti~L ~11.:y
or $ell f'111 ue o III mdlq; Ost- <1:r 11 ~phtme m:mme JWuy lirt flfpetfl'Oll:!l ~ t :ftnt
seem.mg th: 1141t;mifflon of those on tb 1M.

~

If m!tta!ed, more than three (l) waddng days are needed to locate or
.retrieve the .reqae:m,d records. A ~ponse swill be provided 'l\1thln

. • (10).:rrt.dd~g.da~ of th,u·~:o~st....

. .. .. . .. . ....

.. ... .. . .

Ptzyment received ft>r _ _ _ copi.e.lJ.'. J _ _ _ __
LI.mount Recetved
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST TO EXAMINE AND/OR COPY PUBLJC RECORDS
DATE:

7/2/2014

NAME OF REQUESTOR:

Dona Hall
PO Box 232
Harrison, ID 83833

DA TE OF REQUEST:
l.

6/26/2014

[ X] No such documents exist in the custody of City of Harrison. (This may be a
partial approval. See items 2 or 3 regarding records not localed or deemed exempt.)
Copies provided

$~----

Total cost

It has been determin_ed that additional time is required to locate or retrieve
you have requested.
Said records shall be available on
or further infonnation will be provided regarding your request.
(No longer than 10 days from request.)
2.
the

records

[]

3.

[ ]

~---=-------,-~-·

Your request has been denied as the folJowing records are exempt from

public disclosure for the stated reason.

4.

[J

The attorney for the entity has reviewed your request and this response.

NOTICE: PURSUANT TO ID
§ 9..343 YOU HAVE 180 DAVS TO
APPEAL THIS DECISION BY FILING AP ITION IN STATE DISTRICT COURT
IN THE COUNTY WHERE ALL OR PART OF THE RECORDS ARE LOCATED

~~
City Clerk
Harrison City Hall
Kootenai County
(208) 689-3212

..___:r__

~--;;;;~-...__
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CITY OF HARRISON
PO Box 73

Harrison, Idaho 83833
Phont, (:208)689-3212
fax (208)689-9014

PUBLIC RECORDS INFORMATION REQUEST FORM:
In accor-da:nee with I.C.9-348, no agency o.t fudependem pnblle body; wrpor:U:e or political. n1.1y
rUatzibtlte or sdl fen me as a mllil.ulg list 01 a telephone number lirt any list of' persons without fiJ ,t
~wing the per.:misdon oftho!le Oil the list.
I request to examine
copy
.J. I

Mai.ling address:

L2 ~

..1.3 )-.

Date ot Request

5 , l:::tia,i nk2

Received by:
Date rectiived:

l "'1 / "l.$/ J 3

If initialed, mor-e than three (l) working days are needed to locate or
r·ettfeve the requested ncords. A response shall be provided wttb.ln
Jc;,~ (l.(}).:WQdf:~Jlg. d.ar.&. o.f t.b.e req.uest:.
Payment recei,1ed for _ _ _ copies: $ _ _ _ _ _...;..
ilmount Received
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST TO EXAMINE AND/OR COPY PUBLIC RECOilDS

DATE:

December 23. 20 l 3

NAME OF REQUESTOR:

Dona Hall
PO Box232

Phone: {949) 289-3232
DATE OF REQUEST:

December 20, 2013

l. [X] The record you have requested does not exist. (This may be a partial approval.
See items 2 or J regarding records not located or deemed exempt.)
2. [ ] It has been determined that additional time is required to locate or retrieve some
of the records you have requested.
3. [ J Your request has been denied as the following records are exempt from public
disclosure for the stated reason.

4. [ ] The attorney for the entity has reviewed your request and this response.

NOTICE: PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE § 9-343 YOU HA VE 180 DAYS TO
APPEAL THIS DECISION BY FILING A PETITION IN STATE DISTRICT
COURT IN THE COUNTY WHERE ALL OR PART OF THE RECORDS ARE
LOCATED

amanthal-iaines,
City Clerk
Harrison City Hall
Kootenai County
(208) 689-3212

RESPONSE TO REQUEST TO EXAMINE ANO/OR COPY PUBLIC RECORDS
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ERIK P. SMITH. Attorney at law
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
311-B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'AJene. Idaho 83814
Tel. (208) 667-2000
Fax (208) 765-9110
I.S.B.N. 5008
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF ID.AHO IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY Of KOOTENAI

CASE NO. CV 15-5814
DENNIS IRISH, et al,
DEFEND.ANTS' LIST OF
WITNESSES

Plaintiffs,

vs.
JEFFREY HALL, et, al,

Defendants.

COMES NOW the above-named Defendants, JEFF REY HALL and
DONA HALL, by and through their attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, hereby

submits the list of Exhibits and Witnesses who Defendants may call as witnesses
at the trlal of this matter.
DISCLOSURE OF WITNESSES: No later than fourteen (14) days (two
weeks) before trail, each party shall prepare and exchange between the
parties and file with the Clerk a list of witnesses with current addresses and
telephone numbers, setting forth a brief statement identifying the general subject

matter about which the witness may be asked to testify (exclusive of
DEFENDANTS' LIST OF WITNESSES - 1
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impeachment witnesses). Each party shall provide opposing parties with a list of
the party's witnesses and shall provide the Court with two copies of each list of
witnesses.

1.

Plaintiffs;

2.

Defendants;

3.

Mark Wagner, Telephone 208-660-1310, 541 lakefront Dr. 1 PO
Box 321, Harrison, ID 83833.

Witness is anticipated to testify to

witnessing the hand shake at the parties' last mediation which was
to end another law suit, and will testify to the Mayor not living in
town after her election. Witness will also testify to the Mayor telling
people we do not own our property, but that the City does.

4.

Rich Lund, Telephone 208-660-0539, 519 Sunset Terrace, PO
Box 12, Harrison, ID 83833.

Witness is anticipated to testify to

witnessing hand shake at the parties' last mediation which was to
end another law suit, and will testify to the Mayor not living in town
after her election.

5.

Al

Olson,

Telephone

208-689-3066,

Sweetwater

Pontoon.

Witness is anticipated to testify that Dennis harassed the witness
by multiple instances of frivolous litigation.

6.

Bob Pool, Telephone 208-582-1530, 4885 East Ogara, Harrison
ID 83833. Witness will testify to being on the Defendants' property
upon Wanda's order and had been sent by Wanda to move
Defendant's parking barriers upon Wanda's orders.

DEFENDANTS' LIST OF WITNESSES • 2
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7.

#298 P.OO3/O06

Kathleen Durphy. Telephone 208-682-3814, Idaho Parks & Rec.
Witness will testify to the Mayor calilng her to alert her of our sign,
and that the she did not take down chamber of commerce sign until
we called Idaho Parks & Recreation.

8.

Kootenai County Deputy Edmonds, Telephone 208-446-1300.
Witness will testify to Wanda having told him that the Defendants'
truck would not be towed.

9.

Kootenai County Deputy Jeff Howard, Telephone 208-446-1300.
Witness will testify consistent with his police reports.

10.

Mariah Pugh, City Attorney. Witness will testify to witnessing the
Mayor lying about not having audio cameras at City Hall.

11.

DeDe (Jeanette) Britton.
Idaho 83835.

Telephone 208-660-4149, Harrison,

Witness will testify to the Mayor having instructed

Don to tow Defendants' truck.

12.

Don Britton. Telephone 208-660-4149, Harrison, Idaho 83835.
Witness will testify by the mayor to tow the Hall's car.

13.

Justin Little. Telephone 208-689-3212. Witness will testify that
Wanda sent him to remove gravel from my property.

14.

Bob Heneger. Telephone 509-863-6831. Witness wiH testify that
he saw Dennis harassing Dona upon Defendant's real property.

15.

Whitney Huruza, Telephone 208-277-8867, PO Box 4, Harrison,
ID 83833. Witness will testify that Wanda told witness that she had
a restraining order against the Defendants.

DEFENDANTS' LIST OF WITNESSES • 3
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#298 P.004/006

11 / 14/2016 17 : 54

Brad Huruza, Telephone 208-277-8867, PO Box 4, Harrison, ID
83833.

Witness will testify to witnessing the hand shake at the

parties' last mediation which was to end this law suit;

17.

Kayleen Walker, Telephone 208-689-9964, PO Box 104, Harrison,
ID 83833. Witness will testify to the handshake deal at mediation.

18.

Rusty Riberlc, Telephone 208-582-2341. Witness will testify the
camera appearing in tree, and camera at corner of Lakefront and
Harrison Streets.

19.

Samantha Haines, former City Clerk

Witness wlll testify that

she quit her job working for the City when she was made aware of
being recorded by the Mayor In the City offices, and the cameras in
the City Offices.

She will also testify that she

regrets her

Involvement in harassment of Defendants by the City which was
directed by Mayor Wanda Irish.

20.

Kootenai County Sheriff's Deputy Brett Fletcher, Telephone
208-669-5452.

Witness will testify to multiple

calls by the

Defendants regarding the harassment by Wanda, consistent with
his reports.
21.

Paul Hoskinson, Telephone 208-699-2228. Witness will testify to
biased actions and attitude of Wanda toward the Defendants;

22.

Greg Wallace, Telephone 208-964-6543.

Witness will testify to

observing city employee stealing rocks from Defendants' property
and throwing rocks and damaging Defendants' vehicle.

DEFENDANTS' LIST Of WITNESSES - 4
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Lauren Hall, Telephone 208-606-3179.

#298 P.005/006

Witness will testify to

observing the city moving Gateway Marina property without
permission.
24.

Tim Nevme, Telephone 208-689-3211, 101 S Coeur d'Alene Ave,
Witness wiH testify that Wanda told him to

Harrison, ID 83833.

deny service to our business for the purchase of alcohol. As the
only liquor store in town the loss of supply would damage our
business;

25.

Kootenai County Sheriff's Deputy Jeff Howard cell 208-6100917. Witness will testify consistent with his reports.

26.

John & Dena Austin, Telephone 208-689-9062.

Witnesses will

testify that they were instructed by Wanda to not do business with
Defendants.
27.

John (camp host 4 yrs ago), Telephone 208-771-2366. Witness
will testify that Wanda was antagonistic towards Gateway Marina.

28.

Jim Little,

Witness will testify that after the Defendant kicked

Justin Little, (who is the father of a City Employee), off the property
for stealing gravel, he came down and did a "burn-out" in his truck,
which threw rocks onto my vehicle thereby damaging the vehicle;

29.

Richard Shadley, Telephone 208-691-2084. Witness will testify
that he worked for the Mayor and was told to spy on us soon.
These instruction caused the witness to quit his job;

30.

Tim Kraak, Telephone 208-661-0547. Witness will testify that he
was granted by the City a permit for temporary use of a camper on

DEFENDANTS' LIST OF WITNESSES • 5
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property while our camper was denied by the City under the same
conditions;
31.

Wes Shockley, Telephone 208-406-890-1616. Witness will testify
that he is the former Camp Host, and that he was told by Wanda
not cooperate with us due to her personal reasons against us.

DATED this

J!t

day of November, 2016.

~ ERIK~~
Attorney for Defendants
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that on the
the foregoing was:

_j_f_ day of November, 2016, a true copy of

[ ) mailed postage prepaid to:
[] inter-office:
[X] faxed to:

MischeHe R. Fulgham
Lukins & Annis
601 E. Front Street, Ste 303
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Fax: 509-363-2476

DEFENDANTS' LIST OF WITNESSES • 6
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MISCH.l!LLE R. FULGHAM. 1S13 #4623
LUK.JNS & ANNIS. P.S.
601 E. Front Street. Suite 303
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814-5155
T: 208-667-0S 17
F: 208-664-4125
mfulruiamf@lukins.com
Attornevs for Plaintiff
Dennis Jrish and Wanda Irish

1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FTRST JUDTCIAL DISTRICT OF TIIE
STATE OF IDAHO, TN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OI1 KOOTENAI
DENNIS lRlSH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wite,
NO. CV-2015-5814
Plaintiff,
PLA1NTIFFS' LIST OF EXHIBITS

v.
JEF1".REY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
husband and wifo,
Defendant.

COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiffs, Dennis Irish and Wanda Irish, by and
through their attorney of records, Mischelle R. Fulgham, and hereby submits the list of
Exhibits. Sec attached Exhibits.

PLAINTIFFS' LIST 01; EXHIBITS: 1
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DATED this l.5._ day of November~ 2016.
LUKlNS & ANNIS, P.S.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
l HEREBY CERTIFY that nn the )5 day of November, 2016, I ca.tt~ed to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed tn an
counsel of record as follows:

Mr. Erik P. Smith

0

Amanda Findlay
ERlK. P. SMITH PC
311-ll Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

D
D
181
0

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Tclccopy (FAX): (208) 765-9110
Email

PLAINTIFFS' LIST OF EXHIBITS: 2
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OF

LI

IBI

CASE NO, CV 15-5814

TITLE OF CASE: Irish, et al v. Hall, et al
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS (list Numerically)
DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS (List Alphabetically)

l.

2.
3.

Written Statement
claiming Plaintiff
"Mayor Irish Lied" and
"Ma or Irish Lies"
June 4, 2015 Cease and
Desist Letter
Written Statement
claiming Plaintiff
"Mayor Wanda Trish
Tenorlst
July 7. 2015 Second
Demand lo Cease and
Desist
Copy Showing
Dcfondants changed
their lJusiness' Wi-fi
access name to "she
realJ is a Terrorist."
Copy of Defendants'
Written Statement
Claiming "Oennis and
Wanda lrish stocking
u2."
Copy of letter Hand
Delivered on or about
July 4, 2015 by
Defendant Dona Han lo
CiW of Harrison
Defendants' Written
Statement Claiming
"Move lrish"

,,

--·--. --...

,,.

0

4.
.5.

6.

7.

8.
·--·"'·-
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NUV-10-c~lb 1~:32 From:

To: 12094461188

601 Ii. Front AVel'lue, Su.ft&! 502

IS 1.uro,uuvs

I LUKI S

C'.Qeur d'Alene, ID l.!~14-5155

t 20U61.0S17
f 208-664-4125

hwns.oo:m

M!SCHHLLE R. FULGHAM
Admitti!d m: Idaho & Washmgtan.

VIA EMAIL AND US MAIL
Email: dona.ga~way@gmail.com

m.t'wgh~ukim.cmn

Dmlct Fax: (208) 666-4113

M.r. and Mrs. Jeff and Dona Hall
P.O. Box232
Harrison, Idaho 83833

Re:

DEMAND TO CBASE AND DESIST
NOTICB OF CLAIM FOR WRONGFUL PROSBCUTION

To Jeff and Dona Hall:
Be advised that Wanda Jrlsh has retained our law firm to address the unlawful conduct you
have engaged in against her and her husband, Dennis. H you are represented by le.gal counsel,
then please direct this letter to yo'1? attorney and have your attomey notify us of such
representation.
You are hereby warned and notified to cease and desist your actio.ns indudfng but not limited
to: Making verbal threats to Wanda Irish; ordering her to get off the public property parking
easement located near your marina; ordering her to :remove a vehicle .from the public par.king
easement located near your marina; excessively pacing outside of Mayor Irish's office waiting
for hca to be alone and entering her office to yel1 at her; caning her repeatedly-several times a
day; sending her hundreds of emails with the same repeated :requests; con.fronting W.anda
Idsh.' s family me.m.bere for using public cmnpgrounds and 'boat slips, which use is allowed
under the campgro1md and boat par~g rules; and proclaiming to several third parties that
Wanda IriBh is "nmrdng a corrupt business" and that she has "comapted the local city
government by favoring her family me.mbl?ls," Today, you. made threats that "Wanda Irish
would be in trouble in future easement litigation for 'lying'." Your slanderous, dewnatory,
harassing, and threatening actions have far exceeded what is reasonabJe for a pubJi.c official to
withstand.
Your condud is unlawful arid must immediately cease. My client and l will take whatever ~s
are necessary w correct this matter through litigation. Please be advised that ii you do not
immediately cease and desist engaging in the slanderous, defamatory, and unlawful behavior
listed above as well as all smillar harassing and threatening behavior, then my client will
proceed with filing legal action against you.
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Mr. and Mrs, Jeff and Dona Hall
June4,2015
Page2

lt Wanda Irish is forced to commence a lawsuit against you in order to stop the persistent
harassment, intimidation, defamation, slander, and stalking, then we will seek :recovery o1 all
atromey's fees and costs incurred. Failure to comply with this cease and desist demand will
give rise to various forms of liability far you. Not only could you be held liable for the slander/
defamation money damages, but you could be ordered to reimburse my clients' attorney fees
and legal cost&
This is not the first time you have :initiated £wse and wrongful claims against my clients.
Previously, l represented Mr. Dennis Irish in defending a misdemeanor case, where.in you made
false and exaggerated comp~ts to local law enforcement of disturbing the peace. Of course,
and not ~ l y , your baseless statements were not prosecuted and the case was
completely and fully dismissed, As a re.mind.er to you, I have attached the Motion and Order
for Dismissal en.te.red in that case. When the p~osecutor revie-wed the matter and spoke directly
to Dennis, she immediately became angry at tne abuse of. the legal process you :initiated. You
wasted the time and .resources of Jaw enforcement s'taff thclt was already sf,t'etched too thin. In
short the Deputy Prosecuting Attorney promptly .recognized that there was a~solutely no legal
merit to your .false claims agamst Mr. Irish and she immediately so informed the Court. You
will espedaDy note tbat the Prosecuting Attorney wrote to the Court, "there is insufficient
evidence to go forward and in the interest of justice., all claims against Mr. Irish should be
ms.missed without any trial." Thexea.frer, ~agistrate Judge Barry M. Watson agreed that your
complaints lacked any and all merit, and he signed the Order to Dismiss. Overall, your abuse ol
the criminal law process, in seeking the false md exaggerated misdemeanor charges against
Dennis, cost him over $5,000 in legal fees.

If you now fail to completely cease and desist, then we will be suing you Ior recovery of $5,000
in previously unnecessary legal feea caused by your wrongful conduct, and for any and an
additional attorney fees incurred in any other legal proceeding cwsed by your continued
wrongful conduct You are urged to retain competent legal counsel and to guard your future
actions accordingly.
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Judie W& Iun Judge Stn
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SECOND DEMAND TO CBASB AND DESIST

To Jeff and Dona Hall:
As you are aware, thjs office represents Mayor Wanda Irish. A Jetter W!lS sent to you on June 4,
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I once a.gain renew my demand that you cease conveying any slanderoua or defru:ruttory
statements about my client This will be your final warning before litigation iB filed.
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MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM. TSB #4623
LUKINS & ANNIS. P.S.
601 E, Front Street. Suite 303
Coeur d'Alene. 1D 83814-5155
T: 208-667-0517
i:: 208-664-4125
mful~ham@lukins.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Dennis Irish and Wanda Irish

TN THE DISTRICT COURT 01" THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THR
STATE OF IDAHO, JN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
DENNIS IRISH and WANT>A IRISII,
husband and wife,
NO. CV-2015-5814
Plaintiff.

PLAlNTIFFS' LIST OF WITNESSES
v.
JE.FfllEY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
husband and wife,

Defendant.

COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiffs, Dennis Irish and Wanda Trisl1, hy and
through their attorney of records, MischeHe R. Fulgham, hereby submits the list of Exhibits and
Witnesses who Plaintiffs may call as witnesses at the trial of this matter.
1. Dennis Irish

2. Wanda Trish

PLAINTifl•S' LIST OF WITNESSES: 1
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3. Jeffrey Hall
4. DonaHall
S. Dominic Como

6. City of Harrison, City Clerk

UATJJD this \51'-day of November,, 2016.
LUKINS &ANNIS, P.S.

1

0HELLE R. FUL

, ISB#4623

Attorneys for P!amtif

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the .15- day of November, 2016, Tcaused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to an
counsel ofrecord as follows:

Mr. Erik P. Smith
Amanda Findlay
ERIK P. SMITH PC
311-13 Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

D
D
0
~

D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX): (208) 765-9110
Email
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From:Erik P. Smith

12087659110

11/21/?.016 13:56

#334 P.002/006

ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
311-B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Tel. (208) 667-2000
Fax (208) 765-9110
I.S.B.N. 5008
Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT Of THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

DENNIS IRISH,

et al,

CASE NO. CV 15-5814

Plaintiffs,

SUBPOENA

vs.
JEFFREY HALL, et, al,
Defendants.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: Deputy Matt Edmonds
You are hereby commanded to appear before the Honorable Judge Cynthia Meyer
of the above-entitled Court at the Kootenai County Courthouse located at 324 W. Garden
Ave., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, on Monday, November 28, 2016, at 9:00 a.m., as a witness
in the above-entitled action.
You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held In contempt of Court and that the aggrieved party may

recover from you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which the party may sustain by
your failure to attend as a witness.

DATED this~ day of November. 2016.
ERIKP.S 1TH
An Attorney Licensed in the
State of Idaho
SUBPOENA-1
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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From:Erik P. Smith

12087659110

11/21'?016 13:56

#334 P.003/006

ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
311-B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Tel. (208} 667-2000
Fax (208) 765-9110
I.S.B.N. 5008
Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE Of IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY Of KOOTENAI

DENNIS IRISH,

et al,

CASE NO. CV 15-5814

Plaintiffs,

SUBPOENA

vs.
JEFFREY HALL, et, al,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: Bob Pool
You are hereby commanded to appear before the Honorable Judge Cynthia Meyer
of the above-entitled Court at the Kootenai County Courthouse located at 324 W. Garden
Ava., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, on Monday, November 28, 2016, at 9:00 a.m., as a witness
in the above-entitled action.
You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of Court and that the aggrieved party may
recover from you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which the party may sustain by
your failure to attend as a witness.
DATED t h i s ~ day of November, 2016.

ERIKP.SM
An Attorney Licensed in the
State of Idaho
SUBPOENA-1
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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rrom:Erik P. Smith

12087659110

11121/?016 13:56

#334 P.004/006

ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at law
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
311-B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Tel. (208) 667-2000
Fax (208) 765-9110
I.S.B.N. 5008
Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

DENNIS IRISH,

et al,

CASE NO. CV 15-5814

Plaintiffs,

SUBPOENA

vs.
JEfFREY HALL, et, al,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF lDAHO TO: Mark Wagner
You are hereby commanded to appear before the Honorable Judge Cynthia Meyer
of the above-entitled Court at the Kootenai County Courthouse located at 324 W. Garden
Ave., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, on Monday, November 28, 2016, at 9:00 a.m., as a witness
in the above-entitled action.

You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of Court and that the aggrieved party may
recover from you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which the party may sustain by
your failure to attend as a witness.
DATED this

·z;,.(

day of November, 2016.
ERIK P. SMITH
An Attorney Licensed in the
State of Idaho

SUBPOENA-1
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From:Erik P. Smith

12087659110

11/21'?016 13:56

#334 P.005/006

ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
311-8 Coeur d*Atene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83614
Tel. (208) 667-2000
Fax (208) 765-9110
I.S.8.N. 5008
Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT Of THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT Of THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

DENNIS IRISH, et al,

CASE NO. CV 15-5814

Plaintiffs,

SUBPOENA

vs.
JEFFREY HALL, et, al,
Defendants.

THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: Don Britton
You are hereby commanded to appear before the Honorable Judge Cynthia Meyer
of the above-entitled Court at the Kootenai County Courthouse located at 324 W. Garden
Ave., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, on Monday, November 28, 2016, at 9:00 a.m., as a witness
in the above--entitled action.

You are further notified that if you fall to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of Court and that the aggrieved party may
recover from you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which the party may sustain by
your failure to attend as a witness.

DATED this

\

day of November, 2016.

ERIK P. SMITH
An Attorney Licensed in the
State of Idaho
SUBPOENA-1
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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From:Erik P. Smith

12087659110

11/21 '"016 13:56

#334-R. 006 I 006

ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C.
311-8 Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Tel. (208) 667-2000
Fax (208) 765-9110
I.S.B.N. 5008
Attorney for Defendants

IN THE DISTRICT COURT Of THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

DENNIS IRISH. et al,

CASE NO. CV 15-5814

Plaintiffs,

SUBPOENA

vs.

JEFFREY HALL, et, al,
Defendants.
THE STATE OF IDAHO TO: Joe Cornell
You are hereby commanded to appear before the Honorable Judge Cynthia Meyer
of the above-entitled Court at the Kootenai County Courthouse located at 324 W. Garden
Ave., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, on Monday, November 28, 2016, at 9:00 a.m., as a witness
in the above-entitled action.

You are further notified that if you fail to appear at the place and time specified
above, that you may be held in contempt of Court and that the aggrieved party may
recover from you the sum of $100.00 and all damages which the party may sustain by
your failure to attend as a witness.

DATED this

2 f

day of November, 2016.

ERIK P. SMITH
An Attorney Licensed in the
State of Idaho
SUBPOENA-1
Dennis Irish, etal vs Jeffrey Hall, etal
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MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM. ISB #4623
LUKINS & ANNIS. P.S.
601 E. Front Street. Suite 502
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814-5155
T: 208-667-0517
F: 208-664:-4125
mfulgham@.lukins.com
Attomevs for Plaintiff
Dennis Irish and Wanda Irish

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,
NO. CV-2015-5814
Plaintiff,
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED WRY
INSTRUCTIONS

v.
JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
husband and wife,
Defendant.

Plaintiffs DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH hereby request that this Court instruct
the jury in accordance with the following proposed jury instructions.

Ill
Ill

PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED WRY INSTRUCTIONS: 1
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DATED this 21st day of November, 2016.

LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.

B
ISB #4623
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 21st day of November, 2016, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to all
counsel of record as follows:
Mr. Erik P. Smith
Amanda Findlay
ERIK P. SMITH PC
311-B Coeur d'Alene Avenue
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

D
D
D
f&1

D

U.S. Mail
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy (FAX): (208) 765-9110
Email
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INSTRUCTION NO . .:.\_
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Now that you have been sworn, I will briefly tell you something about your duties as
jurors and give you some instructions. At the end of the trial I will give you additional
instructions, and those instructions, as well as these preliminary instructions and any
instructions given during the trial, will control your deliberations.
These instructions explain your duties as jurors and define the law that applies to this
case. It is your duty to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in these instructions to
those facts, and in this way, to decide the case. Your decision should be based upon a rational
and objective assessment of the evidence.
It is my duty to instruct you on the points of law necessary to decide the case, and it is
your duty to follow the law as I instruct. You must follow these instructions regardless of your
own opinion of what the law is or should be, or what counsel for any party may state the law to
be. You must consider these instructions as a whole, not picking out one and disregarding
others. The order in which these instructions are given or the manner in which they are
numbered has no significance as to their importance.
In determining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial.
This evidence will consist of the testimony of witnesses, exhibits admitted into
evidence, and any stipulated or admitted facts.

PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS: 3
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The following things are not evidence and you must not consider them as evidence in
deciding the facts of this case:
1.

Statements and arguments of the lawyers;

2.

Questions and objections of the lawyers;

3.

Testimony that I instruct you to disregard; and

4.

Anything you may have seen or heard when the court is not in session even if
what you see or hear is done or said by one of the parties or by one of the
witnesses.

Evidence may be either direct or circumstantial. The law makes no distinction between
direct and circumstantial evidence. The law permits you to give equal weight to both, but it is
for you to decide how much weight to give to any evidence.
The production of evidence in court is governed by rules of law. At times during the
trial, I may sustain an objection to a question without permitting the witness to answer it, or to
an offered exhibit without receiving it into evidence. My rulings are legal matters, and are
solely my responsibility. You may not speculate as to the reason for any objection which was
made, or my ruling thereon, and in reaching your decision you may not consider such a
question or exhibit or speculate as to what the answer or exhibit would have shown.
Sometimes I may order that evidence be stricken from the record and that you disregard
or ignore the evidence. That means that when you are deciding the case, you must not consider
the evidence, which I told you to disregard. Some evidence is admitted for a limited purpose
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS: 4
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only. IfI instruct you that an item of evidence has been admitted for a limited purpose, you
must consider it only for that limited purpose and for no other.
The law does not require you to believe all of the evidence in the course of the trial. As
the sole judges of the facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight
you attach to it. In so doing, you bring with you to this courtroom all of the experience and
background of your lives. There is no magical formula for evaluating testimony. In your
everyday affairs, you determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe and how
much weight you attach to what you are told. These considerations you use in making the more
important decisions in your everyday dealings are the same considerations you should apply in
your deliberations in this case.
In a civil case any party who asserts that certain facts exist or existed has the burden of

proving those facts.
When I say that a party has the burden of proof on a proposition, or use the expression
11

if you find," or 11 if you decide," I mean that you must be persuaded that the proposition on

which the party has the burden of proof is more probably true than not true.
The law requires that your decision be made solely upon the evidence before you.
Neither sympathy nor prejudice should influence you in your deliberations. Faithful
performance by you of these duties is vital to the administration of justice.
I will now say a few words about your conduct as jurors. There are certain things you
must not do during this trial:
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS: 5
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1.

You must not discuss the case with other jurors until you retire to the jury room
to deliberate at the close of the entire case.

2.

You must not make up your mind until you have heard all of the testimony and
have received my final instructions as to the law that applies to the case.

3.

You must not discuss the case with anyone, and that includes your family and
friends. You must not communicate with anyone about this case in any way, and
this includes use of your cell phone, by text message, by any web page posting,
or through email. You must not allow anyone to discuss the case with you. If
anyone attempts to discuss the case with you, or attempts to influence your
decision in the case, you must report it to me immediately.

4.

You must not associate in any way with the parties, any of the attorneys or their
employees, or any witnesses.

5.

You must not contact anyone in an attempt to discuss or gain a greater
understanding of the case. You must not use the internet or any other tools of
technology to in any way make an investigation of any aspect of this case. You
must not attempt to find out any information from any source outside this
courtroom.

6.

You must not go to the place were any alleged event occurred.

During your deliberations, you will be entitled to have with you my instructions
concerning the law that applies to this case, the exhibits that have been admitted into evidence
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS: 6
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and any notes taken by you in the course of the trial proceedings. If you take notes during the
trial, be careful that your attention is not thereby diverted from the testimony of the witness.
You must keep your notes to yourself and not show them to other persons or jurors until the
jury deliberations at the end of the trial. When you leave at night, leave your notes in the jury
room.

Source:
Kootenai County District Court Civil Jury Instruction No. 1 (available at
http://www.kc gov. us/departments/districtcourt/forms.asp)

PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS: 7
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INSTRUCTION NO.

z_

Any statement by me identifying a claim of a party is not evidence in this case. I have
advised you of the claims of the parties merely to acquaint you with the issues to be decided.

Source:
Kootenai County District Court Civil Jury Instruction No. 3 (available at
http://www.kcgov.us/departments/districtcourt/forms.asp)

PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS: 8
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INSTRUCTION NO.

3

Ladies and Gentlemen: The presentation of evidence is now complete. It now becomes
my duty to give you your final instructions as to the law applicable to this case. You will
remember that at the start of this trial I instructed you as to your duties as finders of fact. You
must keep those earlier instructions in mind, and faithfully follow them as well as the final
instructions which I now give you.

Source:
Kootenai County District Court Civil Jury Instruction No. 9 (available at
http://www.kcgov.us/departments/districtcourt/forms.asp)

PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS: 9
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~
You will each receive a copy of the instructions.
The original instructions will also accompany you in to the jury room. If I have made
any changes to these instructions, I will tell you about those changes and I will note the changes
on the original instructions. Please do not write on or mark the original instructions, as they are
part of the official record.
The instructions are numbered for the convenience of the court and counsel in referring
to specific instructions. There may or may not be a gap in the numbering of the instructions. If
there is, you should not concern yourselves about such gap.

Source:
Kootenai County District Court Civil Jury Instruction No. 18 (available at
http://www.kcgov.us/departments/districtcourt/forms.asp)

PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS: 10
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INSTRUCTION NO. ':)
Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presiding officer, who will preside
over your deliberations. It is his or her duty to see that your discussion is carried on in a
sensible and orderly fashion; that the issues submitted for your decision are fully and fairly
discussed; and that every juror has a chance to express himself or herself upon each question.
An appropriate form of verdict will be submitted to you with these instructions. Follow
these directions on the verdict form, and answer all of the questions required of you by the
instructions on the verdict form.
A verdict may be reached by three-fourths of your number, or nine of you. As soon as
nine or more of you have agreed upon a verdict, you should fill it out as instructed, and have it
signed. If there is more than one question on the verdict form, it is not necessary that the same
nine agree on each question. If your verdict is unanimous, your presiding officer alone will sign

it; but if nine or more, but less than the entire jury, agree, then those so agreeing will sign the
verdict form. As soon as you have completed and signed the verdict form, notify the bailiff,
who will then return you into open court.
In deciding this case, you may not delegate any of your decisions to another or decide
any question by chance, such as by the flip of a coin or drawing of straws. If money damages
are to be awarded, you may not agree in advance to average the sum of each individual juror's
estimate as the method of determining the amount of the damage award.
PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS: 11
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If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having fully

discussed the evidence before you, the jury determines that it is necessary to communicate with
me, you may send a note signed by one or more of you to the Bailiff.
You should not try to communicate with me by any means other than such a note.
During your deliberations, you are not to reveal to anyone how the jury stands on any of
the questions before you, numerically or otherwise, unless requested to do so by me.

Source:
Kootenai County District Court Civil Jury Instruction No. 19 (available at
http://www.kcgov.us/departments/districtcourt/forms.asp)
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INSTRUCTION NO.~
When I say that a party has the burden of proof on a proposition, or use the
expression "if you find" or "if you decide," I mean you must be persuaded that the

proposition is more probably true than not true.

Source:

IDJI 1.20.1 - Burden of proof - preponderance of evidence
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INSTRUCTION NO.

~

Defamation is the communication of false information which tends to impugn the
honesty, integrity, virtue or reputation of the person about whom the statement is made, or
exposes that person to public hatred, contempt or ridicule.
Libel is a form of defamation.

Libel is the communication of defamatory

information by written words, or by some form that has the characteristics of written
words.
Slander is a form of defamation by any other means.

Source:
IDJI 4.80 - Definition of defamation

PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS: 14
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INSTRUCTION NO.

_6_

In order to prove a claim of defamation, the plaintiff has the burden of proving

each of the following elements;
1.

The defendant communicated information concerning the plaintiff

to others; and
2.

The information impugned the honesty, integrity, virtue or

reputation of the plaintiff or exposed the plaintiff to public hatred, contempt or
ridicule; and
3.

The information was false; and

4.

The defendant knew it was false, or reasonably should have known

that it was false; and
5.

The plaintiff suffered actual injury because of the defamation; and

6.

The amount of damages suffered by the plaintiff.

Source:
IDJI 4.82 - Elements of defamation - general case

PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS: 15
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INSTRUCTION NO.
The plaintiff Wanda Irish is a public official.

_g_
In order to prove a claim of

defamation against the defendant in this case, Wanda Irish has the burden of proving each
of the following elements;
1.

The defendant communicated information concerning the plaintiff

to others; and
2.

The information impugned the honesty, integrity, virtue or

reputation of Wanda Irish or exposed Wanda Irish to public hatred, contempt or
ridicule; and
3.

The information was false; and

4.

Wanda Irish was dan1aged because of the communication; and

4.

The amount of damages suffered by Wanda Irish.

Wanda Irish must prove the following additional element by clear and
convincing evidence:
6.

The defendant knew the information was false, or acted with

reckless disregard for its truth, at the time the information was communicated to
others.
Source:
IDJI 4.82.5 - Elements of defamation claim - public official or public figure
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INSTRUCTION NO. Jl2_
When I say a party has the burden of proof on a proposition by clear and
convincing evidence, I mean you must be persuaded that it is highly probable that such
proposition is true. This is a higher burden than the general burden that the proposition is
more probably true than not true.

Source:
IDJI 1.20.2 - Burden of proof - clear and convincing evidence
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INSTRUCTION NO.

LL

By giving you instructions on the subject of damages, I do not express any
opinion as to whether the plaintiff is entitled to damages.

Source:
Kootenai County District Court Civil Jury Instruction No. 17 (available athttp://www.kcgov.us/departments/districtcourt/fonns.asp)
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INSTRUCTION NO. \ ~
Damages are not limited to out-of-pocket loss, but can include harm inflicted by defamatory
falsehood include impairment of reputation and standing in the community. personal
humiliation, and mental anguish and suffering.

Source:

Wiemer v. Rankin, 117 Idaho 566, 574 (1990) (quoting Getz v. Robert Welch, Inc., 418 U.S.
323, 94 S.ct 2997 (1974)); Barlow v. Int'/ Harvester Co., 95 Idaho 881, 897 (1974) ("There is
no exact measure of general damages which can be applied in either a libel or slander action. It
is within the special province of the jury to determine the amount.").

PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS: 19
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INSTRUCTION NO.

)3

Plaintiff Wanda Irish is deemed to have been injured by the defamation in this
case, and the plaintiff need not prove actual injury in order to recover damages.

Source:
IDJI 4.84 - Libel or slander per se - presumed damages

See also: Whether specific statements are defamation per se is legal issue for the Court:

In "Idaho the rule is that in order to maintain a libel action without a plea of special
damages, a plaintiff must establish that the words complained of are libelous per se. "
Weeks v. M-P Publications, Inc., 95 Idaho 634, 636, 516 P.2d 193, 195 (1973), citing
Jenness v. Co-operative Publishing Co., 36 Idaho 697, 213 P. 351 (1923); Gough v.
Tribune-Journal Co., 75 Idal10 502,275 P.2d 663 (1954).
In order to be libelous per se, the defamatory words must be of such a nature
that the court can presume as a matter of law that they will tend to disgrace
and degrade the person or hold him up to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule or
cause him to be shunned and avoided; in other words, they must reflect on his
integrity, his character, and his good name and standing in the community, and
tend to expose him to public hatred, contempt or disgrace. The imputation must
be one which tends to affect plaintiff in a class of society whose standard of
opinion the court can recognize, It is not sufficient, standing alone, that the
language is unpleasant and annoys or irks plaintiff, and subject him to jests or
banter, so as to affect his feelings.'
Weeks, 95 Idaho at 636-37, 516 P.2d at 195-96 (1973) (citations omitted) (emphasis
added.)
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INSTRUCTION NO.

Jj_

If you find by clear and convincing evidence that the defendant knew the
defamatory information was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the time
of the communication of the information to another, you may consider the issue of punitive
damages.

Source:
IDJI 4.86.1 - Punitive damage elements - general case
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INSTRUCTION NO. \

5

If you find that defendant's acts which proximately caused injury to the plaintiff
were an extreme deviation from reasonable standards of conduct and that these acts were
performed by the defendant with [malice] [fraud] [oppression] [wantonness] [gross
negligence], you may, in addition to any compensatory damages to which you find the
plaintiff entitled, award to plaintiff an amount which will punish the defendant and deter
the defendant and others from engaging in similar conduct in the future.

Source:
IDJI 4.86.1 - Punitive damage elements - general case

PLAINTIFFS' PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS: 22
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INSTRUCTION NO. \

(t>

If plaintiff proves by clear and convincing evidence that the defendant's acts which
proximately caused injury to the plaintiff were an extreme deviation from reasonable
standards of conduct and that these acts were [malicious] [fraudulent] (oppressive] or
[outrageous] you may, in addition to any compensatory damages to which you find the
plaintiff entitled, award to plaintiff an amount which will punish the defendant and deter
the defendant and others from engaging in similar conduct in the future.

Source:
IDJI 4.86.1 - Punitive damage elements - general case
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INSTRUCTION NO.
Punitive damages are not a matter of right, but may be awarded in the jury's sound
discretion, which is to be exercised without passion or prejudice. The law provides no
mathematical formula by which such damages are to be calculated, other than any award
of punitive damages must bear a reasonable relation to the actual harm done, to the cause
thereof, to the conduct of the defendant, and to the primary objective of deterrence.

Source:
IDJI 9.20 - Punitive damages
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INSTRUCTION NO.

lB

I have given you the rules of law that apply to this case. I have instructed you regarding
matters that you may consider in weighing the evidence to determine the facts.
In a few minutes counsel will present their closing arguments to you and then you will
retire to the jury room for your deliberations.
Each of you has an equally important voice in the jury deliberations. Therefore, the
attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of the deliberations are important. At the outset
of deliberations, it is rarely productive for a juror to make an emphatic expression of opinion on
the case or to state how he or she intends to vote. When one does that at the beginning, one's
sense of pride may be aroused and there may be reluctance to change that position, even if
shown that it is wrong. Remember that you are not partisans or advocates, but you are judges.
For you, as for me, there can be no triumph except in the ascertainment and declaration of the
truth.
Consult with one another. Consider each other's views. Deliberate with the objective of
reaching an agreement, if you can do so without disturbing your individual judgment. Each of
you must decide this case for yourself; but you should do so only after a discussion and
consideration of the case with your fellow jurors.
As jurors you have a duty to consult with one another and to deliberate before making
your individual decisions. You should fully and fairly discuss among yourselves all of the
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evidence you have seen and heard in this courtroom about this case, together with the law that
relates to this case as contained in my instructions.
During the course of deliberations, do not hesitate to reexamine your own views and
change your opinion if convinced it is erroneous. But do not surrender your honest opinion as
to the weight or effect of evidence solely because of the opinion of your fellow jurors, or for
the mere purpose of returning a verdict.

Source:
Kootenai County District Court Civil Jury Instruction No. 20 (available at
http://www.kcgov.us/departments/districtcourt/forms.asp)
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INSTRUCTION No.

l_q

You have now completed your duties as jurors in this case and are discharged with the
sincere thanks of this Court. You may now discuss this case with the attorneys or with anyone
else. For your guidance, I instruct you that whether you talk to the attorneys, or to anyone else, is
entirely your own decision. It is proper for you to discuss this case, if you want to, but you are not
required to do so, and you may choose not to discuss the case with anyone at all. If you choose to
talk to someone about this case, you may tell them as much or as little as you like about your
deliberations or the facts that influenced your decisions. If anyone persists in discussing the case
over your objection, or becomes critical of your service, either before or after any discussion has
begun, you may report it to me.

Source:
IDJI 1.17 - Post verdict jury instruction
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
DENNIS IRISH and WANDA IRISH,
husband and wife,
NO. CV-2015-5814
Plaintiff,

v.

SPECIAL JURY VERDICT

JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
husband and wife,
Defendant.
Complete all of the verdict forms below:
Plaintiff Wanda Irish
We the Jury answer the questions submitted to us as follows:
1. Did Defendant Dona Hall communicate information concerning Plaintiff Wanda Irish to others?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 1is yes, then answer question 2. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

2. Did the communication by Defendant Dona Hall impugn or impair the honesty, integrity, virtue
or reputation of Plaintiff Wanda Irish or expose her to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule?
Yes

No

SPECIAL JURY VERDICT: 1
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If your answer to question 2 is yes, then answer question 3. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.
3.

Was the information communicated by Defendant Dona Hall false?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 3 is yes, then answer question 4. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

4. Did Plaintiff Wanda Irish prove by clear and convincing evidence that Defendant Dona Hall knew
the infonnation was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the time the information
was communicated to others?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 4 is yes, then answer question 5. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

5.

Was Plaintiff Wanda Irish damaged because of the communication by Defendant Dona Hall?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 5 is yes, then answer questions 6 and 8. If you answered no, then answer
questions 7 and 8.

ACTUAL DAMAGES

6.

What are Plaintiff Wanda Irish's damages for:
a).

Harm to property, business, trade, profession, or occupation?

$_ _____,

b).

Expenses had to pay as a result of the defamatory statements?

$_ _____.

c).

Hann to reputation?

$

----
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d).

Personal humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings?

$_ _____,

ASSUMED DAMAGES

7. The Court has determined that Plaintiff Wanda Irish is deemed to have been damaged by the
defamation in this case, and she need not prove actual injury in order to recover damages. What
are the damages you award for the assumed harm to Plaintiff Wanda Irish's reputation,
humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings? You must award at least a
nominal sum.
$_ _ __

PUNITIVE DAMAGES
8.

Did Plaintiff Wanda Irish prove by clear and convincing evidence that Defendant Dona Hall
knew the defamatory information was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the
time of the communication of the information?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 8 is yes, then answer question 9. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

9. Punitive damages may be awarded to punish Defendant Dona Hall and deter her and others
from engaging in similar conduct in the future. What is your award of punitive damages, if any,
against Defendant Dona Hall?
$_ _ __

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Presiding Juror

SPECIAL JURY VERDICT: 3
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We the Jury answer the questions submitted to us as follows:
I.

Did Defendant Jeffrey Hall communicate information concerning Plaintiff Wanda Irish to
others?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 1is yes, then answer question 2. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

2.

Did the communication by Defendant Jeffrey Hall impugn or impair the honesty, integrity,
virtue or reputation of Plaintiff Wanda Irish or expose him to public hatred, contempt, or
ridicule?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 2 is yes, then answer question 3. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

3.

Was the information communicated by Defendant Jeffrey Hall false?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 3 is yes, then answer question 4. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

4. Did Plaintiff Wanda Irish prove by clear and convincing evidence that Defendant Jeffrey Hall knew
the information was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the time the information
was communicated to others?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 4 is yes, then answer question 5. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

SPECIAL JURY VERDICT: 4
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5. Was Plaintiff Wanda Irish damaged because of the communication?

Yes

No

If your answer to question 5 is yes, then answer questions 6 and 8. If you answered no, then answer
questions 7 and 8.

ACTUAL DAMAGES

6. What are Plaintiff Wanda Irish' s damages for:
a).

Harm to property, business, trade, profession, or occupation?

$_ _____.

b).

Expenses had to pay as a result of the defamatory statements?

$_ ____.

c).

Harm to reputation?

$_ ____.

d).

Personal humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings?

$_ __

ASSUMED DAMAGES
7. The Court has determined that Plaintiff Wanda Irish is deemed to have been damaged by the
defamation in this case, and she need not prove actual injury in order to recover damages. What
are the damages you award for the assumed harm to Plaintiff Wanda Irish's reputation,
humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings? You must award at least a
nominal sum.
$_ __

PUNITIVE DAMAGES
8. Did Plaintiff Wanda Irish prove by clear and convincing evidence that Defendant Jeffrey Hall
knew the defamatory information was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the
time of the communication of the information?

No

Yes
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If your answer to question 8 is yes, then answer question 9. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this fonn.
'

9. Punitive damages may be awarded to punish Defendant Jeffrey Hall and deter him and others
from engaging in similar conduct in the future. What is your award of punitive damages, if any,
against Defendant Jeffrey Hall?
$_ _ __

Signed: - - - - - - - - Presiding Juror
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Plaintiff Dennis Irish
We the Jury answer the questions submitted to us as follows:
1. Did Defendant Dona Hall communicate information concerning Plaintiff Dennis Irish to others?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 1is yes, then answer question 2. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

2. Did the communication by Defendant Dona Hall impugn or impair the honesty, integrity, virtue
or reputation of Plaintiff Dennis Irish or expose him to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 2 is yes, then answer question 3. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

3.

Was the information communicated by Defendant Dona Hall false?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 3 is yes, then answer question 4. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

4. Was Plaintiff Dennis Irish damaged because of the communication by Defendant Dona Hall?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 4 is yes, then answer questions 5 and 7. If you answered no, then answer
questions 6 and 7.

ACTUAL DAMAGES

5.

What are Plaintiff Dennis Irish's damages for:
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a).

Harm to property, business, trade, profession, or occupation?

$_ _ __,

b).

Expenses had to pay as a result of the defamatory statements?

$_ ____,

c).

Harm to reputation?

$_ _~

d).

Personal humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings?

$_ ___.

ASSUMED DAMAGES

6. The Court has determined that Plaintiff Dennis Irish is deemed to have been damaged by the
defamation in this case, and he need not prove actual injury in order to recover damages. What
are the damages you award for the assumed harm to Plaintiff Dennis Irish's reputation,
humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings? You must award at least a
nominal sum.
$_ _ __

PUNITIVE DAMAGES
7.

Did Plaintiff Dennis Irish prove by clear and convincing evidence that Defendant Dona Hall
knew the defamatory infonnation was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the
time of the communication of the information?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 8 is yes, then answer question 9. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.
8. Punitive damages may be awarded to punish Defendant Dona Hall and deter her and others
from engaging in similar conduct in the future. What is your award of punitive damages, if any,
against Defendant Dona Hall?
$_ _ __

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Presiding Juror
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We the Jury answer the questions submitted to us as follows:

1. Did Defendant Jeffery Hall communicate information concerning Plaintiff Dennis Irish to
others?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 1is yes, then answer question 2. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

2. Did the communication by Defendant Jeffery Hall impugn or impair the honesty, integrity,
virtue or reputation of Plaintiff Dennis Irish or expose him to public hatred, contempt, or
ridicule?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 2 is yes, then answer question 3. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

3. Was the information communicated by Defendant Jeffery Hall false?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 3 is yes, then answer question 4. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

4. Was Plaintiff Dennis Irish damaged because of the communication by Defendant Jeffery Hall?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 4 is yes, then answer questions 5 and 7. If you answered no, then answer
questions 6 and 7.

ACTUAL DAMAGES
5. What are Plaintiff Dennis Irish's damages for:
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a).

Harm to property, business, trade, profession, or occupation?

$_ __.

b).

Expenses had to pay as a result of the defamatory statements?

$_ ___,

c).

Harm to reputation?

$_ ___,

d).

Personal humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings?

$_ _ _...,

ASSUMED DAMAGES
6. The Court has determined that Plaintiff Dennis Irish is deemed to have been damaged by the
defamation in this case, and he need not prove actual injury in order to recover damages. What
are the damages you award for the assumed harm to Plaintiff Dennis Irish's reputation,
humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings? You must award at least a
nominal sum.
$_ __

PUNITIVE DAMAGES
7. Did Plaintiff Dennis Irish prove by clear and convincing evidence that Defendant Jeffery Hall
knew the defamatory information was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the
time of the communication of the information?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 8 is yes, then answer question 9. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.
8. Punitive damages may be awarded to punish Defendant Jeffery Hall and deter him and others
from engaging in similar conduct in the future. What is your award of punitive damages, if any,
against Defendant Jeffery Hall?
$_ _ __

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Presiding Juror
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INSTRUCTION NO.
Ladies and Gentlemen:
Now that you have been sworn, I will briefly tell you something about your duties as
jurors and give you some instructions. At the end of the trial I will give you additional
instructions, and those instructions, as well as these preliminary instructions and any
instructions given during the trial, will control your deliberations.
These instructions explain your duties as jurors and define the law that applies to this
case. It is your duty to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in these instructions to
those facts, and in this way, to decide the case. Your decision should be based upon a rational
and objective assessment of the evidence.
It is my duty to instruct you on the points of law necessary to decide the case, and it is
your duty to follow the law as I instruct. You must follow these instructions regardless of your
own opinion of what the law is or should be, or what counsel for any party may state the law to
be. You must consider these instructions as a whole, not picking out one and disregarding
others. The order in which these instructions are given or the manner in which they are
numbered has no significance as to their importance.
In determining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial.
This evidence will consist of the testimony of witnesses, exhibits admitted into
evidence, and any stipulated or admitted facts.
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The following things are not evidence and you must not consider them as evidence in
deciding the facts of this case:
1.

Statements and arguments of the lawyers;

2.

Questions and objections of the lawyers;

3.

Testimony that I instruct you to disregard; and

4.

Anything you may have seen or heard when the court is not in session even if
what you see or hear is done or said by one of the parties or by one of the
witnesses.

Evidence may be either direct or circumstantial. The law makes no distinction between
direct and circumstantial evidence. The law permits you to give equal weight to both, but it is
for you to decide how much weight to give to any evidence.
The production of evidence in court is governed by rules of law. At times during the
trial, I may sustain an objection to a question without permitting the witness to answer it, or to
an offered exhibit without receiving it into evidence. My rulings are legal matters, and are
solely my responsibility. You may not speculate as to the reason for any objection which was
made, or my ruling thereon, and in reaching your decision you may not consider such a
question or exhibit or speculate as to what the answer or exhibit would have shown.
Sometimes I may order that evidence be stricken from the record and that you disregard
or ignore the evidence. That means that when you are deciding the case, you must not consider
the evidence, which I told you to disregard. Some evidence is admitted for a limited purpose
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only. If I instruct you that an item of evidence has been admitted for a limited purpose, you
must consider it only for that limited purpose and for no other.
The law does not require you to believe all of the evidence in the course of the trial. As
the sole judges of the facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight
you attach to it. In so doing, you bring with you to this courtroom all of the experience and
background of your lives. There is no magical formula for evaluating testimony. In your
everyday affairs, you determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe and how
much weight you attach to what you are told. These considerations you use in making the more
important decisions in your everyday dealings are the same considerations you should apply in
your deliberations in this case.
In a civil case any party who asserts that certain facts exist or existed has the burden of
proving those facts.
When I say that a party has the burden of proof on a proposition, or use the expression
"if you find," or "if you decide, 11 I mean that you must be persuaded that the proposition on
which the party has the burden of proof is more probably true than not true.
The law requires that your decision be made solely upon the evidence before you.
Neither sympathy nor prejudice should influence you in your deliberations. Faithful
performance by you of these duties is vital to the administration of justice.
I will now say a few words about your conduct as jurors. There are certain things you
must not do during this trial:
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1.

You must not discuss the case with other jurors until you retire to the jury room
to deliberate at the close of the entire case.

2.

You must not make up your mind until you have heard all of the testimony and
have received my final instructions as to the law that applies to the case.

3.

You must not discuss the case with anyone, and that includes your family and
friends. You must not communicate with anyone about this case in any way, and
this includes use of your cell phone, by text message, by any web page posting,
or through email. You must not allow anyone to discuss the case with you. If
anyone attempts to discuss the case with you, or attempts to influence your
decision in the case, you must report it to me immediately.

4.

You must not associate in any way with the parties, any of the attorneys or their
employees, or any witnesses.

5.

You must not contact anyone in an attempt to discuss or gain a greater
understanding of the case. You must not use the internet or any other tools of
technology to in any way make an investigation of any aspect of this case. You
must not attempt to find out any information from any source outside this
courtroom.

6.

You must not go to the place were any alleged event occurred.

During your deliberations, you will be entitled to have with you my instructions
concerning the law that applies to this case, the exhibits that have been admitted into evidence
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and any notes taken by you in the course of the trial proceedings. If you take notes during the
trial, be careful that your attention is not thereby diverted from the testimony of the witness.
You must keep your notes to yourself and not show them to other persons or jurors until the
jury deliberations at the end of the trial. When you leave at night, leave your notes in the jury
room.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

Any statement by me identifying a claim of a party is not evidence in this case. I have
advised you of the claims of the parties merely to acquaint you with the issues to be decided.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
Ladies and Gentlemen: The presentation of evidence is now complete. It now becomes
my duty to give you your final instructions as to the law applicable to this case. You will
remember that at the start of this trial I instructed you as to your duties as finders of fact. You
must keep those earlier instructions in mind, and faithfully follow them as well as the final
instructions which I now give you.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
You will each receive a copy of the instructions.
The original instructions will also accompany you in to the jury room. If I have made
any changes to these instructions, I will tell you about those changes and I will note the changes
on the original instructions. Please do not write on or mark the original instructions, as they are
part of the official record.
The instructions are numbered for the convenience of the court and counsel in referring
to specific instructions. There may or may not be a gap in the numbering of the instructions. If
there is, you should not concern yourselves about such gap.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presiding officer, who will preside
over your deliberations. It is his or her duty to see that your discussion is carried on in a
sensible and orderly fashion; that the issues submitted for your decision are fully and fairly
discussed; and that every juror has a chance to express himself or herself upon each question.
An appropriate form of verdict will be submitted to you with these instructions. Follow
these directions on the verdict form, and answer all of the questions required of you by the
instructions on the verdict form.
A verdict may be reached by three-fourths of your number, or nine of you. As soon as
nine or more of you have agreed upon a verdict, you should fill it out as instructed, and have it
signed. If there is more than one question on the verdict form, it is not necessary that the same
nine agree on each question. If your verdict is unanimous, your presiding officer alone will sign

it; but if nine or more, but less than the entire jury, agree, then those so agreeing will sign the
verdict form. As soon as you have completed and signed the verdict form, notify the bailiff,
who will then return you into open court.
In deciding this case, you may not delegate any of your decisions to another or decide
any question by chance, such as by the flip of a coin or drawing of straws. If money damages
are to be awarded, you may not agree in advance to average the sum of each individual juror's
estimate as the method of determining the amount of the damage award.
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If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having fully
discussed the evidence before you, the jury determines that it is necessary to communicate with
me, you may send a note signed by one or more of you to the Bailiff.
You should not try to communicate with me by any means other than such a note.
During your deliberations, you are not to reveal to anyone how the jury stands on any of
the questions before you, numerically or otherwise, unless requested to do so by me.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
When I say that a party has the burden of proof on a proposition, or use the
expression 11 if you find" or 11 if you decide," I mean you must be persuaded that the
proposition is more probably true than not true.
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INSTRUCTION NO. _ _

Defamation is the communication of false information which tends to impugn the
honesty, integrity, virtue or reputation of the person about whom the statement is made, or
exposes that person to public hatred, contempt or ridicule.
Libel is a form of defamation.

Libel is the communication of defamatory

information by written words, or by some form that has the characteristics of written
words.
Slander is a form of defamation by any other means.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
In order to prove a claim of defamation, the plaintiff has the burden of proving
each of the following elements;
1.

The defendant communicated information concerning the plaintiff

to others; and
2.

The information impugned the honesty, integrity, virtue or

reputation of the plaintiff or exposed the plaintiff to public hatred, contempt or
ridicule; and
3.

The information was false; and

4.

The defendant knew it was false, or reasonably should have known

that it was false; and
5.

The plaintiff suffered actual injury because of the defamation; and

6.

The amount of damages suffered by the plaintiff.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
The plaintiff Wanda Irish is a public official.

In order to prove a claim of

defamation against the defendant in this case, Wanda Irish has the burden of proving each
of the following elements;
l.

The defendant communicated information concerning the plaintiff

to others; and
2.

The information impugned the honesty, integrity, virtue or

reputation of Wanda Irish or exposed Wanda Irish to public hatred, contempt or
ridicule; and
3.

The information was false; and

4.

Wanda Irish was damaged because of the communication; and

4.

The amount of damages suffered by Wanda Irish.

Wanda Irish must prove the following additional element by clear and
convincing evidence:
6.

The defendant knew the information was false, or acted with

reckless disregard for its truth, at the time the information was communicated to
others.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
When I say a party has the burden of proof on a proposition by clear and
convincing evidence, I mean you must be persuaded that it is highly probable that such
proposition is true. This is a higher burden than the general burden that the proposition is
more probably true than not true.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

By giving you instructions on the subject of damages 1 I do not express any
opinion as to whether the plaintiff is entitled to damages.
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INSTRUCTION NO. _ _
Damages are not limited to out-of-pocket loss, but can include hann inflicted by defamatory
falsehood include impairment of reputation and standing in the community, personal
humiliation, and mental anguish and suffering.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
Plaintiff Wanda Irish is deemed to have been injured by the defamation in this
case, and the plaintiff need not prove actual injury in order to recover damages.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

If you find by clear and convincing evidence that the defendant knew the
defamatory infonnation was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the time
of the communication of the information to another, you may consider the issue of punitive
damages.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
If you find that defendant's acts which proximately caused injury to the plaintiff

were an extreme deviation from reasonable standards of conduct and that these acts were
performed by the defendant with [malice] [fraud] [oppression] [wantonness] [gross
negligence], you may, in addition to any compensatory damages to which you find the
plaintiff entitled, award to plaintiff an amount which will punish the defendant and deter
the defendant and others from engaging in similar conduct in the future.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
If plaintiff proves by clear and convincing evidence that the defendant's acts which
proximately caused injury to the plaintiff were an extreme deviation from reasonable
standards of conduct and that these acts were [malicious] [fraudulent] [oppressive] or
[outrageous] you may, in addition to any compensatory damages to which you find the
plaintiff entitled, award to plaintiff an amount which will punish the defendant and deter
the defendant and others from engaging in similar conduct in the future.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
Punitive damages are not a matter of right, but may be awarded in the jury's sound
discretion, which is to be exercised without passion or prejudice. The law provides no
mathematical fommla by which such damages are to be calculated, other than any award
of punitive damages must bear a reasonable relation to the actual harm done, to the cause
thereof, to the conduct of the defendant, and to the primary objective of deterrence.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
I have given you the rules of law that apply to this case. I have instructed you regarding
matters that you may consider in weighing the evidence to determine the facts.
In a few minutes counsel will present their closing arguments to you and then you will
retire to the jury room for your deliberations.
Each of you has an equally important voice in the jury deliberations. Therefore, the
attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of the deliberations are important. At the outset
of deliberations, it is rarely productive for a juror to make an emphatic expression of opinion on
the case or to state how he or she intends to vote. When one does that at the beginning, one's
sense of pride may be aroused and there may be reluctance to change that position, even if
shown that it is wrong. Remember that you are not partisans or advocates, but you are judges.
For you, as for me, there can be no triumph except in the ascertainment and declaration of the
truth.
Consult with one another. Consider each other's views. Deliberate with the objective of
reaching an agreement, if you can do so without disturbing your individual judgment. Each of
you must decide this case for yourself; but you should do so only after a discussion and
consideration of the case with your fellow jurors.
As jurors you have a duty to consult with one another and to deliberate before making
your individual decisions. You should fully and fairly discuss among yourselves all of the
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evidence you have seen and heard in this courtroom about this case, together with the law that
relates to this case as contained in my instructions.
During the course of deliberations, do not hesitate to reexamine your own views and
change your opinion if convinced it is erroneous. But do not surrender your honest opinion as
to the weight or effect of evidence solely because of the opinion of your fellow jurors, or for
the mere purpose of returning a verdict.
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INSTRUCTION NO.
You have now completed your duties as jurors in this case and are discharged with the
sincere thanks of this Court. You may now discuss this case with the attorneys or with anyone
else. For your guidance, I instruct you that whether you talk to the attorneys, or to anyone else, is
entirely your own decision. It is proper for you to discuss this case, if you want to, but you are not
required to do so, and you may choose not to discuss the case with anyone at all. If you choose to
talk to someone about this case, you may tell them as much or as little as you like about your
deliberations or the facts that influenced your decisions. If anyone persists in discussing the case
over your objection, or becomes critical of your service, either before or after any discussion has
begun, you may report it to me.
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IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
DENNIS IRlSH and WANDA IRlSH,
husband and wife,
NO. CV-2015-5814
Plaintiff,
SPECIAL JURY VERDICT

V.

JEFFREY E. HALL and DONA F. HALL,
husband and wife,
Defendant.
Complete all of the verdict forms below:
Plaintiff Wanda Irish

We the Jury answer the questions submitted to us as follows:
1.

Did Defendant Dona Hall communicate information concerning Plaintiff Wanda Irish to others?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 1is yes, then answer question 2. If you answered no, stop here, answer no

further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

2. Did the communication by Defendant Dona Hall impugn or impair the honesty, integrity, virtue
or reputation of Plaintiff Wanda Irish or expose her to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule?
Yes

No
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If your answer to question 2 is yes, then answer question 3. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

3. Was the information communicated by Defendant Dona Hall false?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 3 is yes, then answer question 4. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

4. Did Plaintiff Wanda Irish prove by clear and convincing evidence that Defendant Dona Hall knew
the information was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the time the information
was communicated to others?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 4 is yes, then answer question 5. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

5.

Was Plaintiff Wanda Irish damaged because of the communication by Defendant Dona Hall?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 5 is yes, then answer questions 6 and 8. If you answered no, then answer
questions 7 and 8.

ACTUAL DAMAGES
6.

What are Plaintiff Wanda Irish's damages for:
a).

Harm to property, business, trade, profession, or occupation?

$_~

b).

Expenses had to pay as a result of the defamatory statements?

$_ _~

c).

Harm to reputation?

$_ ____,
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d).

Personal humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings?

$_ _ _~

ASSUMED DAMAGES.

7. The Court has determined that Plaintiff Wanda Irish is deemed to have been damaged by the
defamation in this case, and she need not prove actual injury in order to recover damages. What
are the damages you award for the assumed hann to Plaintiff Wanda Irish's reputation,
humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings? You must award at least a
nominal sum.
$_ _ __

PUNITIVE DAMAGES

8. Did Plaintiff Wanda Irish prove by clear and convincing evidence that Defendant Dona Hall
knew the defamatory information was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the
time of the communication of the information?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 8 is yes, then answer question 9. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

9. Punitive damages may be awarded to punish Defendant Dona Hall and deter her and others
from engaging in similar conduct in the future. What is your award of punitive damages, if any,
against Defendant Dona Hall?
$_ _ __

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Presiding Juror
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We the Jury answer the questions submitted to us as follows:
1. Did Defendant Jeffrey Hall communicate information concerning Plaintiff Wanda Irish to
others?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 1is yes, then answer question 2. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

2. Did the communication by Defendant Jeffrey Hall impugn or impair the honesty, integrity,
virtue or reputation of Plaintiff Wanda Irish or expose him to public hatred, contempt, or
ridicule?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 2 is yes, then answer question 3. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this fonn.

3. Was the information communicated by Defendant Jeffrey Hall false?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 3 is yes, then answer question 4. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

4. Did Plaintiff Wanda Irish prove by clear and convincing evidence that Defendant Jeffrey Hall knew
the information was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the time the information
was communicated to others?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 4 is yes, then answer question 5. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.
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5,

Was Plaintiff Wanda Irish damaged because of the communication?

Yes

No

If your answer to question 5 is yes, then answer questions 6 and 8. If you answered no, then answer
questions 7 and 8.

ACTUAL DAMAGES
6.

What are Plaintiff Wanda Irish's damages for:
a).

Harm to property, business, trade, profession, or occupation?

$_ ___.

b).

Expenses had to pay as a result of the defamatory statements?

$_ _~

c).

Harm to reputation?

$_ ___.

d).

Personal humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings?

$_ ___.

ASSUMED DAMAGES

7. The Court has determined that Plaintiff Wanda Irish is deemed to have been damaged by the
defamation in this case, and she need not prove actual injury in order to recover damages. What
are the damages you award for the assumed harm to Plaintiff Wanda Irish's reputation,
humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings? You must award at least a
nominal sum.
$_ _ __

PUNITIVE DAMAGES

8. Did Plaintiff Wanda Irish prove by clear and convincing evidence that Defendant Jeffrey Hall
knew the defamatory information was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the
time of the communication of the infonnation?
Yes

No
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If your answer to question 8 is yes, then answer question 9. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this fonn.
9. Punitive damages may be awarded to punish Defendant Jeffrey Hall and deter him and others
from engaging in similar conduct in the future. What is your award of punitive damages, if any,
against Defendant Jeffrey Hall?
$_ _ __

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Presiding Juror
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Plaintiff Dennis Irish
We the Jury answer the questions submitted to us as follows:
1. Did Defendant Dona Hall communicate information concerning Plaintiff Dennis Irish to others?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 1 is yes, then answer question 2. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

2.

Did the communication by Defendant Dona Hall impugn or impair the honesty, integrity, virtue
or reputation of Plaintiff Dennis Irish or expose him to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 2 is yes, then answer question 3. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

3. Was the information communicated by Defendant Dona Hall false?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 3 is yes, then answer question 4. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

4. Was Plaintiff Dennis Irish damaged because of the communication by Defendant Dona Hall?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 4 is yes, then answer questions 5 and 7. If you answered no, then answer
questions 6 and 7.

ACTUAL DAMAGES
5. What are Plaintiff Dennis Irish's damages for:
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a).

Harm to property, business, trade, profession, or occupation?

$_ _ _~

b).

Expenses had to pay as a result of the defamatory statements?

$

c).

Harm to reputation?

$_ ___.

d).

Personal humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings?

$_ _ __,

___

ASSUMED DAMAGES

6. The Court has determined that Plaintiff Dennis Irish is deemed to have been damaged by the
defamation in this case, and he need not prove actual injury in order to recover damages. What
are the damages you award for the assumed harm to Plaintiff Dennis Irish's reputation,
humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings? You must award at least a
nominal sum.
$_ _ __

PUNITIVE DAMAGES

7. Did Plaintiff Dennis Irish prove by clear and convincing evidence that Defendant Dona Hall
knew the defamatory information was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the
time of the communication of the information?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 8 is yes, then answer question 9. If you answered no, stop here, answer no

further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.
8.

Punitive damages may be awarded to punish Defendant Dona Hall and deter her and others
from engaging in similar conduct in the future. What is your award of punitive damages, if any,
against Defendant Dona Hall?
$_ _ __

Signed:

- - -Presiding
- - - -Juror
--
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_,

We the Jury answer the questions submitted to us as follows:
1.

Did Defendant Jeffery Hall communicate information concerning Plaintiff Dennis Irish to
others?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 1is yes, then answer question 2. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

2.

Did the communication by Defendant Jeffeiy Hall impugn or impair the honesty, integrity,
virtue or reputation of Plaintiff Dennis Irish or expose him to public hatred, contempt, or
ridicule?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 2 is yes, then answer question 3. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

3.

Was the information communicated by Defendant Jeffeiy Hall false?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 3 is yes, then answer question 4. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

4.

Was Plaintiff Dennis Irish damaged because of the communication by Defendant Jeffery Hall?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 4 is yes, then answer questions 5 and 7. If you answered no, then answer
questions 6 and 7.

ACTUAL DAMAGES
5.

What are Plaintiff Dennis Irish's damages for:
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a).

Harm to property, business, trade, profession, or occupation?

$_ ___,

b).

Expenses had to pay as a result of the defamatory statements?

$_ ____.

c).

Harm to reputation?

$_ _____,

d).

Personal humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings?

$_ __.

ASSUMED DAMAGES
6. The Court has determined that Plaintiff Dennis Irish is deemed to have been damaged by the
defamation in this case, and he need not prove actual injury in order to recover damages. What
are the damages you award for the assumed harm to Plaintiff Dennis Irish's reputation,
humiliation, shame, mental anguish and suffering, or hurt feelings? You must award at least a
nominal sum.
$_ __

PUNITIVE DAMAGES

7. Did Plaintiff Dennis Irish prove by clear and convincing evidence that Defendant Jeffery Hall
knew the defamatory information was false, or acted with reckless disregard for its truth, at the
time of the communication of the information?
Yes

No

If your answer to question 8 is yes, then answer question 9. If you answered no, stop here, answer no
further questions, and have the presiding juror sign and date this form.

8. Punitive damages may be awarded to punish Defendant Jeffery Hall and deter him and others
from engaging in similar conduct in the future. What is your award of punitive damages, if any,
against Defendant Jeffery Hall?
$_ _ __

Signed: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Presiding Juror
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